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SPJECIAI, NOTICES.

RARE OLD ENGLISH

BOOKS.

purchased.
Books

Warned Im-

mediately.

aug20

endtf

_

Old Bare Books.
t VOLUMES of old rare English BookB,
"" *
.11
If
)|
iJVJ\
this day received from New York, inclusive of School ana College Text Books.
Great
bargains, 118 Middle St.
sep24sn 1 w

GARMENTS
Dry Cleansed,
Scoured or Dyed

Steam

and Pressed

TAILOR’S

Salesroom IS Excl nn^e Si.
BAILEY,
c. w. ATX’KS

Regular gal* ol Furniture and Genera MerchanLaturday, commencing at 10 o’clock a.

dise every

Consignments solicited

m.

oct3dti

Executor’s Sale of Vessel Property by Auction.
18
THURSDAY, Sept. 27. at 12 m., at
shall sell
ON Exchange
street, Portland Me,
the
the estate of
rooms

following property belonging to
H. L. Kendall Providence, R. I.:

TONS.

YE8SELS.

BUILT.

1-32 Ship Wm. G. Davis.1008... 1877
1876
1-32
Portland Lloyds.1242
1-32 Bark Isaac Jackson. 616.. ,.1874
1-32
Alice. 504. ...1874
579... 1882
1-32 Bkt. Jessie McGregor.
1-32 Brig E. Winslow. 392.... 1873
Williams.
407 ...1873
1-32
E. W.
1-32
Fanny B. Tucker. 409.... 1874
439.... 1874
1-32
Jenny Phinney
1-16 Scb. Chas. E. Sears, of Lubec.... 160_1874
Information regarding the vessels can be had upon
application to J. S. Winslow & Co., 3 and 4 Central
Wharf. FRANCIS KENDALL. ) Executors of
NICHOLAS SHELDON, \
Estate of
HIRAM KENDALL.
) H. L. Kendall.
F. O. BAILEV A F©., Auctioneer*.
dGt

PRESSMEN

AT

FOSTERS
Forest City Dye House

sep21_
A NI CE LITTLE

13 Preble St.opp. Preble House
sneodtf
jylO

FARM

AT AUCTION.

~

WEDNESPAY,
ON acres,

INS FRANCK.

Oct 3, 1883, containing 20
cleared and thirteen woodland, situated between Morrill’s and Abbott’s Corners, within five minutes walk of steam and horse
cars, public schools, church and Westbrook Seminary. A fiife place for early gardening or residence
where ample grounds are required.
seven acres

W. D. LITTLE k GO.,
31 Exchange Street.

F. O. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.
dlw

sep27

ESTABLIhDED IN 1S43.
Reliable Insurance in tiret-class American and

Foreign Co’s at Lowest Rates. Losses promptly adjusted and prompt attention given to business.
sepl8 TELEPHONE 701. snly

Cure Your Corns
USING

BY

SOHLOTTERBECK’S

Corn, Wart & Boiiioo Solvent.
Entirely harmless; is not a caustic.
It removes Corns, Warts, Bunions aud Callous
without leaving a blemish.
Brush for applying in each bottle.
E&TA CURE IS GUARANTEED.^*
Price 25 cents.
For sale by all DrBKgixlH.
Trv it and you will be convinced like thousands
who have used it %nd now testify to its value.
A*h for Hchlotterbeck’s Corn and Wart
Hoi vent and take no other.
nov23
jiadtf

WANTS,
of kin wanted of Walter Harvey Foster,
NEXT
M. D. otherwise Walter Foster Harvey who

practiced medicine in Philadelphia, Portland and
Maine, and during the years 1869 and 1870 or
thereabouts war connected with the Portland
School for Medical Instruction and the Philadelphia Hospital Almshouse, and who was M. I), of the
Medical College of Pennsylvania, sometimes known
as Colonel
W. F. Harvey—who left America for
Alexandria and subsequently for Ergla d about
the year 1870. Apply to John M. Green, Solicitor,
43 Waterloo

sep26

Street, Birmingham, England.
Wanted.

BOY to carry bundles. Good references required. Apply immediately.
sep25d3t_MILLETT & LITTLE.

A

Wanted at Once

^-^Scow

FIRST-CLASS

FROM

Wanted.

Stolen.

Dyer’s dock, about a week ago. Any pergiving information iu regard to it will be

rewarded by the dock company.

sep!2dtf

with two well furnished rooms, In a nice
locality, for a lady and two children, aged six
and two years. Address at once, “A.
C.,” Press

BOARD,

the

Franco American

Premiums on Policies not masked oil
1st January, 1882
Total Marine

1,616,844

85

Premiums.$5,929,538

43

ASSETS.’^--

$13,17075.02
Six Per Cent, Interest on Outstanding
Scrip Paid On and After Feb. 6, 1888.
to Policy
Holacrs on
Premiums Termiuatinff in 1882,

Divitieud

sep22dlw*

or

sepl7_dtf
Wanted.

EXPERIENCED
Straw Sewing

1883-4.

on

for
&

Address CARROLL

New York.

Wilcox & Gibbs
the

Winter

of

CO., Matteawan,
sepl4d2w

Wanted.
TER,

GIRL well recummended. Must be a good
c ok and laundress.
Apply to J. P. BAX61

Deering St., City.

An

sepl2dtf

WAITED.
cook

experienced

Free St.

at

seplO

130

Losses

dtf

Wanted.
Gentlemen. We furnish light, sim
LADIES
pie work, sent by mail any distance, and pay
it
price when finished;
be done at home
§ood
urmg leisure hours,
steady work; the work is
and

a

can

or as

ea«y and rulcg simple; this is no misrepresentation;
$2 to §5 made daily; no canvassing and no stamp
for reply; we have a great d mand for our work,
and furnish steady employment. For particulars,
address J. RUTLAND & CO., Manufacturers, Box
2067, Boston, Mass.
sep4dlm*

to sell

installEagle Wringers
J ments. Good salary
CCANVASSERS
commision paid. Also

Days

on

PORTLAND: 9EXCHANGE ST.

J. W.

Agents to sell Wildes, Patent Button. A pply
B. B. MART IS, Manager
35 Temple Street.
aug30dtf_

REST WAITED.

a. D. JONES. President,
CHARLES DENNIS, Vice President
W. H. H. MOORE, 2d Vice President,
A. A. RAVEN, 3d Vice President.
H.
J.
Chapmak, Secretary.

About the middle of September,
a convenient tenement of six or
seven rooms in a central location.
Address N. J. Press office, stating
price and location.
aug28

HUNGER,

dtf

GIBLS WAITED.
Portland Star iVlatcli Co., West
Commercial Street.
myl2-dtf

CO fit RESPONDENT

LET.

TO

HOUSE TO LET

Sale

Closing-Out
—

OF

House at Woodford’s, on line of
horse cars, t.» lei. Apply to
J. II. REED, Woodford’s.
sep6dtf

—

TO

BOOTS awl SHOES.
Oar entire slock is to be sold, if possible,

store in
betore we move into our
Brown’s Mem irial Block (which wi 1 be
about Oet. 15). This stock consists of
a general line of Boots, Shoes and SlipWe shall
pers, and is in good order.
offer bargains yet unknown to the retail
trade in Portland, as we intend starting
our new store with new, fresh goods.
new

LEU.

480

St.

Congress

Opp. Preble Ifloucit’.

eep!3

_eodtf

__

C. 0. HUDSON
—

AT

—

13 MARKET
BiNtF-iCIURES

SQ.,

(DAILY)

Caramels,
JLime Juice Tablets,
Fine GhocolateDrops
—

and

—

Great Vaticiy of Other C lrstelas, Confectionery.

A

GIVE HIM A CALL!
my30

__

CHAS. H. O’BRION,
Wholesale and Detail Dealer in

from the life saving crew remained on board
assist in getting her to the Delaware Breakwater.

V. 8. M. Alliance at ZUnstport.
Eastport, Sept. 26.—The United States
steamer Alliance has just steamed into the
harbor and is anchored
town.

miles from the

two

store M117 &!19 Middle St.
the Poet Office where all the large
Wholesale Jobbing Houses are located, in dry
,*oods, Fancy and other Classes of goods. Fitted up
with two Counting rooms, Brick and Iron Safe, Elevator, Counters, Tables, Gas and Water, with light
and airy basement all in perfect repair. Heated by
a furnace.
Inquire of H. E, THOMPSON 3 64
Brackett St. where the keys may. be found.
oct2
dtf

BELOW

FOR

/■'IaN show any

HALE.

in want of a nice residence
Vj great bargains at Gorham Village.
One 2 story house, “L,” and stable, acre of
land,
50 fruit trees, nice water.
One 2 story house, new, never has been occupied, very nice lot liUxl 16, fruit trees, currants
&C., nice water. St nd for plans and descriptions to
G.-l>. WEEKS, Auc. and Real Estate Agent.
Gorham, Me.
KP^House lots for Sa
jy31dtf

House

one

Newbury St. For Sale.

$1,350.

Will accommodate one or two
families.
Sebago water. Conveniently located to the Grand Trunk Railway or Portland
Company. A cheap rent for a laboring man.
sep!2d3w*WM. H, JERRIS.

PRICE

For Sale or to Lease.
large and convenient store and connecting
buildings, erected and occupied by the late R.
A. Chapman, situated near the Grand Trunk depot
in Bethel, Maine. ThW is the most desirable location for trade, all things considered, in the flourishing town of Bethel, if not in Oxford County, and a
rare opportunity is here offered to anyone desiring a
first class location for Country business. Address
C. C. CHAPMAN, Portland, Me.
sep8d4w

THE

23.
Archie Frazier, indicted for burning George
L, Byron’s house aud barn inLinneus, April 2,
John Wesley McGuire
indicted for the same, and Seth McGuire
for inciting the same.
John F. Eazely, indicted for assanlting David Adams, with intent to kill, at Littleton,
March 26,1883, pleaded guilty and was senwas

tenced to two years in State prison.
Archie Belongie, aged 14 years, of Houlton,
was indicted for assaulting Mary J. McTavish
with intent to kill, July 4th, 1883.

Bangor, Sept. 26.—The second day of the
Eastern Maine fair opened auspiciously. A
largo crowd was in attendance during the
morning to witness the base ball game—Dirigos of Portland vs. Bangors of this city. .The
pulling exhibition by draft horses took place
during the morning, and the first prize of $ 50
was
won
by E. King of Orrington, and the
second by W. Warren of Scarboro.
The races this afternodh were witnessed by
In the 3.45
a
large number of spectators.
class, George O. of Belfast took first money in
three straight heats. Best time, 2.35 1-2.
The race for four year olds and under was
by Glottsr, of Dover; best time, 2.55 1-2.
Iu the 2.31 class, Watchmaker of Damariscotta was the winner; best time, 2.31 3-4.
won

In

the running race, Sleepy Tom of St.
John, won; best time, 1.55 1-2.
Benuiou of Veterans.

and show of
The 2.45 race was won by Fuller Boy.

was a

horses.

horse

brilliant

trot

Time, 2.43J
Bay State Knight* of Pythias

at

(fardi-

ner.

Gardiner, Sept. 26.-Caiauth Lodge, K. of
P., of LynD, Mass., arrived iu tewa this morning. They will remain here until to-morrow
afternoon, as guests of the Gardiner Lodge.
They are accompanied by the Lynn Band. The
lodges participated iu a parade this afternoon, and a ball was given at Johnson Hall
this evening, in honor of the visiting Knights.
Among the guests ure several Grand Lodge
officers from Massachusetts and this State. Tomorrow the visitors will be taken to Hallowell
At the above
and Augusta in the forenoon.
cities they will be received by the mayor, and
after a short parade, return to this city.
iCMu

out

.TaACUiiugu:-.

Rev. Thomas Maraden, who died in Dexier,
Tuesday, was born in Yorkshire, Eng., in 1811,
and entered the Methodist ministry when 21
years old. He remained connected with that
denomination until he came to this country in
185G. Ho then took orders in the Protestant
Episcopal church, and wag ordained and
preached in New York for several years. In
the fail of 1875 he became pastor of the Episcopal church in Dexter.
Andrew J. Gross of Brewer, engaged in stevedoring at Bangor, claims to havo been robbed of $27.50, Saturday evening, by three unknown men on a railroad track, half a mile
from

a

Specialty,

at 3 Lowest

Market

IPricee.

322

Commercial Street,

.Brown’s Wharf, Portland,;!"*
Orders receded hyjTeleplione, No. 644.

aun7_“_

THE

“Xji32AX>lI3n.”

A Pure Havana Cigar.
McMAIN of the firm of McMain & Weston,
the attention of buyers and smokers
to this
New Cigar which they are introducing
f om flavoring or
It is a tube CIOAK, free
market
and abso utcly free from poi
stock,
the
of
coloring
00
It is a first-ciass, clean, and guar«nvkiiid
®°
tor 1. s.
the best Havana.
to he
anteed to
t’striotlv hand made. Also, in
Weston's
-..ino a Five Cent
their health should try
wbo
between the
note the difference
Address
pure and the imitation.
Westfield, Nina..
NIcNIAIN & WESTON,
m

F

1. would call

to the

Bangoy.

At the field day exercises of Dartmouth (JolFor Sale.
! lege, yesterday, j. P. Brooks of Kitter.v won
for
desirable
Hiand
Hummer
| tho first heat in tho hurdle race; time, 19J secVery
Hotel,
onds. The race will be completed to-day.
Bonrdiug 8ft use,or C'ouutry (Borne.
Homestead of the late Oliver Dow, situated
Shipping potatoes at Honlton commanded 95
at West Buxton Village, on the Saco River:
cente a barrel on Tuesday.
containing fifty acres excellent land, two story
brick home and “L,” bare, stable, wood house, ice
It appears that there is no law under which
house, sheds &c. The buildings will be sold separNathan F. Hart can claim a new trial, the law
ate from the land if desired. For terms, &c., apply
of 1880, providing for new trials in capital
to CYRUS F. DAVIS, West Buxton, Maine.
| caseB or those formerly capital, having been reaug28eodtf
j pealed. Hart is therefore, remitted to the geu; eral pardoning power of tho Governor and
Suburban Kesiuence For Sale.
Council, as it existed prior to 1876, when a
Deering, two miles out. 7 acres land, story statute was passed
providing for a decision of
and hall house, stable, fine young orchard in
the court in favor of the application for parPrice
of
Portland.
beating, choice fruit. Full view
$3500—oue-h If on mortgage. W. H. WALDRON, don before its presentation to the Governor
and Council. This act having been repealed,
180 Middle Street._
seplbeod3w»
the application may now be made for pardon
For Sale. #
i without the interveution of the court.
Yarmouth Village, tbe residence of the late CyWhen Gov. Robio, after dining in Auburn,
rus F. Sargent, b ing a two story and a half Cotreturned to the fair, one day last week, he
tage, with largo ell, out house, carriage house and
found the Sixth Street Grammar School, of
stable, in the best repair, with steam heating appaAuburn, pupils and teachers, arranged each
ratus, Lot and cold water and all modern convenwalk
of
the
iences Within five minutes
depot, j side of the road, the boys on one sido each
churches, post office and high school. With 2v» j with a buttonhole bouquet and uncovered head
acres highly cultivated land, garden, fruit trees, ; and tho girls on
the other Bide, with flowers,
&c., &c. Apply in person or by letter, to
and all neatly dressed. Belle Johnson stepped
CYRUS R. SARGENT,
and prettily presented a choice bouforward
Yarmouth, Me.
aug29dlra*
Governor ltobie
quet in behalf of the school.
was touched by the incident, and thauked
DIAMOND ISLAND.
a
few
words.
1 them in
When the carriage
lots bought and so'd by
started the boys waved their hats and gave
W. II. WALDRON, 180 Middle St.
cheers.
three
aug2l
_dtf
Wm. A. Andrews, a clothing dealer of BelFarm For Sale or To Let.
fast, died suddenly of bean diseabe Monday
best
farms
in tbe County of Cumberof tbe
night.
land. situated in dape Elizabeth, known as the
“Brooks Farm” will be sold at a great bargain. S.
A Buffalo Elevator Burucil.
L. CARLETON, Att’y at Law, 180 Middle St. rortmar8dtf
and, Me.
Buffalo, Sept. 26.—Fire this morning destroyed Sternberg’s elevator. The original
cost of the building was $100,009, and the
grain contained therein was valued at $102,000. Total loss estimated at 8175,000.
51 Monument Street,

THE

IN

o

t.ii

of'
l'«. ■*‘'*7iVed

otoarCtSm\Aers
Hl!"^a.“r,’faud

tel,

E.

Cali

li

v"luc

'•«)U

Dana, Jr., and J. B. ‘Totten.

sepllddm

Building

ONE

MISS

_

ANNE

L.

Teacher of

DAVIS,

Violin,

Conservatory of Music, and refers
Julius Eichberg, W. H. Dennett,
by
Charles Grimmer, and Ira G. Stockbridge.
dl w,teod2m*
sepio

Pupil

of Boston
permission to

The British Association for the Advanceof Science has decided to invite the
American Society lor tho Advancement of
Scieuce to become honorary members of the
association during its visit to Montreal in 1884.
ment

II..„

jured.

FOREIGN.
A

Twenty-Eight

Vessels

Sunk and

Banoor, Sept.

people to the fair gronnd, and it was evident
that the game was what they came to see, for
as soon as time was called, the crowd left the
j
other attractions and gathered around the
diamond to such
of policemen was

extent that the assistance
required to keep them back

an

from the players.
The gamo opened well and promised to be a
close and exciting one, and no doubt would
have been, had not an accident happened to
the Dirigo catcher in the seventh inning,
which prevented any more playing on the part
of the visitors as they were unable to supply
his place, and according to the rules the game
was forfeited to
the home nine by a sooro of
nine to nothing.
Up to the seventh inning the game was nobody’s, and the playing of both clubs was very
brilliant. The homo nine were first at the bat
and succeeded in scoring; the visitors did also.
In the second another rnn was scored by Bangor while the Dirigos were blanked—score 2 to
1 in favor of the home nine; the third resulted
in a run for the visitors while our boys were
blanked. This made the score even again; toe
fourth was played, and both clabs failed to
score; in the fifth the Dirigos got down to
work and hy hard batting succeeded in scoring
three runs before retiring, while the home
club was blaDked—scBre 5 to 2 In favor of the
visitors; iu the sixth our boys retaliated, and
closed their half of this inning making four
runs, which made the score 6 to 5 lu their
favor. The visitors in their half of the sixth
scored one and tied the gamo ouce more. In
the first half of tho seventh, Gulliver, the
catcher of the Dirigos, was struck by a foul tip
while under the bat aud was uuable to catch
without its proving disastrous to the visitors,
and it was thought best to call the game whioh
they did, with the result as stated above.
Those present seemed to sympathize with
the visitors, and many declared themselves
perfectly satisfied with the Dirigos in refusing
tojl play without a catcher.
Many brilliant
plays were made by both nines, and if the accident had not occurred it would have been a
hard fight before either club could have secura

ward them. Fart of the nine returned home
the ‘‘Flying Yankee,” while the rest remained here to see the trotting this afternoon,
aud will leave for Portland in the morning.
on

THE AROOSTOOK MURDER.
Opening of tlic Case for (he Prosecution.
Houlton, Sept. 26.—The trial of John Swan
hick charged with the murder of John Hanson
in July last began here this morning. Attorney General Cleaves and County Attorney
for tbo State and Powers and
The jury was
the prisoner.
emoanuelled, the respondent exercising his
right in seven peremptory challenges and the
State three.
The case was opened for the State and the
first government witness callod was Mrs. HanShe testified that
son, wife of the deceased.
on the morniug of July 23d her husband heard
that Swanback had torn down the bars at the
foot of the road near Swanback’s house. HanAlien

appeared

Douworth for

took his gun, went down and began to put
Swanback came out from his
up the bars.
A dispute arose when
house with a gun.
Swanback raised his gun and shot Hanson.
Hanson then fired aod wounded Swanback.
The witness was put to a long cross examinson

ation, but her testimony was
changed.
Amos Davenport testified

not

te

materially

substantially

the same facts as Mrs. Hanson.
Several other witnesses were called, who
testified to threats made by Swanback to take
the life of Hanson.
At the ccmiug in of the court in the afternoon several witnesses were called and testified relating to threats.
Counsel for the state closed their case, and
the
opened claiming that

reBD^pdent

Swanback acted in self-defence and shot Hanson to save his own life.
Swanback testified that he did not fire at
Hanson until he (Hansoo) had raised his gun

Fifty-Three

Lives Lost—Details of the

Wreek of the

Caiieifln.

Nkw Yoiik, Sept. 20.—The Nassau (N. P.)
Guardiau of the 12th instant reports the following losses by the recent hurricane in that
vicinity: The schooner Melissa Trask was
driven ashope at Norman’s Cay, Ship Channel. Capt. Trask arrived here this afternoon
in the

ship’s boat. Schooner Victor, hence to
Jamaica, was wrecked near the Melissa
Trask, and Mr. Charles Welch and a lady who
arrived at Nassau in the last steamer from
Belize and three men were drowned.
The
Mont Eagle is reported to bo lost with all on
board, a portion of her steru with name upon
it having boon picked up.
Sad accounts are being received from the
out-islands. In Nassau harbor 17 schooners
and 11 sloops were sunk, including the American schooner Mary Jane and Elizabeth, and
one brig. Forty-six schooners and 11 sloops
were

damaged.

The government despatched the sctiooner
Wanderer this afternoon to proceed to Ship
Channel aud other cays lying along the Exnmau range to render succor and relief to any
The
who may
have been
shipwrecked.
Guardian of September 15th says that 53 lives
have been reported lost during the hurricane.
The following is the captain’s statement of
the loss of the Carleton: The Carleton left
Nassau with the mails aud 14 passengers for
Iaiqua and intermediate points on Tuesday
morning, 4th inst., with a head wind. Friday
afternoon sighted Little San Salvador and exMade the
perienced a heavy thunder storm.
harbor of Little San Salvador at 3 p. m. for
the night. At 10 o’clock the barometer had
fallen four teDths and the passengers were informed that a hurricane was blowing. At 5 30
a. m. on Saturday the vessel dragged into deep
water broadside to the wind lying off her beam
from the pressure. Efforts were made to get
The port chain and
her anchor in but failed.
anchor were let go and a drag made with a
piece of scantling was thrown over bat she
would not come head to the wiud. The starboard was then let go, the vessel still on her
beam .Spars were then cut away and she righted
scudding before the wind. The sea was heavy.
A
At 11 o’clock sounding showed 8 fathoms.
few minutes after the Carleton was on the reef
at the nortn side of Eleuthera, off Millars and
the rudder was lost. The vessel then came off
into 5 fathoms of water and Btruck again on
her side where she remained broadside to the
sea and bilged.
Orders were given to get the
As the passengers
boats ready for launching.
the cabin on acwere not able to remain in
count of water covering the floor they were
The large
removed totbe galley on deck.
boat on the weather side was lowered for the
off
the
on
the
of
taking
passengers
purpcBS
lee side and 12 persons got into her, when the
and the boat went
oars were washed away
adrift being steered with a pierce of board. As
soon as the boat parted a heavy sea washed the
decks and npset the galley leaving the passengers without shelter, and the following sea
washed the galley overboard.
At the time the only people on board belonging to the vessel were Capt. Dorsey, Jas.
Darling, (cook) and Adam McKenzie,(seaman)
who endeavored to get the other boat into the
water, but while trying to do so a heavy sea
swept the deck ol passengers and everything
it except the captain, his two men and
on
the boat to which tbe latter ctuug as it was
was kept fast by by being under tbe rail of the
vessel. The captain and his men finally succeeded in launching that boat and reaching
the beach at Millais. The first boat gained
the shore about five miles below.
At midnight a messenger from tbe light informed the captain that the first boat had
reached the Bay and next morning the- mate
About midday
and two boys came to him.
seven bodies were reported to have drifted
ashore seven or eight miles below, among them
the wife of Rev. J. 8. J. Higgs aud Mrs. N.A.
Anderson. An inquest was held and the bodies buried.
On Monday the bodies of Rev. J. S. J. Higgs
and Nancy Simmons weri^ recovered, when
another inquest was held, and they also were
interred. Rev. J. S. J. Higgs was for many
years rector of the parish of San Salvador.
Mr. N. A. Anderson had just been appointed
acting resident justice at Long Island,
The Carleton was owned by Hon. R. H.
Sayer of this city. Tbo shipments to the outislands were unusually large Ibis voyage.
All of tbe mails with the exception of the bags
for San Salvador aud Iniqua were recovered.
The passengers drowned were Rev J. S. J.
Higgs, Mrs. Higgs, Mr. N. A. Anderson, wife
and daughter, Nancy Simmons and two children, Elizaoetb Cole brook,Rosa Devereaux and
child, aud Amelia Young.
Steamer City of Alexandria, from Havana,
reports that the storm broke at 1 p. m on the
8th. All the wharf property of the city was
destroyed as well as the sponge exchange and
About 100 frame buildings were
the market.
blown down.

POLITICAL.

shoot him.
William Akerly and Mrs. Swanback who
the shooting testified that
were present at

Hanson raised his gun first.
called
Several physicians were
by the
respondent to show the nature of the wound
received by Swanback from Hanson’s gun, and
several prominent citizens of Presque Isie
wt re called to testify as to the good character
of Swanback.
Testimony was also offered to
show that soveral of the government witnesses
had made different statements as to the order
iu which the shooting took place.
This closed the testimony of respondent, and

submitting some rebutting
testimony announced its case closed.
will
make the
Hon. Llewellyn Powers
closing argument for the respondent to morrow
morning, and Attorney General Henry B.
the State after

Cleaves for the State. Mach interest is manifested in the case and the court house has been
crowded to an uncomtortable degree.
Public sentiment differs as to the effect the
testimony may have under the law of self-defense. The jnry is in charge of an officer and
are

not allowed to converse with the public.

MASSACHUSETTS.
Governor

Itntlrr Considered Too OIIH-iriouN.

Boston, Sept. 26.—Ex-Governor Talbot,
chairman of the State board of health and
charity, under date of the 21st iust., writes to
Governor Butler stating that the latter’s demand for certain cash books and ledgers relating to the accounts of the superintendent of
oat door poor has been referred to him, and he
declines to deliver because the Governor has
no legal authority to demand them.; Mr. Talbot also requests the return of the book of records of tho board which the Governor got possession of some time ago and has since had
several persons examining. Mr. Talbot protests
against such cxparte investigation. The superintendent of out door poor should have au
opportunity for the explanation of his accounts
and the board is disposed toencourago any investigation necessary. In fact, the Governor
him by
nover replied to the request made of
the board last June, that he should present
specific charges of misconduct of any officers of
the board. The board is the proper body to
investigatejali charges, and any other method
of procedure is unwarranted by law, in violation of the proprieties of official life and unjust
to the officers whose conduct may be called in
question.
Jlevting of the Telephone Companies.
Lowell, Sept. 25.—The meetings of the telephone companies under management ofjthe
Lowell syndicate were held this moring. Quarterly dividends were declaredjas follows: Maine
l.j per cent; Boston and Northern, 3 per- cent;
Bay State,
per.cent; Suburban, 2£ per cent;
Union,
per cent.
SERIOUS CALAMITY.
Fire in u Mtoaincv’s Hold guffoentes One
ITIun and Fight Others Nenryly Fose
Their Fives.

Boston, Sept. 26.—A refrigerator iu process
of construction in the hold of steamer Oepbalonia took fire to-day while ihe workmen were
coating it witu shellac. The hold was iostautly filled with a dense smoke from the burning
felt and George Pierce, a carpenter, was suffocated, district engineer Dunbar and Beven
members ot the fire department were taken
from the hold unconscious.
Dunbar is delirous to-night and in a critical condition. The
others will recover. Loss $5000.
Base Ball.
At Boston—Bostons 7, Buffalos 5.
At Philadelphia—Deiroits 11,Philadelphia 3

Tuesday an insane man entered the office of
the British consul general at No. 27 State
street, New York, and attempted to assassinate
Vice Consul Hoare. He tired two shots, one
of which lodged iu Mr. Hoare’s desk ami one
in the ceiling. He was speedily disarmed by
tho clerks and taken by a policeman to the
station, where ha described himself as John
A. Feeney, aged 20, a native of Ireland and a
resident of Canada.

Parnelllle Meeting Broke a up by Or-

yiuatNachuscus

Democrat*

Springfield, Sept. 20.—The Massachusetts
Democratic State convention was held in City
Hall to-day. Nominations lor State officers
were as follows:
For Governor, Benjamin F.
Butler; for Lieutenant Governor, Hon. Frederick O. Prince of Boston; for Secretary of
State; Charles Mar»h of Springfield, Auditor,
John Hopkins of Millbury; for Treasurer,
Charles B.Tngalls of North Adams; For Attorney General, John W. Cummings of Fall
River.

The convention at times was in an uproar. Tbe platform reaffirms the last national
and State Democratic platforms, and eulogizes
Gen. Butler’s administration as Governor.
Democrats Gathering at Ruffalo.
Buffalo, N. Y., Sept. 211.—Nearly all the
delegates to the Democratic state convention
have arrived. It is conceded by almost every-

body that the State administrative par.y has a
majority of delcgata. But little doubt is entertaiued of tbe admission of Tammany. Maxfield’s chances are considered the best for
Treasurer. Very little is said about the head
of the ticket.
yinsanrliusctls

Independent Republicans.
Boston, Sept. 27—A conference of Independent Republicans was held this evening at
which plans lor the coming campaign were
discussed. Though not officially decided it was
stated by a gentleman who was present that
the Independents would doubtless support F.
O. Prince, the Democratic
candidate for
lieutenant governor, and the other Republican
nominees with the exception of Ames to whom
the Independents are biuerly opposed.
ivinrylund Republican

Convention.

Baltimore, Sept. 2(1.—Most of the delegates
to tbe Republican State convention to-morrow
Hon. Hart B. Hallou, from indicaare here.
tions to-niglit will have no opposition for tbe
gubernatorial nomination.

WASHINGTON.
Dost OA'cc Employes Required

to

Giv«

Rouils.

Washington, Sept. 20.—Postmaster Conger
cf Washington has established a rule requiring
all employes in his office to famish a bond, and
much complaint has been caused thereby. Mr.
Conger says that 75 per cent, of the clerks in
the office were ougaged at times in handling
matter that would enable them, if they chose
to be dishonest, to make it very embarrassing

the poBtmaster, if not canBe him considerable pecuniary loss. “There can be no objection, that I can Bee,” said Mr. Conger, "to a
postmaster requiring bonds from every clerk in
bis office if ho desires to.
I found that not
a single clerk in tbe registry divisiou was bondwhere
ed,
packages containing millions of dollars in tho aggregate are handled yearly, and
that even in the money-oider division some of
the clerks were not uuder bond. Iam bonded
for a large Sam, and I have a right, I think, to
exact some guarantee from the employes in the
office. The most trusted friends of many an
that have
officer have been the very ones
proved his ruin. There is a good deal in the
A man who is
moral influences of a bond.
tempted to rob the government might restrain
himself for four of injuring his friends.”

to

PENSION FRAUDS.

London, Sept. 20.—At Dnngarvan yesterday
Thos. Power O'Connell, M. P. for Galway, and
Mr. Small, Member of Parliament for Wexford, visited Dnchnnaclay Market for the purpose of holding a political mooting. They were
unable to speak, however, as a body of Orangemen took possession of the place and compelled them to remain within doors. Tho Orangemen hold a meeting In tho principal ssreet.
of
“Nations
were
rule”
Shouts
were
raised and cheers for the
Queen
given. The mob announced their intention of
keeping possession of the town until Messrs.
O’Connor and Small should withdraw, and
declared they would remain up all night to
prevent the Parueliites from erecting a platform. Three thuusand Orangemen will march
in a procession tomorrow and afterwards hold
an anti Parnell meeting.
Orange bands have
played throughout the night and great exciteA troop of lancers, 100 inment prevailed.
fantry and 300 police officers have been drafted
to

Dnngarvan.
llnliun Priests Visit the Pope.

Home, Sept. 26.—The Pope, today, gave audience to 5000 Italian priests.
He expressed
his gratification at their presence as evincing
the union existing between the clergy and the

Holy

See.

Epidemic

Fierce

nt

Agent

Detected in Obtaining Pciwious
for Doni'eilerute Soldiers.

Washington, Sept. 20.—The application of
rebel (soldiers lor peusiousaud the collection of
a fee for
prosecuting such claims by a peusion
agent, would seem to Be the hn ght of absurdity or the worst of swindles, yet such cases are
actually being investigated by Commissioner
Dudley. The agent implicated in this transaction is N. W Fitzgerald of this city, of
whom so much has been written that liis disbarment from practice before the pension bureau is a certaiuty, unless he withdraws voluntarily while he has a chance. Colonel Dudley
will make a call upon Fitzgerald for an explanation this week, although tho evidence now
before him iB apparently convincing, the application for peusion stating plainly that the
soldier was in the Confederate army. Fitzgerald sold his tine residence property during the
past week to Col. li G. lugersoll, and other
pieces of real estate.owned by him are reported
to be for sale. These preparations indicate his
retirement from business, and it is reported
that he intends to leave for Europe this fall.
A

Naples.

An outbreak of a fierce epidemic is announced near Naples. The symptoms ofj the
disease indicate yellow fever.

Foreign

Notes.

A fire in tho Kadi Kevi quarter

of Constan300 houses.

tinople, Tuesday night, destroyed
Pi re at Constantinople yesterday destroyed
property to tho value of about 81,000,000.
GENERAL

NEWS.

820,000.
New Hampshire’s new board of railroad
commissioners organized yesterday, electing
O. C. Moore of Nashua, chairman, and E. B.
S. Sanborn of Franklin Falls, secretary.
Rock county, Wis.. was visited by a severe
frost Tuesday night, and vegetables and all

standing grain were seriously damaged.
Nat White, alleged to be the notorious "gold
brick’’ swindler, was arrested at Lynn yesterday while endeavoring to secure a victim.

CUMBERLAND

PRICE THREE

llMMmin———■—Mfll

Fair this year.
Chas. Blake or Yarmouth has ten of the Burden organs on exhibition.
stock.

The eshibit of horses equals any previous
year; that of fancy herds is much finer than
that of any previous year. G. W. Coolidge has
a tine herd of Jerseys, among
them the cow
Another
direct
Ruby, a
importation.
Dearherd
is
A.
J.
that of
in& Sous, 13
herd of Ayrshire,
cluding cow Louisa, imported direct from Ayrshire, Scotland, and Strathmere, a cow whose
sire and dam were imported. Their 13 months
bull, Highland Duke, is a very handsome animal. Granville Hall exhibits a noble grade
Durham bull, 2 years old, girthing 7 feet. A.
H. Sweetser’s exhibit of Southdown sheep receives merited attention. 8. D. Drinkwater
showB a handsome blood Jersey herd.
It is seldom that a regular attendant upon
fairs, large or small, will have the fortune to
see a finer run of matched cattle than the
fine
born

exhibit now on the grounds at West Cumberland. It is the largest number ever exhibited
there,—47 pairs—and in essential points the
very finest. Cumberland and Falmouth exhibit the best tqwn teams ever shown on tbe

grounds.
What there is of tbs poultry exhibit is meritorious, and comprises Houdans, Plymouth
Rocka, light Brahmas, and Congo ducks. The
value of the exhibit is increased by several
coops o( fan-tail pigeons.
Tne Kaces-

Immense tires are raging in forests and
ranches above Santa Cruz, California, and already bare done terrible damage.
The New York Republican State Committee
yesterday elected James D. Warren, of the
Buffalo Commercial Advertiser, permanent
chairman.
Five thousand people witnessed the races at
Beacon Park yesterday. Jay Eye See trotted
a mile in 2.15$.
The only point of importance in the colored
convention at Louisville, Ky., yesterday, was a
resolution by W. S. Wilson of Louisiana, endorsing the administration of President
Arthur.
The New Hampshire State Board of Equalization yesterday completed the valuation of
the railroads for the purpose of taxation. The
total assessment exceeds that of last year by

FARMERS’

FAIR.

The tbreeThe attendance was excellent.
minute class, for a purse of $100, divided, $60,
$30, $10, was called, and all of the six entries
started, having positions as follows: Birdie S.,

1st, Bonney 2d, Steve 3d, Lady Independent
4tb, Harry L. 5th, and Nickel Plate 6th. The
judges were Wm. H. Irish, E. J. Stubbs and
E. N. Greeley.
First Heat—In this heat the horses were
started well together, Birdie S. and Harry L.
trotting side by side on the first half, the for-

Lady Independent came
up tremendously cm the back stretch, getting
second position at the finish, Harry L coming
in first, Birdie S. third, Nickel Plate 4th, Bonney 5th, Steve 6th. Time, 2.51.
Second Heat—This proved of much interest.
Ladv Independent had a good lead on the first
quarter, but lost it on the second, Harry L.
getting it in turn. Bonuey was pressing very
close on Harry towards tbe finish, bui was unable to ootfoot him, and Harry came in about
For the rest it was but a
ahead.
a length
string race, without notable feature, the horses
Lady Independent 3d,
coming in as follows:
Birdie S. 4th, Steve 5th, Nickel Plate 6th.
Time, 2.50.
Third Heat—Bonney took the pole and held
the lead throughout the race.
Harry L. dropIt was Bonney’s heat
ped to fifth position
from the beginning, though Lady Independent
Bonney came in
pressed him from the 6tart.
first, Lady Independent second, Birdie S.
third, Harry L. fourth, Nickel Plate 5tb, Steve
sixth. Time, 2.49.
2.35 class—$100-$60, $30, $10.
There were four entries, two starters, in
position as follows: Jack Spratt pole, J. C.
mer

breaking

once.

second.
First Heat—There was a good deal of jockeying in this heat, considering there were but
two horses starting. Oq the first quarter both
horses broke into a run, but soon settled down
Description of Stock—The Races— I to trotting. On second quarter Jack Spratt
gained ,he lead but soon relinquished it. From
Awards.
I this point J. C. maintained the lead, though
his lead of three or four lengths on the upper
stretch was reduced to about a length on the
finish, Jack Spratt pulling up on him sturdily
Yesterday's weather was nearly perfection
The result of the heat
on the home stretch.
for the opening day of a fair and the animated
was a surprise to ma:»y.
appearance of the grounds at the Cumberland
Second Heat—This heat was prettily trotted.
Farmers’ Club at WestCnmberl.and evidenced
Gradually Jack Spratt gained a lead of two or
three lengths, and on the third quarter J. C.
that it was generally appreciated as such.
broke into a protracted run which enable Jack
A walk through the hall and about the
to increase his lead to seven or eight lengths.
grounds convinced us that the exhibition in J. C. got down to work again, however, and at
tne finish was led by but oue length. Time
all departments was much ahead of that of
2.37.
previous years,tand in some departments—
The concluding heats in both races were
stock, woman’s work and fruit, seldom extrotted so late that reporters were unable to obceeded in general excellence anywhere.
tain definite information regarding the result,
The exhibit of pears and apples is large and
but give the summaries.
and
fine
the
same
be
said
very
may
oj vege3.00 CLASS.
In
the
tables.
particular
display of apples L W Dyer ns Harry L.1 1 4 1
ns
AG
Bonney.5 2 1 2
sustains the reputation of the region for proSawyer
M Jordan ns Lady Independence. 2 3 2 3
ducing nice fruit. A creditable display is W H Snell ns Birdie S.3 3 3 dr
J S Brooks ns Nickle Plate. .4 6 6 dr
made of grapes for an unfavorable season.
F E Rogers ns Steve.6 5 6 dr
Space permits but briqf reference to even
Time-2.61, 2.60, 2.49.
2.36 class.
prominent features of this department. A. F.
W H Snell ns Jack Spratt.2 1 1 1
Winslow, Horth Falmouth, has a handsome
W
ns
J C...I 2 2 2
W
Lvdston
exhibit of 20 varieties of apples and 10 of pears,
>
Time—2.37.
the
former
such
known
among
favorably
Premiums Awarded.
varieties as Hightop Sweets, Wine apples,
The following premiums ho re been awarded:
Golden Ball, Steele’s Winter Red, etc. Percy
poultry.
Rideout, New Gloucester, exhibits flue speciJohn W. Davis, best collection of different kinds
of fowl, 1st prem.
mens of Gravonsteins, Porters and a winter
Eugene Farwell, Light Brahma chicks, 1st prem.
variety. Amos True has the excellent varieEllis Farwell, Light Brahma chicks, 2d prem.
Edward
Farwell, Plymouth Rock chicks, 2d prem.
ties of Black Oxford and Hnbbard Nonesuch.
G. T. Merrill, Houdan fowl, 1st prem.
Herbert Shaw has a notable collection of
\V. F. Loring, trio of Cayuga ducas, 1 st prem.
George Rowe, ducks, 2d prem.
Rhode Island
Golden
Russet,
Committee—M. O. Huston, E. D. Loring, R. H.
Alexandra, some dozen varieties altogether.
Blanchard.
E. D. Loring, North Yarmouth, iu his collecTOWN' TEAMS.
tion of 36 varieties of apples and three of
Cumberland Town Team, 10 pairs, 1st prem.
10 pairs, 2d prem.
Town
Falmouth
Team,
pears oilers au exhibit that compares very
Committee—G. T. Merrill ,E. C. Richards, J. S.
favorably with any others, and some specimens
Barstow.

Opening had
Yesterday.

A Very Successful

GreoiAgs,

are

superior.

•

Iu vegetables the display is a credit to the
farmers of the vicinity, as showing the results
of careful selection of seed and unremitting
care in cultivation
The exhibit of potatoes merits special mention; it seems impossible to improve upon the
Howard Hicks, Fred D.
specimens shown.
Merrill, E. G. Prince, Frank N. Greely, Wm.
L. Prince, A. F. WinBlow, Hezekiah Eaton
and others have contributed admirable varieties, as Beauty of Hebron, Early Rose, White
Star, Clark No. 1 and others too numerous for
Iu the flue exhibition of squashes,
cabbages and turnips, etc., a place of honor
is accorded two mammoth Hnbbard squash
weighing respectively 96 and 74 pounds. These
mention.

exhibited by Eddie Merrill, Cumberland. G. Porter shows fine Hubbard squashes.
Win. L. Prince exhibits a half bushel of choice
cranberries; C. H, Merrill, Nelson M. Shaw,

squashes

are

John Hulit, Leonard Leighton and others,
trace corn. The exhibition both of vegetables
and fruit is the subject of very favorable com-

ment, one visitor remarking that he had no
idea, considering the drouth, that such an
amount of nice fruit could be got together
anywhere in the State this season. An exhib'
it of much interest is that of cut flowers, potMrs. Wm. Morton
ted plants and bouquets.
has a large collection, 80 varieties, and Wm.
Morton shows 28 varieties of cut flowers. Many
a lady visitor covetously
eyed an enormous
mass of English ivy, exhibited by Mrs. A. H.
Farris, the broad frame supporting It reaching
Mrs. Lois P. Eaton,
from floor to ceiling.
Mrs. John Hulit, Mrs. N. B. Wilson, and others in potted plants have added much to the
attractiveness of” this ever pleasing department. An appetizing exhibit of canned fruits
and berries is made by Mrs. Hattie E. Clough,
Mrs. Roland H. Blanchard, Mrs. F. S. Blanchard and others.
As in all previoas history of the Cumberland Farmers’ Club fair, the department of domestic manufactures aud ladies’ needle-work
Overhead wave
Is one of its best features.
numerous quilts and rugs of kaleidoscopic pattern, and what masculino pen shall essay a dethe wealth of tidies, lamp-mats,

scription of

hand-embroidered table-cloths, and general
fancy work that brightens the shelves below.
We must content ourselves with reference to
the few that first struck tho attention, premising that the merit of nearly every separate article calls for special mention.
A hand-embroidered table cloth, by Mrs. Maria Knight, is
a conspicuous exhibit; butterfly mats (a novelty) excite much attention, and the profusion of
sofa pillows, tidies aud lamp-mats prolong the
stay of visitors in this department.
Among
the curious exhibits here, is a garter loom, 197
exhibited
Mrs.
Edward Cobb of
by
years old,

Gray.
Joseph Batchelder displays
All

A3i?M AILMATTEL i

Included in it are the ranges Autocrat and Atlantic which took first premiums at the State

angemen.

Sixty Damaged.
(Special Despatch to <he Press.)
26 —The Dirigos of Portland
arrived here last night from Belfast at 12
o’clock, and quartered at the Bangor Honse.
The gamo this morning drew a large crowd of

CL

I., im-r ■.rr-..rBnmrtT

THE NASSAU GALE.

to

Rockland, Sept. 26.—The Fourth Maine
Regiment and Second Maine Battery held
One hundred and
their reunion boro to-day.
Several
distinguished
fifty participated.
members were present, including Gen. James
A. Hall, a former captain of the battery, and
Col. Elijah Walker, of Massachusetts, an old
leader of the regiment. A clam bake was had
at Owl’s Head. The meeting closed with a
Next
camp fire in the evening and speaking.
year they meet at Damariscotta.
Osgipee Valley Fair.
Cornish, Sept. 26.—The Ossipee Valley fair
opened yesterday with a largo show of Deal
cattle, thoroughbreds and grades.
To-day

IN

XKimetk'ic Ucals

tailed at End «1 Sixth Inning—
Seorc fl to 6-Xhc Birigo's Catcher In-

■■■■

timin'

victory. The Dirigos seemed to be well
pleased with their visit, and many were the expressions of praise bestowed upon Mr. F. O.
Beale, manager of the fair, for his kindness to-

July

..«»■——--|

DIRIGOS VS. BANGORS.

Aroostook Criminal

I

on

11

ed

MAINE.

there

SEE HERE!

WYERiJffil&CO

M. B.
Mahoney, Capt. Parks, from Bangor, Mo., for
Philadelphia, wont ashore on Brigantine
She was
Shoals, at 7 o’clock this morning.
gotten off this afternoon with the assistance of
the life saving crews and the cargo saved bnt
the vessel wsb leaking so badly that four men

The daatern IIaino Fair.

or

Pa'1** in Thirty
After Proof.

Sept. 26.—Sohr.

1883, pleaded guilty.

Operators
Machines

Wanted.

40 PER CENT.

Schooner Ashore.

Atlantic City, N.J;,

killing John Hanson in Chapman Plantation

A

1882.$4,412,693 68

LATEST MARINE NEWS.

Cook Wanted.
experienced Cook. Call at 29 Deering St.
Monday, Wednesday or Friday afternoon.

AN

Premiums on Marine Risks from 1st
January 1882, to 31st December,

Washington, Sept. 27.
The indications for New England to-day are
slightly warmer, fair weather, southerly to
westerly winds, and lower barometer.
The weather bulletin says clear weather prevails in all districts, with south to weBt wiuds,
except in the Southern States east ol the Mississippi and in the extreme Northwest, where
the winds are from north to east. The temperature lias fallen slightly in New England and
the Middle States, and in the Southern States
south of the Ohio valley. It has risen slightly
in the Lake region, the Northwest and Southwest.
Much colder northerly winds are refrom Manitoba, where the temperature
ported
is near freezing.
Slightly warmer and fair
weather is indicated for the Middle and SouthColder
ern States on Thursday and Friday.
and partly cloudy weather is indicated for the
Lake
and
Northwest
on
region
Friday.
upper

matters.
Houlton, Sept. 26.—The Supreme Judicial
Court, Judge Danforth, presiding, is in session
here. The grand jury found ten indictments,
among them one against John Swanback for

Me.

ment

This Company will take risks at their office, New
York, on Vessels, Cargoes and Freights, and issue
open policies to merchants, making risks binding as
soon as water-borne.

■WEATHER indications.

young men who are out of employcity or country (distance no object)
can
steady work at their own homes all the
year round; work sent by mail; any one can do it;
good salary; no canvassing, no stamt s for reply.
Address G. Emmons & Co., Manufacturers, Box
5101, Boston, Mass.
sep21dlw*

ladies
ANY
in
have

AGAINST
MARINE
RISKS ONLY.

PUBLISHING CO.

Wanted.

Place, Portland,

INSURE

PORTLAND

Suicide ia Strong.
Farmington, Sept. 26.—Miss Carrie Welch,
of Strong, aged 18 years, committed suicide
last night, by taking Paris green.
No cause is
given for the act.

patented July, 1883;
gives perfect fit; French da t and adjustable sleeve;
learned easily.
Mdlle. E. E. Wood, No. 2 To.man

OF NEW YORK

Address all communications to

Wanted.
see

Mutual Insurance Co.

tion.

oflice-sep24dtf
to call and
LADIES
form for dress cutting;

ATLANTIC

Published every Thursday Morning, at $2.60 a
paid in advance, $2.00 a year.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press (which lias a large circulation in every part
of the State) for $1.00 per square for first insertion
and 60 cents per square for each subsequent inseryear; if

to

Custom Coat and Pant Makers,
girls preferred, to go to Keene, N. H. Bi*h
prices, steady work guaranteed. Apply at once by
mail
GEO. W. BALL & CO.,
eep24dl wKeene, N. II.

AND FOUND.

son

d3t

THE MAINE STATE PRESS.

Bangor

MORNING, SEPTEMBER 27, 1883.
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Published every day (Sundays excepted) by the
PORTLAND PUBLISHING COMPANY,
At 97 Exchange St., Portland, Me.
Terms: EightJJollars a Year. To mail subscribers. Seven Dollars a Year, if paid in advance.
Rates of Advertising: One inch of space, the
length of column, constitutes a “square.”
$1.60 per square, ffhily first week; 76 cents per
week after; three insertions or leis, $1.00, continuing every other day after first week, 60 cents.
Half square, three insertions or less, 76 cents; one
week, $1.00; $60 cents per week after.
Special notices, one-third additional.
Under head of “Amusements” and “Auction
Sales,” $2.oO per square per week; three insertions
or less, $1.60.
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F. <?». BAILEY & CO.,
/inctioiieers and Commission Merchan!

STORE
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illC'TIOIV SA1.ES.

118 Middle street newly opened for sale
of above, and of current and standard Secondhand Books. Libraries and Collections of old books

10,000

PORTLAND, THURSDAY

fM ir IT—'»

of his skiil as

some

specimens

His stuffed grosbeaks, pigeons, squirrels and other creatures
have an alert and life-like appearance. His
exhibit of a cage of gray squirrels, just witha

taxidermist.

out the hall, proves very attractive to the children.
Mrs.Albert Rideout shows an elegant screen.
Mrs. Eliza L. Cribb has a beautiful wreath in
worsted. Mrs. W. B. Skilliu, North Yarmouth,
exhibits wicked looking relics of the late war.
Maria S. Cobb exhibits handsome knit skirt.
During the day fresh accessions were made
to this department, which is already much
more

complete and creditable than that of the

recent State Fair at Lewiston.
The merits of the Household Sewing Machine are demonstrated in the centre of the
hall.
A creditable display of their stoves and
ranges iB mado by Chase & Leavitt of Gray.

MARES AND COLTS.
W. H. Paine, mare and colt, 1st prem.
S. P. Leighton, mare and colt, 2d prem.
G. W. Purington, 4-year old c*dt, 1st prem.
F. H. Morse, 4-year old colt, 2d prem.
Samuel Priuce, 3-year old. 1st prem.
A. T. Cobb, 3-year old, 2d prem.
Thomas Clark. 2-year old colt. 1st prem,
F. C Sawyer, 2-year old colt, 2d prem.

Committee—E. N. Grecly, G. Miller, J. Hilton.
STALLION.

Chas. Morris, 6-year old, 1st prem.
This forenoon occurs an interesting exhibition at 10 o’clock of three classes of draught ox.
eu.

Much pleasure is anticipated from the freefor-all race which occurs this afternoon. Some
notable horses aro entered for this race.
All visitors to the fair should endeavor to arrive in time for the excellent dinner furnished
No one can
by the ladies of the association.
ri9o from their bountifully supplied and admirably served table without wishing that so full
au equivalent for his money were often to be
had.
The Cumberland Centre Band a re winning
golden opinions by their really fine playing at
this fair.

___

A Visit to the
[Maine Corr.

Passamaquoddies.
Boston

Journal.]

object of our visit to this section was
visit the Passamaquoddy Indians, only a

The
to

few hundred of whom

original

Soon after

State.

aro

left

of

the

all

portion of the
breakfast Tuesday morn-

inhabitants of

this

Penobscot
There a party of Indians met us with their canoes to
take us to the settlement three miles farther
Our party, consisting of Gov. Robie,
on.
Messrs. Bolster A Cornish of the executive

ing

the train on the St. Croix A

railroad bore us to Princeton.

council, Senator McLaughlin of Portland,
Mr. Porter, the Indian agent, accompanied
by S. J. Gallagher, State pension agent, exMayor Boardman of Calais, Col. BoardmaH
of the governor’s staff, Mrs. Bolster of Auburn, Mrs. AVbidden of Calais and the
Journal’s representative, were soon embarked in the canoes witb an Indian sitting
in the stern of each propelling us over the
lake. The first to embark was the governor,
uuder the charge of Peel Toman, quite a
noted Iudian of these parts. Several other
persons also joined the party, so that an imposing array was made as the 14 canoes
moved up the lake. As we left Princeton in
our rear we entered a wilderness extremely
picturesque and beautiful. The shores of
the lake were dotted here and there with
broad openings containing green fields and
scattered groves of soft woodjtrees, but In
the main the forest extended to the water’s
edge. The foliage of the occasional maple
and birch tree has already become reddened
by the frosts, and these touches of color enlivened the dense green of the spruce, cedar
and pine foliage, so that new pictures of

surpassing beauty continually greeted the
eye as the cauoes rounded the headlands of
the meandering shore. In about half an
hour the settlement at Peter Dana’s Point
into view, the (lag of the tribe
floating
from a lofty stall and the door of the little
white church standing open as
though bidding all welcome.

came

Round about the Indian village
Sproad the meadows and green fields.
And

beyond them stood

the

forest,

Stood the groves of singing pine-trees;
Green in winter, white in summer,
’■
Ever sighing, ever singing.
%

Bright before it beat the water,
Beat the clear and sunuy water,
Beat the shtniug Big-Sea water.
As we landed, the boom of an old bellmuzzled cannon greeted us and awoke the

III

II pull llilll
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echoes of the lake. At this village there are
about 30 families living in one-story houses,
some of which were very neat and pretty when
first constructed but are fast falling to ruin.
The church, schoolhouse and residences of
the sisters are the

only buildings

that

betray

evidence of paint upon their exteriors. The
state provides for the repair of these, and
also appropriates tBOO for educational purposes and SlOo for the expenses of me priest
of Calais vrtjo ministers to the tribe. Everything under the care of the priest and sisters
is kept in excellent condition, and the transition to the interior of the Indians' houses
is very great.
Many of the Indians are too
lazy to provide for the home, and meals are
eaten from the floor as frequently as from a

table,

and

general

filth

prevails throughout

the place. The food of the tribe consists
almost entirely of salt *.ork and flour, and
has resulted in general scrofulous affections
among the Indians.
The same indifference in their food also
characterizes the nursing mothers, and as
a child is weaned it is
put upon the same
food as its parents have, and the result is
great mortality among the infant population.
The scrofulous taint in their blood also
breeds consumption, which has as many
victims as any other sickness, unless it
should be the measles. The Indian doctor
with his herb medicines is unknown, and if
sickness prevails the Indian agent has to
send a doctor up from Calais,’ 24 miles.
The state has endeavored to have the Indians cultivate a portion of the land around
them by offering rewards for the largest
crupa uusiues uom” me

piuwm^

»uu mimou-

lng fertilizers, but the crops ha7e been decreasing during the past few years from one
on
account of
reason and another, chiefly

What work Is
the laziness of the tribe.
done in the field is chiefly done by the
squaws, and the production of last year
here and at Pleasant Point, near Eastport,
where the balance of the tribes resides, only
amounted to 1850 bushels of potatoes, 325
bushels of oats, 25 bushels of buckwheat,
115 bushels of beans and peas, besides some
wheat, turnips, carrots, etc. To talk to the
Indians and threaten to cut off their state
aid does little good, for while acknowledging
that they are lazy, they make little endeayor
to overcome it. During the present season

the governor of the tribe, Mitchell Newell,
planted nothing. Before our party left the
point the Indians were called together in tha
town-house, and enough good advice given
them by Gov. Robie and Messrs Bolster and
McLaughlin to supply any past deficiencies
in this respect, but the next year’s products
will probably gain little by the effect.
The great event of the visit was the war
dance of the tribe. Very few of the party
had ever seen such an exibition, and the Indians were induced to gratify our curiosity.
While sitting around the town hall awaiting
the gathering of the tribe, suddenly
the
chief, clad in a long scarlet robe, embroidered with needle-work and his head decked
with waving turkey feathers, burst through
the open door with a hoop that startled tne
ladies. About a dozen other Indians followed, and the procession moved 9lowly
around the hall with a shot, quickstep, each
one chanting the war-cry, Hi-hi-b-w-a!
hihi-b-w-a! amid the contortions of the body
and pantomine of the hands.
Music for the
dincers was furnished by the oldest man in
the tribe, who sat at the side of
the hall
pounding a shot horn against the wall in alternate cadence with the stampiug of his
foot upon the floor.
The war-dance was
followed by the suake dance, executed with
more enthusiasm than the former.
Taking
the shot horn himself, the chief beaded the
procession about the hall, shaking the horn
in front of him as though he was sprinkling
salt upon the floor.
Several squaws also
joined the dancers, and then the fun grew
fast and furious as the circle first closed
round itself like the coils of a snake and
then unwound again.
During the dance
the cry was changed to Wa-ha-wa! wa-hawa! amid the notes of which the shot-horn
could dc distinctly heard, shaken by the
chief. The sports ended with a conoe race,
there being three competitors. Senator McLaughlin bet 25 cents upon the winning
man, and the paddles of the Indians flashed
in and out of the sunlight as they each
strove to reach the goal.

Heavy Life Insurance.
The Large Policies that are Carried by
Some Rich Men.

Not very long ago, says the New York
Sun, the British life insurance companies
called upon within the short space of
year, to pay the enormous sum of $6,250,000 on policies on the lives of three
were

one

heavily insured noblemen, viz., the Duke of
Newcastle, the Marquis of Anglesea and the
Earl of Fife; and shortly afterward the same
companies paid $1,250,000 insurance on the
lives of two noblemen, making an aggregate
sum of $7,500,000 insurance paid on live
lives. About fifteen years ago the heirs of
Sir Robert Clifton received from the life insurance companies of Great Britain $1,250,000, that being the amount of insurance

which he carried.

King Umberto, of Italy, is making efforts
to obtain insurance on his own life for $600,000. The Italian insurance companies refused to take the risk, and application was
made to the English companies with no better success. King Umberto has comparatively impovished himself by paying his
father’s debts. Dom Pedro II. the Emperor
of Brazil, carries a large life insurance in
foreign companies. Napoleon III had an
insurance of $600,000 on his life, and this
was the chief reliance of
the Empress
Eugenie after hisdeatb. One English Earl
has his life insured for $1,000,000, partly in
American companies.
The largest life insurance written for any
American prince is that of George K. Anderson, “the oil prince,” Titusville, Pa.,
who is insured for $440,000.
The late
James Park, Jr., of Pittsburg, had his life
insured for $350,‘XI0.
Among Americana

insured for $100,000

or more

are

Hamilton

Disstou, of Philadelphia; John Howe, of St.
Louis; W. H. Langley, of Gallipolis, Ohio
and J. B. Stetson, of Philadelphia.
Other
large insurers are Pierre Lorillard. of New
York, $225,000; F. W. Devoe, New York,
$250,000; Cyrus W. Field, New York, $240,000; Frank Jones, Portsmouth, N. H., $205,050; Amos Whit-ly, Springfield, 0„ $200.000; B. F. Sturdivant, Bostou, $200,000; F.
B. Roberts, New York, $200,000.
The famous Colonel Dwight, whose heirs

claimed $263,000 insurance on his life asserting that he died at Binghamton, N. Y., in
1878, sought to obtain even a larger amount.
They got about $50,000 and have lawsuits
pending for the remainder. The late James
Monroe Tuthill, who committed suicide In
the office of James Pyle, had an insurance
of $3000 in the United States Life Company,
which the eompany did not contest.
The
policy with reference to insured suicides is
to contest only those cases where the suicide
was for the purpose of securing the insurance for the beneficiary.*

Notes About Notable People.
down with rheumatic

Lester Wallack is

goat.
John G. Whittier has returned to Boston
for the winter.
The Duke of Argyll has been staying for a
few days with Mr. Tennyson at Aldworth.
Professors Tyndall and Huxley were included in the party during tho Duke's visit.
Mr. W. H. U. Murray delivers his first lecture (new series) in New York city, September 30th; subject, “Christianity versus The-

ology.”

The Duke of Gothland, who is the yc ungest son of the King of Sweden,Tnts-gene on
a scientific voyage round the world, to las.*
year and a half. The course is by way of
Cape Horn, the Sandwich Islands snd the
coast of Asia, ana the Cape of Good Hone.
In view of the

projected unveiling of the
Zachary Taylor In
Louisville, the Hon. George Luut, of Boston, has sent thither a copy of the requiem
composed by him and sung at the public observance of President Taylor’s obsequies in
monument to President

Boston in 1850.
Mme. Jenny Lind Goldschmidt now and
then breaks through the rule she made long
She recentago, to sing no more in public.
ly appeared on the stage at a concert given
for charitable purposes at Malvern, England, and gave the audience a delightful surprise by her fresh and vigorous rendering of
Mendelssohn’s “Lift Thine Eyes” and Rubeustein's “Songof the Birds.”
niaiM WlocU».
(By Telegraph.)
San Francisco, Sept. 2ti.—The following are tho
closing offlcial quotations of mining stocks to-day:
Best £ Belcher,. f)4
daliformn

Eureka.
Gould A Curry.
Hale A Noroross.
Mexican.

2)4
8)4
244
3)4

Ophir
Savage. 1%
Nortnern Belle. ft
Sierra;Nevada. 3%
Union Con.
4*4
Yellow Jacket.. 3Vt
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Views of Hod

guaraniee
good
undertake to return
munications that are not used.
of

tion but
We cannot

tbe contrary while I do not pretend to know details, I venture to think ray distance is quite as
much au advantage as other* ise. I am at least out
of the knowledge and reach of local passions,
which are apt to disqualify men from looking at
things just as they arc. At any rate I think I

H. Chamberlain on the

D.

„■ Mahcne Policy in

Virginia, and on the
Candidacy of Judge Polger in New York

Wo do not read anonymous letters and communications. Tlie name and address of the writer are in
all cases indispensable, not necessarily for publicaas a

f

Political Letters.

How

com-

preserve

enough to determine what my own attitudo
be, if I were there on the spot; and the fact
that I see others, such men as Curtis aud Beecher,

Judge
advising Republicans to refuse support
Folger at this time, i* the one reason which makes
me willing to put
my name again at the mercy of
to

Questions of Duty iu Practical Politics.

all who may choose to criticise or censure my present action.
I do rot hesitate to say that I regard it as the
dear and high duty of
every Republican, on this
particular occa-ion, to vote and work for Judge
Folger. Why not? Mr. Curtis says: “Because of
the method of his nomination.”
I assume that
what Mr. Curtis here refers to* was an unblushing
and patent fraud.
For the authors of such traud,
no denunciation or
puuishmept, according to the
natu e of the crime, can be too great. But the

Mr. Chamberlain’s Letters.
The

following letter, ns appears from Its
dale, was written recently by Hon. D. H.
Chamberlain of New York to ex-Congress

We do not print the two letters written
by Hon. D. H. Chamberlain (which appear
e'sewherr,) because we agree with very
view they contain, bnt because they are the
earnestly expressed judgments of an abb
man, a practical politician, a sincere devotee
of the grand principles of the Republican
party, and a conspicuous representative oi
that large and iurreasing body of
jntelligent
men who think with
coinage and independence on political issues and vote In
obedi-

nous and treuebant disctis.viot)

he is now, and he

is

R-pnblican party as
distinguished amouc

carpet-bag Governors of Southern
States for his freedom from taint of cotiupturn, for his determined efforts to reform
the part; in South Carolina so that it would
be worthy of ihe confidence and
support ol
honest men and for his vigorou*
championthe

ship.
ui

in the face of the Ku Klux

we

i-ijuui pomicai

upon, matters

democracy,

Wade Hampton’s red-shirted and reri-lianded Democrats until President Hayes compelled its abandonment. No storms, whetner of violence or of
calumny, have dismayed
him, and he is to-day what he has evei
been,—a steadfast supporter of the funda-

toleration for the corrupt spoils system
when employed by readjustee in Virginia
or Republicans in New York, than
when
employed by Democrats in South Carolina
or Massacbusetis.
These two letters, with the one written to
Mf. Walker of Massachusetts, which wa-

Curtis
would

gard Judge Folger as an accomplice before,
or after, the fact, and he did regard him as
an honorable man, possessing
superior quaifications for the office, whom Republicans
therefore could support without counteWe can understand
nancing a wrong.
that reasoning if we do not agree with it,
and we can a so understand how other Re-

end of

how certain the machine

candidates
employed in

as

a

Coucerning the duty of southern Republiin any exigency Mr. Chamberlain has
earned the right to speak with something
like authority. No man in the north better
understands their case or moie earnestly
desires to have their condition improved;
hut he believes that they cannot handle
pitch without being defiled, that they canuot

organization is
ready to abandon them in order to catch the
votes of their revilers. The victories which
the Whig party and the Democratic
party
won when they had submitted to the slave
power did not strengthen them. There is a
warning in their fate.

The Straight out Republicans in Virginia

organized in about all the counties of
the State. They are «aid to have
money
enough to meet all expenses of the campaign, and their candidates and speakers are
Mahone is
making an active canvass.
charged with avoiding his followers because
be has made more promises of offices than
he can possibly fulfil.
are

Among

the rumors in

Washington

so

ter

an

F

sincerity

can f nd some

Not

I

in

enough from

or

navy; no
so-called internal

Ex-Senator ConkliDg is said to be waiting
for the people to call him back to politics.
It is to be hoped that Mr. Conkling’s patience will hold out and that he will not at
tempt to shout into his own ear.

have

The

our

GARMENTS,

(he

on

FIRST

oc-

follow

its mission and aim

principles,

no man

now

and

Wednesday

Wednesday and Thursday, Sept. 26 & 27.
%

We shall exhibit at

in his

our

opening

one of the LARGEST and FINEST

line of Garments ever shown east
of

se-

Boston.

“Elegant Imported

Garments in Exclusive Styles.”

Dolmans,

experience

and had

truly,

Geo.' A.

Chamberlain.

sep24

Gay

&

Co.,

499 Congress, Corner of Brown.
C?

Consolidated Electric
BUSINESS

Light Co. of laine.
OFFICES,

Jlyl2eod3m

Instruction in fngiish and Classical Studies
given

to

J. W. COLCORD,

nutrition, improvishmeut

MAINE.

50,000 SHARES, $10 E CH.

ImLuc Exclusiv ly Ihe “AJIEKK’AN” or TIIOHNOIV-IVOl'NTOiV “Y8TKM OF BLFC*
I KK' AK4' LIGH TING, universally acknowledged (o be the best system«»T Electric
I 'giititig ever invemeu.

DIRECTORS:
FRANKLIN .1. ROLLINS,

ELIAS THOMAS,

EM AS. K

CLARFNFF HALE,
». W COOLIDOE,
HENRY NV ‘TACLES,

MILLl'LEX,
PAVSON TIII KFR,
GE« A. THOMAS,
NY. R. WOOD,

EDWARD H. GOFF.

composed of the genuine Honduras
Sarsaparilla, with Yellow Dock, Stillingia, the Iodides of Potassium and
Iron, and other ingredients of great potency. carefully and scientifically compounded. Its formula is generally known
to

SILAS GFItNEY,

OFFICERS:

the medical profession, and the best
AYER’S

physicians constantly prescribe
as an

Absolute Cure
For all diseases caused by the vitiation of
the blood. It is concentrated to the high-

practicable degree, far beyond any
preparation for which like effects
are claimed, and is therefore the
cheapest,
as well as the best blood
purifying medicine, in the world.
est

other

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla
prepared by

& Co., Lowell, Mass.
[Analytical Chemists.]

Ayer

Sold by all Druggists: price $1; six
bottles for $5.
TTS&wnrm

Musical Associations in search of music to practice
will do welt to examine the following, by eminent
composers, not loo difficult:

St. Saens’

I

Oratorio.

Christmas Oratorio.

Prodigal Son Sullivan.

"antata 0

j

1 rat°

I
Flight into Egypt (38 cents). Cantata by
Blind King Ly^D®p2keUrtinU,re,8iV00antata
Berlioz.

Pa,toral

Ruth and Boaz

Redemption Hymn (30 cts). By
TflO Deluge ^gen^‘ DeBeripttye

0. C. D. Parkor.

I

Cantata, by

Christmas (30 cents). Cantata by Guliteraon.
Damnati n of Faust Opera by Berlioz.

I

I

I
Conspirators Opera by Scbubert. *'
h
Psalm
(80
cents).
By ihalley Buck. I
Forty-Six
110

^

OLIVER DITSON A €0., Boston.
eep24TuTSStwtf

WELLING-

Bmeod

(All

«

and

ap

Silver Headed Cane.

a

beginners allowed

new

—

also

to

enter)

—

A Grand Contest for a Purse of 860.00.
between George lawyer and S. F. Hatch.
Also a pair of Skates given away every evening this
week.
!3P*Twke NteMuirr V iuitn at 7.30 p. m. from
Franklin Wharf. Don’t forget
to come.
*
It
sep27

BANKERS,
middle

218

Street,

Offer for

THE ANNUAL EXHIBITION

;il

—

Maine Central
...

and other first •class

THE

—

tin*
6a

bonds and stocks.

,.

decl4

Will be held-

—

Sterling and Continental
Exchange
bought aud sold at most favorable rates.
J

OF

7a.
ti>.
60.

Portland and Kennebec
iindroMCoggiu and Kennebec
Portland auil Ogdeunburg
Pity of Portland

Wednesday and Thursday,
September 26 and 27.

eodti

The following is the programme:

B O 3NT DB.
Portland Wuter Co., 1st mortgage,
J.ewiston

Cincinnati
St Xxmis
Maine Central
Northern Pac.
St. Paul & No
Car Trust and

FIR'Vr DA V.
ra,—Stallions for general use to bo, shown
the track, accompanied by sto< k of tbeir own
Ret.
11.3" a. m.—Three and four year old colts to be
shown on the track for the S<*ciety’s premiums,
2.00 p. m.—No 1 $ 100 for three minute class.
No. 2—$100 for two thirty five -class.
The fol'owlug entries have been made for No. 1—
3.C0 class:

10.00

a.

on

6s
48
6b aud 7g
t;8
Tt. R. Cons. Mort.
7s
R. K. General Mort.
6s
Pac. R. It. guaranteed
6b
Equipment Bonds and U. S.

Securities, for sale by

A. O. Sawyer
.b. g. Bonny
L. W. Dyer.
.,.b. «, Harry L
W. H. Snell. .br. m. Birdie S
F. E. Rogers.b. g Steve
M. Jordan..g. m. Lady Independent
...

SWi.1 k BUT
POIITLAIVD,

ME.

eodtf

FALL

HATS.
FALL
HATS.
The style for Stiff Hats till Fall will be
high crowns and flexible brims. Tie have
them in alifthe new colors. he Soft Hat
will be low crown and wide biin.

SILK
HATS.
We have the Fall styles for young
old men.

J. S. Brooks.

r.

g. Nickel plate

MECOND DAY.
Oxen to exhibit their strength to test

10.00 a. m.drag.
3—$100 for two-flftyvclat*s.
4-f 1 7u free-for-all horses.
Following are the entries for No. 3—2.60 class:
Win Iri“h.....br. g. Rog^r D
L. W. Dyer.. b g. Harry L
W. II Snell.br. m. BirdieS
J. P. Woodbury..
.br. g. David W
F. E. Rogers
b. g. Steve
W. D. Kamsdell.br. m. Humming Bird
Win. W. Lydston...
br. g. J. C
J. S. Brooks..
b. g. Nicke plate

No.
No.

TRUNKS
AND

are

to

entered

for the races,

nect *ith all trains
Cumberland and Falmouth Bands.

coi

by

Music

sep26
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GILBERT’S lUAClMi HASSES
For Yoon? Ladies and Gentlemen, Monday and Thursday eYenin**,commencing
Oct. 1st. Terms for twelve lessons, Gentlemen 86.00, L idies *3.00.%Glass for YoungLtdies l'linr*»re|Hjfrom
4 30 to 6 r. m.. commencing OtUiTh
Terms 8G-00 for the season.
Cla8- for Hisses and Masters. Beginners at 2.30.
Advanced pupils at 4.30
Saturdays, conimen in* Oct. Btk.
For particulars please call or send for
circul rs. Respectfully,
M. B. GILBERT,
Academy »07 1-2 t'ongre-s *st
Residence 124 Pleasant Sre t.
gep-ft

___dlw

THEATRE^

PORTLAND

Frank Curtis,............ Prop ietor and
Manager.
“F«r tiooitDeos Make Don’t Hay I Told
Yon!”

I riday and

Saturday, September

2Stli and

2J»lh.
Matinee
at 2.30 p. m.

Saturday
The

Original

RIM’S

and

Celebrated

SURPRISE PYRTY

their highly successful melodramatic operatic

comedy

We are agents for the Patent Wood Excelsior Trunks, the strongest made ; no
other dealer has them east of Boston.
We have also Zinc, Canvass, Sole Leather and Bonnet Truuk«.

mosaic

Introducing the favorite comedian

John A.

•

Mackay.

The charming comedienne

KATE

CASTLETON.

Original and selected
K1CE, and a Coterie

E.

music by Mr. EDWARD
of sterling artists.
commences Wednes-

Lsual prices. Sale of seats
day, Se,.t. 28, at 8.3() a. m.

sep24dtd

RETURN OF THE FAVORITE.

in all styles and colors.

PORTLAND THEATRE

This is the most valuable of all
the varieties in use, stands unrivalled and is particularly recommended for children Buy it. Try
it and you will find it a household

in

field of horses

BAGS.

Diarrhoea, Cholera Morbus,
Cramps, Dysentery, Violent Purging Pain in the bowels, &c.

place

good

grounds

In

For

one

A

among wb ch are the following: Jack Spratt, Flirt
little Nell. j. a. Noil ana *';i anree.
g^*Kac.**f* w 11 he started at 2 On p m. sharp,
ill*re will be a town race by several «>f the n -ted
road horses, with $ICO to the winner of fas est heat
if better than 2.i0—Vi mi.e beets, best 2 in 3 to
harness.
A team will run be* ween the station and fair

or

GLOVES

MIXTURE.

just

Silver

J. B. Brown &.Sons,

TON’S CHOLERA

AT

Tiro Nights Only—Monday and Tuesday,
Oct. 1 and 2.

The distinguished Comedienne and Protean Star

COST

NiisCAKRVK SWAIN

All of our Summer goods, such as Light,
Soft and Stiff Hats, Hammocks, Straw
Hats, Ac., Ac.

C. H. GUPPY & CO.
REMEM

Suported by

a powerful Dramatic Co.
(under the
management of C. B. Palm r in the latest
Crmi Dramatic Succtn, entitled

ERJTHE

THE
Adamson’s Botanic
HATTER
Cong!) Balsam 197 Ylidflle Street.

has the endorsement

Jas. G.

of

We sell

more

ADAMSON’S

THU COVXOLIDATKB KFBCTKIC t,I»J»IT COMPANY OF NI.AISE, U organized
und- r the laws of Maine for the purpose f conducting a general Electric Lighting, and r*o * er business in
the State of Maine.—The Thomson Houston svstem or Electric Arc Lighting has been adopted as the most
simple, economical, and efficient Electric Light yet invented.
The business of supplying power to manufacturers by means of Electric Motors has become an estab*
I i shed fact, and although no gre?it heaow»y has yeebeeu made iu this direction, this branch of the business
is certainlv destined in the near future to become of vast importance to the manufacturing interests and
of great profit to the Electric Companies. That the business of electric ligating, is a very profitable and
money making business no one doubts. In f ict it is claime 1 by those who have devot' d time an 1 careful
itudy to the subject, that electric lighting conducted with vigor and energy, upon an intelligent and camymical basis, is probably as proti able as any business kuown at the present -lav. Certainly no busiuess has
ever shown such remarkalre progress during the past five or ten years as the utilization or elect icity, and
it is universally admitted 'hat lighting or illuminating by this method, as well as other uses to which electricity will be applied iu the future, is yet in its infancy, with the work only begun.
J hree years ago a » electric light was regarded almost as a curiosity; to-day they are appearing in new
places constantly, wiiliout exciting a word of comment, and in many places they have become an actual
necessity. Thai, the demand will go on increasing there can be no manner of doubt and it. is certainly ^etused ten will be wanted within the next year
tiug the figures very low, to say that where one light is now
There is no reason why the electric light plant should not be as common and iu as general use
:>r t wo.
n all our cities and towns as the gas companies' plant.
The “Americ n” or Thomson-Ilouston Dynamo is tlio only machine now in Use which possesees an AF091A I IF RBWDl.ATOH. This appliance, tne invention of Prof. Eliliu Thomson, keeps the
light, perfectly steady and even, and conduces to economy iu Tunning, by always keeping the How of electricity exact y proportioned to the work to be done. This enables companies using the 'Thomson-Houston
System to supply lights at lower prices and realize larger profits than companies using other systems. A
iyuamo.with ut an AUTO.t* 4TIC KKIJULATOK is as uncertain in its action as a steam engine
without a governor, and yet the 'I homson-Houston dynamo,or generator of electricity, is the only one ever
invented which possesses such an appliance.
have lately acquired by purchase the entire lighting business
i’he Consolidated Electric Light
Mid contracts of the Arnoux Electric Light Company iu this city, with its structures, poles, and lines of
wire in the city of Portland together with the Central Lighting station on Plum street, which is now being refitted, enlarging the capacity to one of the finest and mo t complete Electric Lighting stations in the
United States.
The present engine and boiler capacity is sufficient for 200 lights with ample room for enlargement.
The Company have also acquired by purchase from the American 1 ompauy the splendid 100 light station l%uilt at Old Orchard Beach, the lights of which gave such universal satisfaction during the season
just closed.
As soon as the Portland Station is completed, central lighting stations are to be constructed iu all the
principal cities and towns in the State, contracts for which have been made with the American Electric
md Illuminating Company, of Boston.
The company begin wi h an established business and adopts a policy of prompt and vigorous enlargement
:>f the business to the fullest extent of its possibilities.
To carry out the plans of enlargement, and to procure funds for construction, the stock of the company
s offered to the public for subscription at its par value of $10 00 per share.
The profits accruing to this company will be large and high dividends are assured from the eommeuconeut of busiuess.
The stock of this company is considered by the Directors as one of the best investments ever offered on

C. H.
GUPPY
& CO.

GEORGE A. THOMAS, Prcsiden

N. B.—The Company Is now prepared to furnish Electric Lights in the City of
Portland, up to any number required, at fair prices. Orders for same may he seat to
F. A.gSAWYER, Snpt.
dtf
sep22

LIEBIG

COMPANY’S
EXTRACT
OF MEAT
FINEST AND CHEAPEST MEATFLAVOURING STOCK FOR SOUPS,
MADE DISHES & SAUCES.
CAUTION. Genuine ONLY with
digestion
facsimile of Baron Litbig’s Sign a-

An invaluable and palatable tonic in all case? of weak
*nd debility.
Ih a bucccrbI and a bopn for which Nation* should feel grateful.” ture in Blue Ink across Label. Thin
—8eo Mediral Pro*, Lancet, Br tish Medical Journal, ite.
X
ia
nanoeea™
CautlOA IS necessary owing to
To be bad of all Storekeeper*, Grocers, and Chemists.
Sole Agent* for the United States (wholesale only) C. David & Co., vaii0U8 cheap and u 'erior sab9, Fenchurcli Avenue, London, England.
gtitUtOS being in the Market.

Successors to Guppy, Kinsman &
Alden.

*

The new < ome«lv Drniun written
Expressly for
her by Leonard
Grover, Esq ud full of Exciting
Coined Situation* and Dramatic luiereit.
New and

appropriate scenery.
Sale of seats commences at the1 box office Friday.
Sept-

_sep2tidlw

Oity JEX«.ll.
THE

STODDARD
LECTURES
given
will be

STORE
OPEN
EVENINGS.

^ X 3NT IE3

Subject* Delightful, Illustrations Unequalled and Unappioachable.
H'ull Particulars Shortly.

St^fKt'mt-mber he Dates and
83^“Save your evenings.
BI RDETT& NORTH.
Managers.

__sep26,27,28,2D

NEW
FALL
HATS
JUST

GENTLEMEN’S
Jersey Goods in all the leading styles. Cloth Top.
Congress Clotb Top Balmorals, Cloth Top Button

GENTLEMEN’S
Congress and Balmorals only §2.99. Gents’ Conares8 and Balmoral. only §2.00 an
§2.50.
Cheap
gud Medium goods in all the leading styles.

on

Monday Evenings, Oct. 15,29, Nov. 5,12,19r

eodtf

OPENED
A

large

assortment of every-

thing new.

Gents’, Boys and

Youths’

Kip

Boots.

Gents’, Boys
Give your orders
some time ahead.

early,

as we

are

always engaged
^

GHARLCS CU8TIS &
493
rny

CO.,

and Youths’ Rubber

Boots.
Boots

and
a

Children’s

School

Specialty.

Congress St.

HIDALGO CIGAR!
The Best

FIVES

sep

Apothecary,

17

dtf

GOING OUT OF BUSINESS.
to

ill-health 1 intend going out of busiand will cl.
OWING
my large assortment of
I
Go (is
se "lit

and Gas Fixtures at greatly reduced
thank my eld customers n r their liberal
prices.
patronage in the p .gt <nd would request all in want
of anything in my line to give me a ealJ.

Street.

SIGN OF THE GOLD HAT.
eePs

for

SALE BY

GOULD,

flatter,

237 Midd'e

Tor. tlyrtle & Congress Sts.

ness

TJdLo

d2t-teodtf

CENTS.

I'Olt

H. P. S.

$3.50 and Exchange.

tilled.

Cigar in the Market

OUT,

MERRY,

14_dtf

Guaranteed Havana

FALL SILK HATS,
ARE

Misses’

SHOE DEALER
SIGN OF THE GOLD BOOT.

FOR SALE.

TELEPHONE
sep20

■

502. V aluable Water Power
eod tf

amp

I

L. S BKOWN,
iepZO

3

sep22

Blaine, Esq. Rev. C. F. Penny,
Col. Thomas Lombard, Rev. E. H.
W. Smith, (all ot Augusta
BOT A N IO COU G H
BALSAM than of all other
Cough Remedies United.

,his market.
App ications for stock and cash remittances can be sent direct to the Company’s officers, or may be deposited to the Company’s credit, in the First. National Bank, Portland.
Intending investors who re quire further information than is given in this circular are invited to call at
Jompany’s office.
Make all cheques and drafts payable to the order of the “CON80LIDATKD EliEFTRIC
LIGHT (JU1IPANY OF|JlAlNE.”

Ctll lli« BI-BOY!

COE,

PLACE.

GEO. A. THOMAS, President.
D. W. COOLIDGE, Vice President.
HENRY W. s H ALLES, Treasurer.
CLARENCE HALF. Sec. :m«l Attorney.
P. A. SAVVIFK, Gin Supt.

_

10
RiteumATIsm, disordered blood, general
debility, and many chronic diseases pronounced incurable, arc often relieved by
Brown’s Iron Bitters.”
Huntsville, Ala.—Dr. J. C. Spotswood
says: “I highly recommend Brown’s Iron
Bitters for dyspepsia, rheumatism, and general debility.”
Faikfiei.d, Iowa.—Dr. J. L. Myers says:
“Brown’s Iron Bitters is the best iron preparation I have ever known in my thirty
years of practice.”

tite for intoxicants by its influence ou the stomach and organs
of digestion.

Company

For Choral Societies
Light of the World beautiful

The Delicious family Medicine
prepared from the trne Jamaica
Ginger, combined with choice aromatics and genuine French Brandy, rendering it vastly superior to
all other prepanOions of Ginger
now before the public.
It instantly relieves Cramps,
Colic, Cholera Morbus, Diarrhoea,
Dysentery, and all Snmmer Com-

he found at
the City.

a

SUI^UO

»pr2!

EXTRACT JAMAICA GINGER.

can

Grand Contest of Amateur Skaters,
For

..

The three preparations above

Is

_ecpli

DftjyglQ

EVERETT SM[TH,fe.V.$5S

aug2

dtf

THURSDAY, SUIT. 27.

COMMISSIONERS.

186 middle 8tiect.

private pupils by the subscriber

DR.

the

I

Regenerative Medicine

I

Pi

—

and

of

by *'irst Mortgage. Interest payable at
Middletown, or at the Fourth National Bank of
New Vork. If you wish an
Investment, whether
Urge or small, which will be *A FE and profitable,
send for circular giving full Information.

necessity.

93 EXCHANGE STREET,
CENTRAL LIGHTING STATION,
!
Plum Street,
I

ual an alterative that it eradicates from
the system Hereditary Scrofula, and
the kindred poisons of contagious diseases
and mercury. At the same time it enriches and vitalizes the blood, restoring
healthful action to the vital
organs and
rejuvenating the entire system. Thisgreat

The

Begins tenth year, September 2(1.

N. II.

remedy iu Flatulency, Dyspepsia and Sluggish Digestion.

FALL & WINTER GARMENTS.

Is the only powerful and always reliable
blood-purifying medicine. It is so effect-

[

MORGAN\s!?MS
IKTSMOUTH.

MISS

B INK

6 GUARANTEED

A delicious Stimulant and Tonic, capable of deslroying an appe-

Ayer Sarsaparilla CAPITAL, $500,000.

before pub-

anglHdlwteodtf

An invaluable

also Elegant Fur Lined Garments.

s

($1).

of study.
Apply ou Tuesday,Thursday and Friday mornings
after Sept. 16tli. For circulars, address 119 Win-

Induces copious perspiration iu sodden colds and chills.

Circulars. Cloaks, etc.,

through

NO I

chan, M. PERKY will open Spptern her 2 ^tb, at 119 Winter street, a school
for children from six to ten years old.
Specialfcare will be given to teaching young children to read.
CIummvn fa Hewiog .-n Saturdays.
Pupils from other sch<»ols will be admit1 ed to these
classes and will bo advanced as in any other branch

plaints.

Silk, Satin, Plush and Worsted

most admirable

can only be cured by a thorough purification of the blood. If this is neglected,
the disease perpetuates its taint
generation after gene«tion. Among its
earlier symptomatic Developments are
Eczemaj Cutaneous Eruptions, Tumors, Boils, Carbuncles, Erysipelas,
Purulent Ulcers, Nervous and Physical Collapse, etc. If allowed to continue, Kheumatism, Scrofulous Catarrh, Kidney and Liver Diseases,
Tubercular Consumption, and various other dangerous or fatal maladies, are
produced by it.

Dr. J. C.

ftug?_eodtoctl
Knglish School for Bovs and Girls.

CONCENTRATED

in such

to be to

STATE

SEPT. 18lh, 81 06 PARK NT.

of the Blood, and in all the tarious
forms of general debility.
This
preparation is made from the
world renowed Liebig’s Kxtract
of Beef, Citrate of Iron and Pure
Sherry Wine. Large bottles 50
cents.

«

to

Sarsaparilla

—WILL KE-OFEN—

paired

GRAND

Thursday, September 26 and 27.

SCROFULA

more

never

can

under the laws of

sublect to the

As a Nutritive Ionic, it would be
indicated iu the treatment of im-

our

OPENING Of FALL and WINTER

Was the name formerly given to Scrofula
because of a superstition that it could be
cured by a king’s touch. The world is
Wiser now, and knows that

all

following letter,

cordially invited to visit

casion of

KING’S EVIL

D. If. CHAMBERLAIN.
I

I

D. H.

pursuing-a steady and

-4ft

BEEF, IRON

PUBLIC

NEW CLOAK ROOMS

and

Yours very

course

—

course

long enough

lived

AND

AT

—

& WINE.
are

put a proper value on the man who fears
to think aloud on these subjects.
If I influeuc e no
other'vote, I shall have done what I deem my duty
and others are as welcome to criticise me, if they
like, as I have been free to differ from them.

on

The Sun has discovered another reason lished, was written iu the height of the
why Mr. Holman (not he of the liver pad) campaign iu New York last Fall. It was adshould be. tlae Democratic candidate for the I dressed to a gentleman prominent in nationPvtntXfSncy. When a boy he borrowed $5 al politics and well known iu this State, and
and returned it.
by him it was turned over to the New York
State Republican Committee for use. Why
The attempt to shoot the British consul it was not then printed in aid of the desperin New York seems to have been the strict- ate chances of the Republican candidate
ly personal work of a lunatic who fancied docs not clearly appear. Perhaps It was bethe consni bad slandered him. Fenianism cause it
spoke .espectfully of George W.
seems to have had
nothing to do with it.
Curtis, Governor Cornell, aud civil service
reform. One thing is certain;—that conThe New York Herald thinks the Senate
test did not call forth any more vigorous and
labor committee ought to move from
city to reasonable statement of the grounds upon
city and give all the cranks in the country a which honest men could honorably vote for
hearing.
Judge Folger in view of the disgraceful cirof his nomination.
cumstances
Randall’s friends claim that he has
already
Paris, Oct. J8, 1882.
secured pledges from enough Congressmen
Dear Sir—After a summer anil early fall in
to ensure his election to the
Speakership
Switzerland and Germany, 1 arrived here last
week. 1 learned cf the nomination of Judge FolJudge Kelley will sail from Liverpool for ger at Berlin, but not of the purpose of Borne Rehome on October 13. He writes to a frieud
publicans not to support him an their reas ns
I have read
in Philadelphia: “The
platform of no con- therefor, till I reached Parts. Today
vention, nor the dictation of any would-be the letter of Mr. George William Curtis in the
leaders, will prevent me from promoting, by Tribune, and a report of Air. Beecher’s sermon in
the Times. 1 have also read an abstiact of .Judge
every means in my power, the abolition of
the internal lax
Folger’s loner of acceptance. I am quite awaie that
system, the demoralizing
effects of which are even more
it will be said by some that whatever my opinion#
apparrnt in
England thau in the United States. My might be worth, if 1 were in New York,|I am too
motto for the
campaign will
he, ‘The inter- far away to understand tho “present situation fully
nal tax system must
go.’ ”
enough to qualify me to advise respecting it. On

THE

work for the election of Judge Folger.who,
it is conceded, give New York as
able and pure an administration as Mr. Curtis ever
painted or Mr. Beecher ever praised.
The words I have now written will call down on
me wrath, perhaps, from old and new one mes, but
I

Mrs. Caswell’s Parlor Classes

143 Pearl Street.

elected, will,

enough

TEACHER

—

GAEA EVENING
MIDDLESEX BANKING
5SS Greenwood Garden,
Mm, mm Connecticut,
Incoriiorated
inspection
PER CENT,

of Violin and Cornet, may be found
at Piano Rooms of W. M. Furbusb & Son,
Brown Block, 543 Congress St. where he is prepared to receive beginners and advance l pupils.
Elementary instruction a specialty.
8ep22dtf
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vote and

if

2w*

PHOr FRANK BURNHAN,

or

an

its

Congress Hired.

ter street.

only.

GRANDOPENING.

letter of acceptance, which I have read today, I

jobbery or extravagance in
improvements, whether of troutitrearas in West Virginia, or the
Mississippi river;
the avoidance of “spirited” foreign policies towards
South America as well as Europe; and the resolute
determination, spite of present discouragements,
to secure to evqry American citizen the
right, as
General Grant once pithily put it, “to cast one vote
safely and freely, ana to have il counted.
Yours very truly,
army

House, during September

j2w

say without hesitation or shadow of doubt, that it is
the duty of every man who values those things, to

sources, and no more, to
support, from year to sear, an economical administration of the government, without increase of

of employing detectives to insure a fair
election. In Maine such talk always signifies that the Democrats are planning some
scheme of fraud and it probably has no different significance in Ohio.

as

Block

sep20

LOWELL, MKM.

leplS

general what Mr. William Walter Phelps

lays down

to both the Mahoneites
the Democrats. If thera were but ten men in
wh
refused lo bow the knee to either of
Virginia
thesu Baals, I would be one of tbe ten,
knowing
that in the future, when wrong has had its
day, the
will
right
again, even in Virginia be the majority,
in numbeis, as it is always in moral
power.
I do not know all the facts, and hence I make no
il
spoci charges; but if the administration at Was illusion, as the newspapers give us much reason to
fear, is supporting or aiding Mahone, it is an intolerable humiliation and wrong, and aU good
Republicans ought to so consider it-a special
offence against civi: service
reform, as well as
against genera lpolitical good conduct. Stand fast
then. I say, whether alone or with many, by sound
political doctrines; which for me mean, always, the
public good before all else, and perfect good faith
towards public creditors; party as an agency
merely
for securing these ends; and just now, in
addition,
an immediate application in
nation, States and municipalities, of the principles of civil Bervice reform; the retention of taxes on liquors and tobacco,

revenue

not

cure

with a reduction of our present irrational and excessive tariff on imports, to a point which will leave

to talk

were

regarding

r

uncompromising opposition

SANITARIUM,

On the

can,

which the latis^ue
justifies the charge that
their pretended solicitude

are

Curtis, of

lger's nomination.”
tangent of unreason
If I

power and office.

ope*? Simply, the

Chemical Co., Boston.

FREE EXAMINATIONS.

recklessness.
ardent Re ub icau; that is, if I
did not regard that party as the best agency for
securing good government and good administration
for all the American people,- and the party has no
oth r claim or bold on me—I would do as Messrs.
Curtis and Beecher are dq^og, hut being a Republia

It
in

Falmouth

we all have respect and
civil service question I agree
heartily, ai.d always have, with his views and aims.
I was rejoiced to see, as I did when at
Munich, that
the Providence Civil Serv.ce Convention resolved to
make civil service reform a test of
support for
members of Congress; but if anything is plain, it is
that civil service will only be reached, if ever,
through the Republican party. Yet Mr. Curtis is
willing to help put Tammany Hall in power, in
State and nation, because of “the manner of Judge

and

ganizing and the work is yet incomplete.

beginning

triumph.

What course, then, is
which I understand you

Unless the colored men who have
gone to
Louisville are prepared for a winter campaign their convention is likely to adjourn before its business is completed.
Two days have been spent already in or-

The Ohio Democrats are

lor Mr.

see how any friend of public honesty can
support
the Democratic party of Virginia in this contest.

to

unfortunate town.

the main

and

convincing Invalids that there is si power to heal other than
in drug medication, 'I'HE LHIG WALK. THE BUiO SEE.
And all Itejoice sit the Coming of these Two Great magnetic
Healers. They locate disease ius'antly and remove it almost as
tiuirkly. Invalids take courage and call on these Great natural Phjsicistns ait the

struggles; but his present advice, to speak
truth, teems to bo really based on his disgust or

admiration.

and credit of Virginia.”
Probably no man can regard tbe recent Virginia
and Louisiana decisions of the
Supreme Court with
greater regret and nis approval than I do. Yet it is
under this pretended
shelter, shameful as well as
silly that the Democracy of Virginia, in their desto
perate struggle
regain power, aro trying to hide
their ignominious desertion of
principle. I do not

prevent an
appropriation for the Civil Service commission. Prone toblundering as the Democrats
are we very much doubt if
they will be guilty of the stupendous folly of|attempting t >
overthrow civil service reform before the
Presidential election.
Fairfield is

their

was no

for the hun

is one

long ago all its large saw mills were laid in
ashes, and these have scarcely been rebuilt
when Its principal business street is
swept
by the flames. But Fairfield pluck is equal
to any emergency, and already
preparations
are making to retrieve the disaster of Tuesday.

as conce; ns

w on

there

combination is threat-

Congress

far

everywhere.
Potter Drug

are

regret at the defeat of Governor Cornell. Well, I
of Governor Cornell. I think he has
been a most *• xcellent Governor, worthy of all the
praise Mr. Beecher gives him; but is the Republican
party not to have its choice if that choice is not
Gov. Cornell? Will Mr. Beecher say that there is
any reason to believe Mr. Cornell has made a
better Governor than Judge Folger will make. if.
elected? If any man believes Judge Folger will bo
under the influence ol any man, or set of men,
whom Mr. Beecher denounces,—he has a fair reason to oppose him, but I notice Mr. Beecher avows
no such belief.

public debt settlement of 1871, now we find it deliberately abandoning its honorable position and
trailing its banner in the dost in this wise:
“Tnr. State Debt. The Democratic party accepts as final the recent settlement of the public
debt, pronounced constitutional by the Courts of
last resort, State and
Feudal, and will oppose all
agita.ion of tbe question or any disturbance of that
settlement, by appeals or otherwise.”—From the
Democratic platform adopted unanimously at
Lynchburg, July 27, 1883.
Can Virginians who respect themselves or their
States, stan t on such a doctrine and throw stones
at Mahone? As between one who
plans and executes a bold robbery, and those who join him when
he has accomplished bis crime, and share the
spoils,
how can an honest man choose? How despicable too
■ he pretence!
How has the Supreme Court of the
United States sanctioned the
Revdjuster repudia
tion? In no way, except by
deciding that the acts
of Re adjuster repudiation are
beyond the reach of
the overruling power of that Court.
Has that
Court ever intimated that those acts were less than
infamous?
As the New York Times has well said: “It is au
abject surrender to Mahone and the Readjustee

the

will

HEALTH

May bo found atFurbueh’s Piano Wareroooms,
Brown

Arithmetic i« taught by the Prlno^ *1 and special
attention is given to all English brai hes.
Occasional lectures will be given & lug the
year
ut-on subjects conn cted with these)
ol work and
there will be the following courses of t „enty lectures
each; on Phy»fologi, by Da. SAB* H Ellen Palmkk; on ft i. turn I History, by Dr. Charles D.
Smith; on the History oi %rt by Mrs. Cabwell;
in the S'reneh l.nngunge
by MoNS. DkPoven.
For circulars and to engage seats
apply at 9B
Park street, after Aug I 5th. Mrs. Cs well will be
at home to business callers on Wedne days.

OF THE-

MIDDLESEX

PIANIST and TEACHER,

ed in the whole range of medicines. Beware of imi.
itations, SANFORD’S is the finest ginger in the
world, and, notwithstanding the high cost of its Ingredients, is the cheapest family medicine. Sold

DRS. DAMON & WESLEY,

am an a »mirer

But this is not the whole of the situation in Vir-

Republicans are those who are faithful to
Republican principles, and who will contend

convention

free

MURRAY,

School for r«iung Ladies anil ( hIMren,

Jyl9d2ptawThurm&w7p29—3m

Republican party, for
fault «>f Judge Folger or

new

y tonic
reaction.

ai

H. S.

BKTGRTAIN3IENTS.

einamciai,.

overworked, for elicite females, cspecMly motli
recovering from debilitating diseases,
and as a moans of reforming those addicted to an
excessive use of alcoh lic stimulants, it is unequa l
era, for those

a

the

ginia The political opponents of Mahone, the Democratic party, present a hardly more reputable front
on the question w hich has
given rise to the present
condition of things; I mean the question of public
honor and good faith towards Virginia’s creditors.
Though in all previous contests with Mahone the
Democratic party of Virginia has supported the

strewn with the unhonored g aves of Statesmen who bad forgotten it. The truest
Republicans, the bravest Republicans, the wisest

to the effect that a
ened in the coming

retaining

no

purity by

litical

and countries.

profitably purchase privileges by consentieg
to iniquities like repudiation.
His counsel
to the Republicans of Viigwia is to stand
fast by the right rather than yield it for a
temporaiy political advantage. This is good
counsel for Republicans everywhere. Their
first duty is not to obtain offices and power
but
to
maintain the righteous cause.
This duty is what ambitious politicians are
apt to forget. The path of the nation is

when

or

no

and

aged,

or

invigorating beverage

be convened. Mr.B echer’sfamo is not that
great logician, but I, at least, have been used to
regarding him as a great ethical teacher, and I ho d
in highest honor his g< eat services in our past poof

party
the prince of all

colored people of Virginia I

to

and

for the

As mentally and physically exhausted, careworn,

from alcoholic
who for a few cents extra
you their own or others
when you cali for SANFORD’S GlNGEi. Sold
by
wholesale and retail druggists, grocers, etc everywhere.
Potter Drug nud Chemical Co., Bouton.

aud tbe whole

owing
Republican party,

reireshing
simplicity

FRUIT STIMULAN

A PUBIS

can now

plausible apologies or defense in their support of
this party, but it is iu truth as little for their true
and permanent
advantage to ally themselves with
repudiation and political prostitution as for auy
other class. The men who court their vote3 for
such ends will abandon them to their worst
foes
whenever their own selfish purposes
require it.
This is an iulailible
truth, as true of Readjuster
politicians in Virginia to day, as it has been of other Hessians and Swis3 mercenaries in
other times

cans

even

gaining

For the

condonemest of all means
nominating them, felt it to be their duty to refrain from supporting Judge Folger.

for them

the

tere-ts, this leader looms u;> as
b inks tors iu public
offices, and. what is more deplorable still, if not more
shameful, the Republican
at
party
Washington iu a variety of ways has either
overlooked condoned or aided this character and
history. And why? I -uppose I shall do full justice to all Republicans who
support Mahone, if 1 say
it is because his vote or votes in the Senate
have
been given to the Republicans in aid of s-une
purely
partisan struggles there, and because of the belief
or pretense that his
party in Virginia is breaking up
the Bourbon rule, and securing their
rights to the
colored race.
This then is the position taken: No matter
what
tbe character or conduct of a
political leader or party may be, in all other respects, if his or its help can
be had to hold or gain political
power and offices,
the mantle of silence or approval shall be laid
over
all else. For one I will not fail to
oppose and denounce such a policy by whomsoever
practiced or
upheld. Its immorality is nc$ greater than its folly.
Mahone and his followers are not Republicans and
have never professed to be.
And if they were, the
self-respecting portion of that party would be under
even greater
obligations to repudiate and cut loose
from them. There are occasions when
grave differences may he overlooked in aid of
groat results and
noblo causes, but I know of no code of morals or
honor which warrants a partnerskip with
repudiation and the veriest political
Bossism, for the solo

will be conceded. He condwnned the fraud
committed by the State Central Committee
as vigorously as they did; but he did not re-

is to count the success of

|

Judge Folger

cold water swee
or added to ice wateffervescent draughts of mineral wator

mercen*^ dealers,
profit try to force upon

a

! it is clear that

a

good

and many others
double6S act in most cases, he gives reasons
for his opposing judgment,the force of which

publicans, knowing

sittlemout of
had been mo-t

a

and Contagious Diseases, Cholera Morbus, Cramps,
Pains, Indigestion, Colds, Chills, Simp e Fevers
Exhaustion, Nervousness, or loss of Sleep that bo
aet the traveller or household at this season are
nothing to those protected by a timely use of
SANFORD’S GINGER, tbo Delicious Summer Med
iclne.

alcohol, largely Impregnatoil, and strengthened with

BEVERAGE, with hot
cued, or hot or cold milk,

medicine, while

Now, because for purposes of their own, unscrupulous men committed a.fraud iu the State Comrni tee, to which Judge Folger was not a party, iu
any manner, near or remote, is it wise, Is it right, is
it just, or expedient, iu any sense or re ation. to refuse support to him as a candidate? Judge Folger
could, had he choien a perseaal or seltish
have
declined
the
course,
reasonably
but
nomination,
achaving
properly
I
there
is
no
reasonable ground
cepted it,
gay
on which any Republican cau refuse his
cordial
support,—-at least no ground arising out of the manner of his nomination.
Mr. Beecher anathema* izes
fraud aud its authors. So do all, but whom would
•he punish for this fraud? Not its authors, but

time when all wise aial true men are
seeking
a remedy for the evils of
partisan z al or groed, and
the elevation of the public
above all
iu

days ago, appear to us to liavi
much more than ordinary importance as an
indication of what the earnest independents
in the Republican party desire, and of the
way in which they may be expected to apply
the principles by which they are actuated.
While it is true that with regard to his dutyin the last campaign in New Rork Mr.
agree with Mr.
with whom
he

the

self-seeking.

At

few

not

of

Ami if such was its
origin, it must b9 added that
its manners and methods have been consistent
witli
its inborn character. Its loader has
stood, and
iu
the
minds of all careful
stands,
observers, so far
as 1 know, as the
type ant consummate embodiment
of lolitieal Bossism and

principles and progressive policy 01
Republican party. But he has no more

Chamberlain did

welfare

alone.

mental

a

the

solemnly entered into by the State wiib her erol
itors in 1871, and which involved a
surrender, on
their part, of fully one-third of their claims. Iu
other words, the sole issue it
presented, except the
political aggrandizement of its leaders, was avowed
and specially shame ess
repudiation.
It is not, theretore, the
language of passion or eX
but
of
exact
aggeratrou,
description, to say that it
was brought forth and cradled in
fraud, an fraud

is no carpet knigut,
went into Richmond with Sheridan and
be held the Capitol in Columbia against

printed

concern

it-lirst name imjnies, to overturn
the publiodebt if Virginia which

riguts 01 all men. litno fail weather sailor

He

the

which

lomic

Avoid

Judge Folger
pure
man, and perhaps the
very ablest mau put iu nomination for Governor by
His p^rty iu New York for twenty or
thirty years.

Republican uarty at the south. So much by way
o' explanation, not
apology.
The party in Virginia, c
mtnonly c tiled the Readjuster or Ma'ione party, was originally organized, as

b A

er, lemounde,
ers, it forms a
unequaled in

fr.aui claimed were eliminated
from the proceedings of the convention, no man
has warrant f'»r saying, and it is not at all probable,
that Jndge Folger would have been defeated. But
1 want to look at this questiou upon the concession
that the nomination was accomplished by fraud
Did Judge Folger share in that fraud? Did he
know or suspect fraud before it was committed?
Is his character affected in any way by the frauds of
others with whom he had nothing whatever to do?
I suppose no man can give other answer than that
as

common

GINGER.

Delicious Summer medicine
\

but that if all the

is

made with

ed with, poisonous fusil
cayenne pepper.

question of practical duty remains, and is not considered at all by saying the nomination was secured
by fraud, i db not understand that Judge Folger s
nomitirdi >n proper was in fHct s cured by traud;

i'OBK, September 17, 1883.
Hon. John T. Dezendorf. Xorfotk Va :
My Deae iB:-The present political contest in
Virginia is, fioni its nature, one of great interest ;o
e country, as well as to the Slate and
people of
Virginia. Ir any one is disposed to ask, in surprise
or iu anger, what my interest in it
is, or why 1 at
tempt to dis uss it, my answer is: first, beesuse ]
think the contest has some unique and rather startl.
ing features, which deserve everybody's attention,
and, second because as a Republican, or as one who
has always ac ed with that
party, I think I see some
questions involved which touch strongly and s rike
deeply into the heart and subs: ance of all political
morality and puhl.c inu grity. Moreover, I have
oarne
the right and propose to exercise
it, to feel a
special interest in. and to express freely my views
•NEW

Ce to their Coe vie t tons rather than at tin
behest of any committee or any majority.
Mr. Chamberlain is not one of those men
who think without acting, who talk one
thing and do another or do nothing. When
he was Governor of South Carolina he was
as eager and as
courageous in contending

in ibe

Its lumi-

f a vexatious

<

problem iu practical politics makes it an impo-tant contribution to the political literature of the day:

ei

against abuses

J. 1). Dezendorf of Virginia.

mau

are

EDUCATION All.

FRUIT, Impure Water, Unhealthy CMUNRIPE
piate, Unwholesome Food, Malaria, Epl

T>REPARED wit lithe utmost skill from IMPORT1
ED GINGER CHOICE AROMATICS, and tlie
purest and best of MEDICINAL FRENCH BRANDY, from the world-renowned vintners, Messrs.
OTARD, DUPUY & CO., COGNAC, rendeiingit
vastly superior to all other “Gingers,” all of which

would

independent.Republican Regards

an

SANFORD’S

know

last Pall.

faith.
or

SnMSLLASfiOEB.

28 Market Square.
d2w

Window Sash for Sale.
lot of window sash, glazed. Apply at
§7 HIGH STREET.
sep20tf

LARGE

Mallison Falls, Gorham Me., 10 miles from
AT hiPortland,
For particuthe P & O. It. Jt.
on

lars

at

ress

sep!0d4w

GARDNER M. PAKKER,
Gorham, M«.(
or Ji. B. OCK1NGTON,
Stratford, N. H,

THE

5nS..

PRESS.

common.
ok
..
Other Western
«ne and
X.34

THURSDAY MORMNG, SEP. 27.

Medium..

Common.as
Pulled—Extra.
30
Sauernne.25

Wit and Wisdom.
is that new

A Grand success in Cigarettes
brand, “Sweet Boquet.”

“This is Horrible” was the headline a Cleveland e iitor wrote to go over an account of the
defeat of the local base ball club.
But the
straw-headed printer got things mixed and put
that headline over a poem by a prominent poet,
and tbe poet wouldn’t believe that it was the
printer’s fault and somebody is going to get

hurt.

The lime-stone water of Ohio disordered his
bowels and laid him ou a bad of sickness with
horrible cramps. For three days and nights he
was wretched.
Then he said “why didn't I
think of Perry Davis’s Pain Killer?” He
sent for it and experienced such
and

prompt

thorough relief that he said he

getting

was

fool

a

for

it at first.

Brutus said Caesar was ambitious, but Caesar
denied it; and as Caesar was not a commonplace actor with a secret desire to star, his denial that he was ambitious must be credited as
having some basis of truth.—Lowell Citizen.

BURNETT’S COCOAINE
Promotes

Vigorous and Healthy Growth oj
the Hair.
It has been used in thousands of cases where
the hair was coming out, and has never failed
to arrest its debay.
Use Burnett’s Flavoring Extracts—the best.
Tlie

a

who wrote a little pamphlet entitled “Ho-.v to Get On in the World” was put
off a street car the other day because he hadn’t
enough money to pay Mb faro.—Haitford Post
mau

BIG BABOON AT CONEY ISLAND.
Meddlesome boy put bis band through the
cage at the beast show to bother the big baboon. Baboon bothered boy by shaking bands
with Mm in a way boy hadn’t expected. Awlul grip.
wou'd’t.

Boj wauled to let go, but baboon
Keeper thrashod baboon with long

pole and got boy away.
Baboon not much
hart, but boy’s baud badly torn and wrist
wrenched.

Bandaged wouuded hand and
wrenched wrist witb Perry Davis’ Pain Killer.
Next morning boy as well as ever, but says
that hereafter bo will keep away from the
baboon

cage.

Two Chicago girls held their breath so long
that one of them fainted and could with difficulty be resuscitated. Wosuppnsesome young
mau unexpectedly cal’ed after
an onion
supper.

Many times

you want to keep meat or fish
for several days. Lay it in a solution of Rex
Magnns over night and you can keep it for
weeks. You can also keep milk a week or
mote by stirring in a little of the “Snow Flake
brand.”
Tho high school.girl eeverely reprimanded
her brother for using the phrase “not to be
Sneezed at.” She says be ought to say, “occa*<e stoning no sternutatory convulsions.”
Success is certain when the Congress Yeast
Powder is used in making biscuits, cakes, etc.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL
Review of

PorilundSWIioletiate Market

FOK THE WEEK

In

ENDING

Sept. 26.

departments of the mercnandise marker
there has been a marked improvement in the volume
of trade compared with last week, but as a rule
only
some

a moderate business is
reported. The market for
Flour is tinner and more active at
unchanged prices.
Pork and Lard continues weak and lower. At New

York the market for pork is depressed and we notice
quite a sharp decline there as well as at the West.
Beef is in better tone but without change in
flgnres.Molasses is quiet and steady.Sugars are in good
request and prices tending upward. Cheese is fi< inly held at 10Va @ 3c. Butter is very firm on fine
grades, which are 2c higher than obtained a week
ago; in Boston fine fresh stock is well sold up, but
buyers seem d sposed to hold back a little, and the
indications are that they will resist any further advance. Apples are more plenty and prices
barely
maintained. The crop of Apples in Europe is unusually large, and but very few, if auy, will be exported from here to Liverpool this winter.
The
supply of Potatoes is liberal and prices steady at
45 a60c
bush. Sweet otatoes are easier. Grain
has been steady all the week with but a slight variation in

quotations. There has been an advance in
20c a dozen on 2 p cans. Chickens
are easy and lower; Fowl scarce and firm.
In the
Fish trade the principal feature continues to he in
which
are
an
advance of $1 on
Ms^liprel,
strong at
^ Shore No 1 and 2. Fresh fish were scarce
to-day,
but early in the week the receiptss were heavy; Cod
and Haddock have been jobbing at 3c
ft, Cusk
2c, largo Mackerel 13c and mediums lie, and Halibut 11c. Tobaccos arc firmer aud an early rise is
looked for on account of injury to the glowing crop;
It is said that several factories have a ivanced their
rates 2c and that others will soon follow. In Oil we
note higher prices on Kerosene, Water White,
Pratt's Astra.1, Ligonia, Silver White, Linseed and
Boiling. Sperm Oil has declined. Matches have
dropped to 65c. In Druge and Dyes. Cream Tarar
canned Beef of

is
2

lc

better and Cod

Liver Oil

has

advanced to

60@4 00. Fish Livers

bucket.

change

Texas .15

gj

Canada

pulled.30

Do Combing
Smyrna washed.20

are selling at 60 aOOc %>
The market is about bare of Nails, but no
is made in prices. Hay is active; the market

is well stocked and the

tkr7

quality is generally poor,

Wtioiexmc Maric?i.

The following quotations are wholesale prices of
Woolens and Fancy Goods, corrected daily by Deer,
ing, Milliken & Co., 158 Middle street:
[TVHr.KAnHMn

Heavy 36 in.

rirtTiirtva

(S> 8
Fine 7-4
13^@18
Mud. 36 in. 6«4 a) 7Ml Fine 8-1..I8c&2l
Fine 9-4.22^27 y2
Light 36 in.
S 6
Fine 40,in. 7 (I 8 Mi Fine 10-4_25 (cLc 0
7

...

BfcBAOHED

COTTONS.

Best 4-4

...10>*al2Mi Fine 6-4.16
Med.4-4.... TVskiOVSi Fine 7-4.18
Fine 8-4.20
Ltgiu. 4-4... *J J 7

@18
@2 2V*
@ 6

Fine 9-4.22%fe27Vfc
Fine 10-4 ..25
un&2-r*

TICKINGS,

ETC.

ncKingp,

26
38

y

Brig Mary

@ 30

@22
@30
29

^05

(a) 32
@28

Ar at

^41

Bleached, 8@t» v«
,\..8@9@10 ^10ri@ii %r»ll%
Warps...17»2o
«*ttln?.

K&uilroad

fcripf^
Portland, Sept. 2G.
Received by Maine Central Railroad, for Portland
54 cars miscellaneous merchandise; for connecting
roads, 94 cars mis ellaneous merchandise.
■Side* and T

The f .Rowing
and Tallow:

are

Hide#

on

Ox ani Steer Hid s over 90 lbs weight.. 7c
lb
Ox and Steer Hides between 80@90 lbs.. Gc
lb
Steer Hides under 90 lbs. 6%c.p lb
Cow Hides, all weights....
tb
Bull aud Stag Hides, all weights
4e «%> lb
Calfskins. .10c
lb
Light and Deacon Skins. 2b to 40c each
..

Rendered Tallow

5%c|>

7%cf> lb

^tocii .11 irket.
The following quotations of stocks are reported
aud corrected daily by Woodbury Si Moulton, corn©
of Middle and Exchange streets.

(GEORGETOWN,

84%
boston &Maine
.1G1%
Flint & Pere Marque tie!common.
27%

JMiwr 2TR.G. 28%
Missouri Pef.
97%
Omaha common. 40%
Wabash preferred
..34
Nortnern Pactic prefe c#l.... G6
Northern Pacific com. ion.
34%
Mo. K. & Texas.
26%
Louis & ;Nash....
48%
CentraliPacific..
66%
Texas PaciAc.
27%
..

lock

and Money Market.

(By Telegraph.)

New York, Sept. 26.—Money easy at 2@2% on
prime mercanilo paper 6 < 7. Exchange firm
at 482% tor long and 486%
for short.
Governments strong ana higher for long date issues and
weax for 3s.
state bonds steady. Railroad bonds
Ann.
Monev closed at 2 on call.
The transactions at the Stock
Exchange aggreat
ed 403.30o shaies.
The following are
to-day’sl closing quotations on
Government Securities:

The foRowing are the closing quotations Stocks:
Chicago & Alton
.132%
Chicogo & Alton pref.
142
Chicago, Burr& Quincy.
.126

§>*!«••••;.3l
Illinois

Central..**12 .%
Shore.7.V..102 it

Michigan Central..*. go/?
New Jersey Central.!.!!!
«o i/Z
Northwestern. ,i2«
Northwestern pref.‘‘' j 4(New York Central.77.7.116%
Rock Island....
7.122%

^9t.
Paul...102%
St. Paul

pref.
11714
Union PaciAc Stock.
8w»/8
Western Union Tel. 79y4

Market.
Boston. Sept.23—[Reported for the Press].—The
following Is a list of price* quoted this afternoon
f’tie Wool

Ohio

ana

24tli,

Detroit, Sept. 26.—Wheat is dull; No 1 White
••ash and September 1 *% ; October
08%; November at 08^2: December at 109%; No 2 at
1 • 41/2; No 2 Red Winter at 1 06.
Wheat—Receipts 32,00<> bu,shipments 29,000 bu.
New Orleans, Sept. 26,—Cotton easy; Middling J
uplands 10 3-16c.

Savannah, Sept. 26.—Cotton steady? Middling

M AKKIAGEM.

Fayal.

Ar at North
Sydney, CB, Sept 25th, brig Orbit,
Urann, Boston.
Ar at St John, NB,
25th, sch New England, Cameren, Rockland.
Cld 25th. Ech Nulato, Small, New York.

MPOKiiK

Aug 6, lat 4 N. Ion 26 W, ship Queeustown, Collins. from Philadelphia for Hiogo.
Sept 17. iat 49 44, Ion 10 30, ship Martha Cobb,
Green bank, from Antwerp for New York.

^outh

•Pennsylvania—

PicklocK and XXX.
42
Choice XX.37

*..*87
Medium.3 8
Coarse..
Micuigan—
Extra aud XX..
t

i

@43
@41
@38
@40
@ 32

@ 35%

K« R

Republic.New York.. Liver pool.. .Sept 27
City of Puebla.New York. .Hav&VCru*Sept 27
Frizia.New York..Hamburg. ..Sept 27
Cephalonia.Boston.Liverpool... .Sept 29
Be gravis*.New York.. Liverpool... .Sept 29
Newport.New York..Havana
Sept 29
Belgravia..New York. Liverpool
Sept 29
Atbos.New York..Kingston, &c Oct
Alaska.New Y ork.. Liverpool—Oct
Scythia.New York. .Liverpool-Oct

York..Havre.Oct
York..Amsterdam..Oeo
York. .Bremen —Oct
York..Vera Cruz....Oet
York.. Liver pool—Oct

Rugia.New York..Hamburg—Oct

Liverpool.Oct
F.tbiopa.New York..Glasgow.Oct
Helvetia.New York.

Celtic....New fork .Liverpool —Oct
Wisconsin.New York..Liverpool_Oct
Carascas.New York. .Laguayra_ Oct
vt 1N1
S
S

.ii

*•

i»j flue —
in seta....

©

©
&

i

OFFICE

2
2
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
6
6
6
9
10

22 Market

MAINE

TO THE PUBLIC,
new furnace I beg to direct
your
th Kohler Hot Air Furnace.
Its suover
all
others I will demonstrate If you
periority
will call at t> y store. The following well known
persons ha' e the Kohler:
W.T. Sargent,— .148 Spring Street.
J. F. cherry.4f>7 Congress Street.
C. C. Eaton.23 Pine Street.
J. S. Libby,...160 Park Street.
J. F. Clark.14 Mellen Street,

If in want of

attention to

O. K. Gerrish,.212 state Street.
Samuel Rolfe,... .98 State Street.
Wm. G. Hart,--2 G State-Street.

Sidney Thaxter,.74 Deering Street.

Joseph Russell,.31 High street.
Addison Libby.64 Clark Stieet.
Alfred Staples,.176 Neal Street.
H P. S Gould.387 Congress
Tbos. Edwards, (Berlin Mills Co.) 117 Franklin St.
H. B. Brown, (Artist,). 400 Danforth Street.
B. B. Farnsworth,.367 Spring Street.
Charles Goodridge,....
Deering
C. H. Gilbert. Canton Steam Mills Co.
Y. E. Gilbert,.Canton St am Mills Co.
J. B. Vance,.Alfred. Me.
W. G. Spring,.Fryeburg, Me.
J. S. Spring,.Fryeburg, Me.
B. B. Murry,...,.Pembroke, Me.
F. O. Johnston.469 Cumberland St.
A. B. Hoi. en, .84 Lincoln Street.
A. L. Merry,...144 Pine Street.
S. W. Thaxter,.22 Deering Street.
F. W. McKenney,.152 SpriDg Street.
Mrs. David Keazer ..83 State Street.
Zenas Thompson, Jr.124 Pearl Street.
C. E. Snow, .280 Brackett Street.
C. E. Barrett.6 Deering Street.
Dr. Gardner Ludwig,. 604 Congress Street.
H. T. Blackstone,..... .Canal Bank.
dtf
8ep8

8CJNDAV TRAINS.
PORTLAND FOR RONTON and WAV
STATIONS at 1.00 and 6.30 p, m. RONTON
FOR HIBTLAND at 8,30 a m. aud Q.00
ORi'fl 4RI>
FOR PORTp.m OLD

12.22, and 9.49. p. m.
Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with all
steamers running between Portland aud Bangor
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Macbias, Eastport, Calais.
St. John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand
Trunk trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine
Central and Portland & Ogdenburg trains at Transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refreshmeats. First class Dining Rooms at Pc.rtland,
Transfer Station, Exeter, Lawrence and Boston
THROUGH TICKETS to all points West and
South may be had of M. L. Williams* Ticket
Agent, Boston & Maine Depot, and at Union
Ticket Office* 40 Exchange St.
J. T. FURBER, Gen. Supt.
S .H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland.
LAIVU

sep30

Grand Trunk

SAVE YWIIR IYIOYEY

Portland GroreiVauri Flout- Dealers’ Association.
f|>Hfi Annual Meeting of the Association will be
1.

postp->ned to Saturday. Sept. 29, and will then
be held at Board of Trade Rooms at 2.30 o'c'ock
p.
m., for the election of officers and such other business as may regularly come before it.
Per

order,

W. P.

Portland, Sept. 24,1883.

and

place

it in

an

—

On nnd after Monday*
Train* will run

—

ilDaiue General Hospital.—

sented.

By order of the Directors,
F. R. BARRETT, Secretary.
2awtdlh&M
Portland, Sept. 12, 1883.

ANNOUNCEMENT!

ITT A

OF

HARTFORD,

CONN.
1840.

ASSETS, January 1, 1883.$51,602,422.78
Surplus bv Connecticut Standard
3,724,844.21
Surplus by New York Standard (es...

6,850,000.00

management to receipts in
1882, 8.75 per cent.

JACOB L. GREENE. President.
JOHN M. TAYLOR, Secretary.

Company lias established an
Agency in ibis city and oilers

This

THE NEW

Policies

perfect protection
-AT THE

LOWEST HTKT COST.
They are written [for the whole term of life, thus
continuing the insurance without limit, or for so
long as it ay be desirable,or they may be surren■<

the.term of years tor which the
are
of any subsequent period
of live years, for a Guaranteed Cash Value Indorsed on each Policy and made a part of it. They
are based upon a LAltokii reserve than the policies
of any o her company of this country, thus giving
Additional Security and Value. They participate in the division of tho surplus earned during
their entire continuance.
They are Non-forfeiting, becoming, in ca?e of lapse alter the payment« l two or m >re annual premiums, PAID-UP
Policies, without surrender or care on the part of
the Insured, for an amount also Indorsed on each
policy, and made a part of it, and participating in

dered at the end of

premiums

For Cash and paid Policy values, inquire of

W. G. CLIFFORD, Special Agt.
50

I£xchuiigc Street,
is. ft.

Gereral

Portland, Me.

faTrbanks,

Agent,

seplH

Now York
when

‘ill

guaranteed specific for Hysteria, Dizziness
Convulsions, Fits, Nervous Neuralgia, Headache,
Nervous Prostration caused by the use of alcohol
or tobacco,
Wakefulncsst Mental Depression, Softof the Brain resulting in
ening
to
and

1 nsanity and

leading

death, Premature Old Age,
decay
Impotencv, Weakness in either sex, Involuntary
Losses and Spermatorrhoea caused by over-exertion
of the brain, self-abuse or over-indulgence. Each
box contains one month’s treatment. $i. box, cr
6 boxes for $5.00; sent by mail prepaid on receipt of
price. We guarantee G boxes to cure any case. With
each order received for 6 boxes accompanied with $5.
we will send the purchaser our written
guarantee

j

after

LIQUORS

(of all kind*, in

the

beyond Bangor

PACKAGES,

R. STANLEY & SON,

Importers,

FREET,

PORT-

LAND, MAINE,
A 1*0, General

Fitter

—

master.

Sch Queen of the West, Dunbar, Bangor -8 W

Thaxter & Co.
Sch Kie^zi, Chatto, Bluebill—N Blake.
Sch Franklin Pierce, Holmes, So West Harbor—
N Blake.
SAILED—Brig Mattie B Russell, Antelope; sells
Fred Jackson, and Win Frederick.
OUR CORRESPONDENT.

SACO, Sept 20—Ar. schs Rival. Means, Perth AmBe.iabedec, Pinkbam, do; Dick Williams,
White, Album.
Sailed, sens David Siner. Guthrie, Bangor, to load
for New
York; Rival, Means, Rockland.

boy:

FROM MERCHANT*' EXCHANGE.

Sid fm Liverpool 25th, ship W R
Grace,Wallnutt,*
New York.

Summit
auglO

In fever and ague districts, in
tropical and other
regions visited by epidemics, and indeed in all localities where the conditions are unfavorable to
he 1th, this famous vegetable invigorantand altera
tive, Hostetter’s Stomach Bitters, has been
a
latent safeguard even to feeble constitutions and
fragile frames, while as a cure for indigestion, bil
iousuess aud kindred complaints, it Is without a
rival.
For sale by all Druggists aud Dealers generally.
■

found*

sep4

eod&wlmo

Citizens ItliBtusil IMi< f Moriety.
stated meeting or September will be held a
Reception Hall, next Kriday evening, at 7 Vi
o’clock, 2Hth inst. The Directors meet half an
hour previous.
M. N. RICH, Secretary.
sep2G
d3t

THE

Mineral

FROM

Spring Water,

FISTULA AND PILES

application.
Hours—11

Office

a.m,

to

Use

of the

Knife.

except Sun days?*

feblOdlv__
Removal.

I

to

Bucksport and Dexter

or

Sunday mornings.

eepKDdlw

to

Trains.

Monday, June IN,
INS3, Passenger Trains will lear*
On and after

at 7.30 n. nt.,
am!
a-a .05 p. ua,, arriving at Worcester
*t 2.16 p, m. and 7.30 p. m.
Returning l***..,
Talon Depot, Worcester, at 8 00 a. o. and 11.15 »,
m., arriving at Portland at 1.26 p. m. and 6.40 p.
Ti.

E'er Clinioa.
Ayer Jane.,
1'ltchbar#,
Nuafeua. Lovell, WiadbHfia, and Bypin# At 7.30 a. m. and 1.05 p. ns.
E'er *9arccheMer. A -ancord ana points North, afe
1.05 p. ns.
For ftoebeater. spring rale, Alfred, Was*
«rboro ami Naco Rfm.f.JO a. ns., 1.03
»>. ns., and (mixed) at 0.30 p. m. Returning
leave Rochester at (mixed) 0.46 a. m.. 11.16
a. mM and 3.36 p. m.: arriving at Portland
(mixed) 9.40 a. m., 1.26 p. m. and 5.40 p. m.
F»«* Oerbaw, Haccarappa, Uetnberluad
MS Ha,
Westbrook
and
Woadfcrd’*.
At7.30 a. cs., 1.05, 6.20 and (mixed)
*6.30 p. ea.
The 1.03 p. a*. ttaic from Portland connects at
4yev June, with Hossat Tnnntti Route for
11( West, and at Union Depot, Worcester, for
Nerr York via Norwich kiae. and all rail,
tENpringtfeld, also with N. V. & N. K. R,
ft .(‘‘Steamer Maryland Route”) for Philadelphia, Daltinsore, Washington, and the
Jiouili and with Kovtora A Alimnv R. K. for
the Wes*. Parlor Cars on train leaving Portland
at 1.05 p. m. and train leaving Worcester at 8.00
a. m.

Oloee connections made at Westbrook .function with through trains of Me. Central R. R., and
at Gr&ndTrunk
Transfer, Portland, with through
tr t*us of Grand Trunk R. R.
Through tickets to all points South and West, at
Depot offices and at Rollins b Adams' No.SSESxOhtnge Street.
* Does not
stop at Woodford’s.
J. W. PETERS, Snpt.

BUSINESS CARDS,

Herbert G.
—

OF

Hriggg,

—

No. 93 Exchange St, Portland, Me.
SSiT’All business relating to Patents promptly and
executed.
jul2dtf

faithfully

1IIIRROWJES,

Has removeil to the corner of Preble and Kennebec street, directly opposite the Portland and Hoe faester Depot.
au4dtf
A.

a.m,8.10p.
m.;

m.

holding

and

li

Oot.

1st,

entire week.

t

-EXCURSION TICKETSto :he above will be sold by the

follows:
Britannic .Sept 22 j Republic...
.Sept. 27
Celtic.Oct. C | Germanic..Oct. 13
For sailing li-*te, cabin plans passage rates and

drafts, apply

to J. L.

del»

FARMER,

HUM CENTRAL RAILROAD

Exchange St.

22

301 h to Oct. Gth inclusive,
good for returu until Oct. 31st,

September

dly

Boston

following rat** of fare the round trip, viz:
Portland, Brunswick. Bach, LewiMoa,
r. Hallow* II, %ugu«ti> an** Skew*
Ilalervillt and Brlfaal,
h*guu, 9S.OO.
Pitlaifleld
nnd
97 J5.
Dexter, 90.50.
Newport, 90.00.
Farminion, S«.«0.
Bn gar, Orono, Oliltown, lincola, Winn
nnd
Tiuttuwaiukewg, 95*00. Kingman,
94.50. Dantorth, 94.00. Forrtl, 93.73.
PAYSON l UCKER. General Manager M. C. R. R.
F. E. BOOTH BY, General Pars, and Ticket Agent.
Sept. 20, 1883.
««p26,27,28,29, octl,2
at the

Bardin

PKilLAbELPlilA
Direct

From HO

i

Steamship

Line.

UN

Every Wednesday and Satarday,
From PHILADELPHIA
Every Tuesday and Friday.
^- jp.

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3
m.
From Pine Street Wharf
at 10a. m.

Insurance one-hall th# rsteof

••

■

•ti»rrrc~j'i«T*sra>3»>* sailing vessel.
Freight for the West by the Penn. R.

R.. and

South by connecting linos, forwarded freo of

com-

mission.

Pavange Tea BolJam.
Meals and

Room

Bound

CHEAP EXCIIHSIOSS

Trip $IS

included.

Freight or Passage apply to
E. B. NAMPNON, Agini,
deSltf
For

70

TO

B.one H'lixri. Bonioh.

CHEAP OCEAN TICKETS.
ad for friends In the Old Counmoney by buying tlielr prepaid
steerage tickets at tbe General Ocean Steamship
Office, No. 22 Exchange Street, (don’t mistake tbe
number) at the sign of the big Locomotive, at present reduoed rates by theCunard and other fast first
class mail steamers coming direct across tbe oceaD
on the warm Gulf Stream
route, thus avoiding all
dangers from iec and Icebergs. I can sell prepaid
stoerage passago tickets from Queenstown, Londonderry and Belfast for $21.00; Dublin, $22.00; London, Bristol, Cardirt and Galway, $24.00; Hamu>
save

burg, Antwerp, Havre, Manheim, Amsterdam, Ro
teruam, Paris, Bremen and liar ugen, $27.00
Copenhagen, Cbria$jami, Christ! isaud, Bergen
Trondbjem. Gotoborg, Maiino, $28 JO; ohildren nil
half fare.

Sterling and Scandinavian exJ. L FARMER, Agent,
change at low rates.
jau 2-Mtf_
22 Exchange St.

rami banor it Desert
Maehlas
Steamboat

Company.

Steamer LEWISTON, C’apt.
Charles Deeriug, will leave Railroa(1
Wliarf» Portland, Tueaday
ed
*
MSBS^tr
and Friday Evening, at 11.16
o’clock or on arrival of Ste«*unboat Express Trains
from Boston, for Kockland,
Castine, Deer Isle,
Sedgwick, (Stage from >edjwiek to Blue Hill on arnva- of Steamer), South West and Bar
Harbors.
Milbridge, Jonesitort anti Machiasport.
Connect at ROCKIxAND with steamer for BLUE
HILL, SURREY and ELLSWORTH, Friday’s trip.
At BAR HARBOR with steamer for GOULDSBOI-'MOINK. HANCOCK, SULLIVAN and
ELLS" OR IH each trip. Also with B. & B. Steam
ers at Rockland,
going East, for Bangor and River
Landing? each trip.
RUTlJBNIn *4, will leave Machiasport every
and Thursday,at 4.3l|gt. m., touching at intermediate landings,anil connecting at Portland with
Pullman and
morning train tor Boston.
with Roston and Bangor Steamers at
Rockland, (coming West, and receive passengers and
from Bangor and River
for Port;

—

White Mountains

ALLtrydesiring
will

And

iiMnll

nnini s

Philadelphia,

COMMENCING-

S ATUR UA

Y^SEPT. 15/83.

Special Tickets, Portland to Crawford's or Fabyun’s and Return, will be sold at

:$2.3() OSLV,
good

for two days, which limit will enable excursionists to make, if desired, either or both excursions from Fabyan’s to Summit Mt.
Washington or
Protile House.
EB^ Tickets for above Excursion are
good lor two
days- tickets sold Saturdays good for return on
lowing Mondays—md the holders can obtain from
B. C & M. R. R. Agt. at
Fabyans half rates for Excursions to Profile House and Summ t Mt. Washington. Either or both of these Excursions can bo
made within the limit of P. & O tickets.
Mrtlc to C'ontiuue '1 hrougli Mrptember.

bil-

J.

OH AS. H,

.dSlfiLLl

FOYK.G.T. A.

HAMILTON. Supt.

sepl3dtt

Montreal Excursion
-VIA-

White

Mountains.

Monday

early

»»^dnhnnt

THE PORTLAND & OGDENSBUBG B, B.
WILL SELL EXCURSION TICKETS

Landings

lancftt
The

Steamer CITY OF It It'll MONO,
t'apt. ilin. t.. Deaai.ou, leaving same wharf
■ very
Moudny, Wednesday, A -Hlurdny Eveuings at 11 15 o’olock, or on arrival of Steamboat
Exp. ess Trains from Boston, for Mount Deser
(Southwest Bar Harbors) touching at Rockland onli
and arriving at Bar Harbor about 10 a. m next daV
Connections made at Rockland with steamer foi’
Bine Hill, Surrey and Ellsworth, Monday’s and Wed
new

Portland to Montreal
AND RETURN

Harbor with steamer for Gouldsboro.
Lamoino, Hancock and Sullivan, each trip,
Keturi ine, will leave Bar Harbor at 7.00 a m

1 iekcts

At Bar

Monday Wednesday

South'

and Friday, touching at
West Harbor and
arriving in Portland
about 6.00 p. m., connecting with train for Boston
arriving at 10 00 p n-..

Rockland,

GEORGE L. DAY,
Treas, and General Ticket Agent
E. CUSHING, Genera] Agent
Portland, June 18, 1883.
julSdt

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

S7.50.
good till

"""

nesday’s trips.

September SO.
eodtf

Portland & Ogdeusburg R. R.

tBMP ocasiM

Me;TTalHi8,

Eastport,

—TO—

Me., St.
John, N. B., Halifax, N. S., Ac.
SPRING

arrangements,

1IIREE

TRIPPER

•»,*»»MAY

_P°AV-

BRIDCTON,

WEEK.

AFTK*.
14th

MON.
Fteam

j-'«« of ..thl, Iji.e will
r-“*■*■»»« Kailroatl Wharf,
every Monday, Wednesday
**?
and Friday at 8 p.
m., for Eastpcu and tit
JoMi, with connection? for Calais, Robbinstcn. St
Andrews, Pembroke. Houiton, Woodstock. Grand

Commencing Saturday, Sept.

W. Bradbury

Special T ickets Portland

to Bridg*
ton amt return will be sold at

■'*“a*,oU*i Yarmouth
rnihS!0 ’SisafI’
^St0ai Newcastle, Amherst
Ptotoa,
ShediM, 'o
Batiraret, Dalhousie, Chat
Wimaor

lottetown Fort Fairfield, Grand
Falls, and othet
on the Nea Bruaswiok and
Canada Interand Annapolis, Western ConngjP^'.Windxpr,
Rail
tics,
Roads, and btage Bont«g,

SST'Frelght
received up to 4 p. m. and any information regarding tho same
may be had af the
offloe of the Freight Agent, Railroad
Wharf.
For Circulate, with Excursion
Routes, Ticket!
State Rooms and farther information
apply3 *
Company's Office, 40 Etchange St.
T. C. HEVSEY. President, and Manager-

ma-1___.Hf

MAINE STEAMSHIPCOMPANY
For Hew York.
Steamers leave Franklin

Wharf,

on

steamerTexpress.
Cap

JOHN FIHHKK, Jr.

Scliiedam Aromatic
SCHNAPPS.
As

general beverage and necessary

a

as

Del-

Nkowhegan*

Wntmill®, 9.20 a. m.
5it o«o3 0f
2*Y5, 3*83 and 10.08 p.m.: Aajfiistn* 6.00 *a.
m 10.03 a. m.,
3.00, 4.12 and 11.00 p. in.;
6*17 »• m., 10.20 a. m., 3.18,4.27
1,18 P*
w««h, 7.00 a. m.. 11.00 a. m.j
AIK
4.16
p. m., and Saturdays only at 11.55 p. m.
HrnnNvfrick, 7.26 aud 11.30 a. m. 4,45 & 5.10
p.m. 12.36 a. m., (night.) ttvcklaud, 8.16 a.m.,

Mondays only at 4.30 a. m. Lewim°B, 7.20 a. m. 11.16 a.m., 4.36p. m. 11.20
pm.; Phillips, 7.05 a* m. Farmington* 8.30
a.
m.;
a.
m.
10.18
Wiuthrop,
being due \n Portland as follows: The morning
trains from
Augusta and Bath 8.36 a. m.
Lewiston, 8.40 a. ni. The day trains from
Bangor, and all intermediate stations aud connecting roads at 12.35 aud 12.45 p. m. The
afternoon trains from
Waterville, Augusta. Bath,
Rockland and T.owi*ron at 6.00
p. m. The St.
John Fast Express at 6.16
p. m. The Night Pull-

(nai. ffxpfofir
4ln
l.gOa. m.
Limiioii Ticket* firm and second clan* for
Jobn and Halifax
on a ale at reduced
rates.
PAYSON TUCKER, Gen’l Manager
F. E. BOOTHBY, Gen-1. Pasi. & Ticket Agt.
Portland. June 12,1883.
f
jul

er

other causes,

Steamers!

Schnapps

saltr or

over

section of

public

30 vears duration in every

our

country of Udolpho Wolfe's

Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by
the medical faculty and

a

sale unequaied

by any other alcoholic distillation have
Insured for it the reputation of salubrity
claimed for it.

For sale

by all Druggist

and Wrocers.

elegant

SUND AY TIME TABLr).

Leave

(Sundays excepted).

Freight taken

as

dtf

_

e.ianda,

New

XeniM.d

Australia.

ports.

•Steamer of 10th does not connect for San Francisco.
Steamers sail /Von San Francisco regularly for
Japan, China and Sandwich Islands, New Zealand
and Australia.
For Freight, Passage, sailing lists aud further
information, apply to or address the General Easier ii Agents,
€. L. HARTLETT.A i’O.,
IIUNlBtc Slrfft, Cor. 3trend St., Iio«tou.
or to W. I). LITTLE &
CO.,

31 Exchange St., Portlaud.

ON

can

be

In the LIVING
the

by

A. M.

8.00

6.20
7.36

10.30

11.00

9.46
11.16

p. M.

p. If.

2.30
5.00
6.40

2.40
5.16

P. M.
2.00
4 30
6.10

STEAMER

use

~

Leave
Portland.
A. M.
8.00

save

NO STATE
It will keep them fresh and sweet for many days
and does not impart the slightest foreign taste to
the articles treated. It is so simple iu operation that
a child can follow the directions, is as harmless as
salt and costs only a fraction of a cent to a pound of
meat, fish, butter or cheese or to a qn rt of milk.
tic
men as
'Phis is no humbug; it is endorsed
Prof Sam’l W. Johnson of \ ale College
Sold by
druggists and grocers. Sample pounds sent prepaid
by mail or express (as we prefer) on receipt of price.
Name your express office. Viandinebrand for meat;
Ocean Wave for fish and seafood; Snow Flake for
milk, butter and cheese; Anti-Ferment, Anti-Fly
and Anti-Mold, 60o per lb. each. Pearl tor cream;
Queen for eggs, and Aqua VlUe for fluid extracts,
$1 per lb. each.

by

The Hnmiston Foo«l Preserving Fo.,
72 «4IliltV STREET, BOSTON, MARS.
For sale by S. S, Sleeper & Co.. Cobb, Bates &
Yerxa, Gilman Brothers, I. Bartlett Patten & Co.,
Geo. C.Goodwin & Co., Ware & Hastings Bros .Carter Harris & Hawley and Weeks & Potter, Boston,

jy.30-d&w‘2m
Wanted.

For sale.
YACHT.

eleven feet breadth.
SCHOONER

aug22dtf

No.

Diamond.
A M
9.50

10.30
P. M.

Leav*
Little Diamond.
A. M.
10.00

11.25

11JJ*
P. M.
6.16
dtf

P. M.
6.00

2.00

seplO

VISIT IT. DESERT IN SEPT
Reduction iu Fares, Meals, State Rooms
aud Hotel Rates.
MpccinI lixcnrHion Rate* via the Green Ml.
Railway to Holster* of thi* Co’*
Excnraion Ticket-.
In order to meet the wt-hes of a
number
our people who are unable t<> take a vacation in
or August, but can spare a week In

large

of

July

September
(which is decidedly the most con.fortable and pleasantest month In which to trayel,) the

the

Thirty three feet long,
Inquire of
A. L. JOHNSON,
Custom House Wharf,

following

rates:

Harbor and return,
Single Tickets.$4.00

Portland to South West

Family

Nulling Agent*

Leave
Tref. and

chias Steamboat Co.

EXPENSES ol

of

Mass.
CfhfiiiI nnd

MINNEHAHA.

SUNDAY TIME TABLE.

Portland, Baugor, Mt. Ueseit aud Ma-

saved

You will find that this is an article which will
you a great deal of money.
NO HOIKED MILK.
NO HPOILKD MEAT.

6.56

will place on sa e during September, a special ticket (not transferable) to Mt. Desert and return at

Rex Magnus, The Hnmiston Food
Preservative. It preserves Moat. Fish, Milk, Cream,
Eggs and all kinds of Animal Food fresh and sweet
for weeks, oven in the hottost weather. This can
be proved by the testimonials of hundreds who have
tried it You can prove it for yourself for 60 cents.
the

dtf

niic>"c>i>7

$200 A YEAR

M.

The PIcnMdutefd Mouth in the Year.'

anil after Sept. 17. 1883, tlie steamer Gordon
will leave llarpsw ell daily, Sunday’s excepted
at 8 a. in., arriving at Portland a* 10 a. m. Returning leave Custom Bouse Wh rf, Portlaud at 3 p. m.
arriving at Harpswellat 5 p. m.
For Freight or Passage apply on board to
CAPP. SCOTT OLIVER,

seplu_

CAPT. WJI, J. CKAlt..
Leaves
Leave*
Tref. and Diamond Little Diamond.
6.10
7.25
9.30

a.d

^.Steamers sail from New York fdr Aspinwall on
the 1st, 10th, and 20th of each month,
carrying
passengers and freight for all the above named

6.00

A. M.

JAPAN, CHINA,

dly

P. M.

7.00

CALIFORNIA,

Chatissa of Time

NEW YORK.

9.30
11.46

P. M.
2.00

6.45

Ilnrpswfll SicsmiboRt Co.

STREET,

8.00

10.30

Leave*
Portland.
A

Maudwicb

Peak’
A. M

STEAMER MINNEHAHA.

PACIFIC MAIL 8. S. CO.
TO

Leav

Portland,
A. M.

usual.

J. K. COVLE. Jr., General Agent.

6.30

STEAMER EXPRESS.

steamer TREMONT and favorite
steamer JOHN BROOKS will alternately leave
FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland, at 7 o'clock p. m.
and INDIA WHARF, Boston, at 6 o'clock p. m.

Passengers by this line are reminded that they secure a comfortable night’s rest and avoid the expense and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late
at night.
B3F"Ticket8 and Staterooms for sale at D. H,
YOUNG’S, 272 Middle Street.
Through Tickets to New York, via the various
Kail and Sound Lines for sale.

r. M.
2.30
6.00

3.00
430
6.10

new

__

18 BEAVER

6.30
7.36
9.26
11.06

p. m.

is superior to every
A

A. M.

10.30

FARE $1.00.

Limestone, Sulphate of Copper &c, the

other alcoholic preparation.

Leave*
Peak*’.

A. M.
5.45
7.00
8.00

d3m

no

one

TIMETABLE.

Utf

Portland.

W.
A.
S.
WOLFE’S

for

FOREST CITY STEAMBOAT CO

Pier 38

8«P21______

good

Trains leave Portland 8.A3 a. m. Re*
turning, leave * ii tig ton tf.uo p. m. Arrive
Portland 8*15 p. m.
C. H. FOIE, G. P. A.
J. HAMILTON, Supt.
■ep2-'
dla

Wednesdays and SaturJ. B. COYLE, JR., Gen’l Ag’t.

days at 4p.m.

are

■a

Wednesdays

SldA%fur^al?
atw6 P* m-- Returning leave
River, New York, on

East

Tickets for the above Excursion
Sale to continue one week.

day.

Caw.

at

34 Exchange street,
I OKT1.AND, MAINE,

jy27

22d.

stations

iuierieau & Forcigsi

Bion Bradbury.

Opening

Kp'.

'"^portiaad

Nt*

HAVE removed from John W. Dyer’s Office
head of Boston & Maine Wharf.
WM. H, WABKER.

Portland, September 24,1883.

7.00
3.15 p.

1—6 p m.. and

WILLIAM READ <M. D„ Harvard, 1842), and
ROBERT M. READ (M.D., Hal «ard, 187G), oilier*,
EraDN House, f 7ft Trcuimit Ntrrrt ICo-mti
give special attention to the treatn ent of FISTULA,FlliKM «N»AMi IIIfFAMES OF
'I'liE BKCJTUITI, without detection from business. Abundant references given.
Pamphlet sent

on

or

From Ilnlilnx, 8.10 a. in., 6.16 p. m.: Nt, John.
7.00 and 8.00 a. m., 0.00 p. m.; Haaliou 7.0(5
».m., 8.30 n. m.; Nt. Stephen, 7.30 a. m.,
9.00 p. u.,;
Vnnceboro, 2.00 a. m. 10.10 a. m.,
1.60 p. m,; flnckupori. 6.10 a. m. 10.00 a.
m.,
7.20 a. in., 2.06 p. m.
8.00
ra*»

liARRINON, ITIAINK.

vUrcd without Ihe

on

p.m;; Dexter,

Managers for.NewiEugland,

FOR Tint CELEBRATED

€lviirert.

Sch William Frederick, Ames, Charleston—Noah
Reed.
Sch Leouessa. Gray, New York—Berlin Mills.
Sch M C McLean, (Hr) Roberts. Pictou NS—master
Sch May Pickard, (Br) black, otJobn NB

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER K. B

Winthrop,

LEAVE FOB PORILANO AND BOSTON

20.

NO. FORE N

Monmouth*

F <ni KxpreM. with Reclining Chair Oar
attached, and stops between Portland aud Bangor
at Brunswick,
Gardiner, llallowell, Augusta,
Wflterville and Newport only, arriving in Bangor
at 9.46 p. in. and St. John at 6.30 following
morning.
*The 11.16 p. m. train is the night express with
sleeping car attached and runs every night Sundays included but not through to Skowbegan on

Monday mornings

410|NEW

run

Onbluud and North Anson. 1,16 p.m. Farmington, via Brunswick, 6.45 a. m.
5.10 p. m. train is the Nf. John
\ The

IMPORTED

Philadelphia.
sch Emma, Spurllng, Monhegun, with 270 bbls
mackerel; City Poiut, Keene d » 200; E K Dresser,
Gross, do, 200; Ebon Dal., Babbidge, 170.

MONDAY, June

follow*

Farmington.

the mnr-y if the treatment does not effect
J. C. West & Co., Proprietors, issue guarthrough H. II. IIAY <fe CO., Druggists, only
agents, Portland,Me. Junction Middle and Free Sts.

Sch Mueller, M’Clearn, Rockport for
Morgan City
Sch Col Millikeo, Duoton, New Meadows for

FROM

sui4

Leave
Poitlanri for Dealer,
Hunger
Vnn ceboro,
Nt John,
Halifax
nmi
the Prorince* Nt. A urirewh, Nt. Ntephrn.
Fredericton Vrooniook
< nunty and Hi]
Stations on SI. A Piscataquis R. R.* 1.16
p. m., 1.20 p. ra.,
|6.10 p. in. *11.15
p.
nnd
m.; for
Belfast
Nkowhegan
1.15 p. m.,
1.20 p. m.,
*11.16 p.
m.;
W nterville* 0.45 a. m.
1.15
p.m,, 1.20
m. t5.10
p.
m.
An*
p.
*11.15 p. m
giistn* Hnllowell* Gardiner and SIruuKwick 6.46 a. in., 1.20 p.m., t6.10, 6.30 and
*11.16 p. m.; Hath 6.45 a. m. 1.20 p. m„ 5.30
p. m. and on Saturdays only at 11.16 p. ru.
Rockland, and Knox A Lincoln R. R.*
6.46 a. m., 1.20 p. m. and on Saturdays only at
6.30 p. m.; Anburu nnd Lewiston, 8.16
a. m. 1.16 p. m.,
6,06 p. m. LewtNtou via
fir tin* week 6.45
a.
*11.15 p. m.;
mM

-FOB SALE BV

WEDNES

Washington Street, Boston.

MSB CENTRAL RAILROAD.

a

to refund

Arrived.

Portland and Worcester Line

Aromatic

J. E. WOOTTEN,
C.G. HANCOCK,
Gen. Manager.
Gen. Pass. & Tick. Act.
11. P- BALDWIN, Gen. Eastern Page. A at.

Du. E. C. Wjst’s Nerve and Brain Treat-

ORIGINAL,

Leave Janton lor Portland
and
Lewiston 1.45 and 9.45 a. m
Leave Portland for Canton, at 9.00
a. m. and 1.30 p. m.
Leave Lewiston at 9.45 a. m. and 2.30 p. m.
Stage connections with Byron, Mexico, Diifleld.
Pern, Livermore, West Suzuner and Turner.
L. L. LINCOLN. Bupt,
Portland. Juno. 16, 1883
octl4dtf
——

??

.. .»

Arrangement of

B.

Exposition of Agricultural Pro*
dnets Manufactures and Fine Arts,

as

corrective of water rendered impure by

( Oae Way, $3 50.
and Philadelphia, ( ExcurHon, 4.00.

IStli* Passenger Trains will

PORT LAND.

RAILROAD.

BERKS STS.

N£W ENGLAND AGENCY,

ns

a cure.
antees

NEWS.

Rumford Falls & BucMeld

__

W.

A Grand

to Liverpool Via Queenstown.
Kates reduced for Fall and Winter. Those steamers take the ex»
treme southerly routes,avoiding
all dangers from icebergs. Cabin $60, §80 and 100;
Return tickets §120, $144 and 180; Excursions 120
and §144 ; Steerage at low rates
Tbt> sailings are

ilerl2

buy ticket* (at any railroad orsteamboat office in New England) via

On

WINES &

Ogdensburg &c.
J. IIAUli/rON. Superintendent.
€11 AM. If. FOV E, G. T. A.
Portland, vlune 22d, 1883.
jun23dtf

vegetable decomposition

misery,

Uangor.
eodlm

Philadelphia.

so

ment,

tions.)

7.45 p. m.—Express from Montreal, Burlington,

%*

JO IS ft',

Leaves

BOUND BROOK ROUTE

desired. Gentlemen who would like to advance
their mtei eats aud ascertain upon what basis they
can represent a great, progressive Lite
company
wlione popular features and phenomenal success
guarantee liberal remuneration, are invited from
every section of the State to communicate with us
assured that the largest faci ities will be extended
them to aid in securing and building up a pertna
nent business.
may8eodt*

:

a.

sure t»

for Me. & N. H.

^“Communications treated confidentially

Portland

in

m.—froraBartlett and local stations.
J 2.56noon- from Fabvan’s and all Mountain points.
6.15 p. m.—from No. Conway (mixed train leaving
No. Conway 2.00 p. m. for Portland and way sta-

Express Trains, Oouble Track, Stone Balias

payable,"or

surplus.

Train* leave Portland a* follows:
Sdlft A. M.—For Fabyan’s. Littleton, Lancaster,
and ah points on B. C. M. U. R., St. Jobnsbury,
Burlington, Ogdensburg and all points on O. & L,
C. U. 11., Newport, Sherbrooke, Montreal and ail
point? on Southeastern Railroad and branches.
This train, equipped with elegant Parlor cars and
new passenger coaches aud baggage O'trs, will run
through without change to Montreal,with through
cars to Swanton and Burlington via. Ht. Johnsbury.
■ tot) p. m. (Transfer station 1.00 p. m.) Express
for Glen House, Crawford's, Fabyan’s and all
White Mountain Resorts, will not stop at So.
Windham, White Rock, Hiram or Brownhehl.
0.‘.*5 p. in. For Bartlett and intermediate stations.
Train* arrive

ST.

~

dtf

On ami uilcr Moutlay June £5tli,
IMS!!, until further notice PaMMingi-r

8.40

AT

WHITE *TAR LINE.
WELM
D. cl- and Royal Mali Steamers

conductors

AMD ITIONTKJEABL.

Counsellors

Stations in Philadelphia
NINTH AND GREEK SI REETS,

PERRIS,

Manager

%

or

VTm
OGDEKSBURG, N. ¥•,

Southwest.

STATION IN NEW YORK FOOT LIBERTY ST.

Be

8.63
9,00

BRADBURY & BRADBURY,

-BETWEEN-

AND THIRD AND

3-08
3.10

11.05
notiee to

BUILDER,

Bound Brook Route.
New York, Trenton &

12.42
12.46
12.60

18.07
t8.27
18.31
18.36

BiilLBKGTOiTI

NT.

HEADING H l

The Union Mutual Life Insurance
Company, in 1882, issued 258
policies in Maine, about one fourth
of the entire number issued in this
State by nearly thirty companies.
It is popu ar with the People, the
largest financial institmion of any
kind in this State, and this is a
good opportunity for first-class
men to become connected with it.
Apply at Company’s office, to

J. P.

—

INDIA

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
J. STEPHENSON, G. P. A.
W. J. SPICER Superintendent.
sep24dtf

HOME

H0.35
U0 40
10.45

-TO—

and all points in the
and

110.06

«

ONLY LINE THROUGH THE NOTCH.

Win.

Tickets sold at Reduced Kates,

West

8.00

TELEPHONE 115.

To Canada, Detroit. Chicngo, Milwaukee
Cincinnati. Nt. Louis, O usulm, NayiaNt. Paul. Nall l.altc City*
aw
Denver* Nan Francisco,

Northwest*

p. m.

Portland & Ogdensbnrg R. R.

OFFICES

DEPOT AT FOOT OF

A

v

p. m.

2

10.58

EXHIBITION

__

ATTORNEY AT LAW ASD SOLICITOII

-AND-

Com panY

—

Organized.•

FOR

6.00
t6.25
t6.29
t6.33
t6.63
7.00

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT

1.15

74 EXCHANGE STREET

EXPENDITURE.

p. m

6,20

a. m.,
and 5.50 p. in.
From Gorham, mixed, 9.40'a. m., 6.00 p.m.
Frons Chicago,. Montreal and Quebec*
12.35 p.m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars on night train and
Parlor Cars on day train between Portland and
Montreal.

DOMINION AND CEN1ENNML

Steerage prepaid tickets from inland places in Europe* to inland place# in the Uuited States. Ster
ling and Scandinavian exchange »t lowest rates
Choice Cumberland and Acadia coal for sale by th
cargo. For cabin plans, circulars, sailing schemes
&c. and other information apply to #1 L. FARMER
Agent. 22 K.vohange St. P. O. Box 979.
lanlO
ly

0.07

jy24__

From Lewiston aud Auburn* 8.36

QThe
UNION MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE
COMPANY of tliis city, is now in its TH1KTYF1FTH YEAR, and at uo time has it been more
Its RESULTS
prosperous or more successful.
last \ear was a LARGELY INCREASE') BUSINESS, INCREASED ASSEI S, INCREASED SURPLUS, INCREASED D VIDENDS TO POLICY
HOLDERS and all secured at a DECREASED

a. m.
9.55

6

2.15
t2.22

9
10
14
16

Bridgton, Arrive,
<t Stops when signalled

12.46,

TICKET

Connecticut Mutual

PerleyV Mills,
Ingall's Road
Sandy Creek,

cago 1.30 p.m.

COMPANY.

WORK

Rankin’s Mills,
Witham’s

ForGorlmm, Montreal, Quebec nnd Chi-

—

as

Ju6

DCPARTC REN:

-THE-

INSURANCE C0„

fallow*:

For Auburn nnd Lew ieton* 7.10 A. in.,
and 5.20 p. in.
For Gorham* 9,00 a m., 3.30(mixed,)and
p.m.

HOME

day
day of < ctober, 1883, at the Council
Chamber, City Hall, Portland, for the purpose of
electing officers for the ensuing year, and of transacting such other business as may legally be pre-

Nepf. VMth, 1883*

as

ARRIVALS.

CHASE, Sec.
sep25d6t

annual meeting of the corporation will be
THE
held at four o’clock in the afternoon of Tuesthe th

Railway of Canada.

CHANGE OF TIME.

ENDOWMENT POLICY

..

POIM' OF

Square,

PORTLAND,

A LM AN AC... SEPTEM BER 27.
5 52 High water, <A M
8.24
5 49 : Moon rises.
2.18

SL^l i 1 X K

OF

W. D. AMES,

—

Limited Premium Life

In this city, Sept. 26, James H. Shackley, aged
21 years.
[Funeral this Thursday forenoon at 11 o’clock,
at No. 221 Vaughn street. Burial private.
In Yarmouth Aug. 29, Joanna, wife of Hiram
Lunt, aged 60 year*.
in Georgetown, Sept. 24, Mrs. Sally Woodman,
aged 83 years
In Waterford, Aug. 27, Miss Eliz^ M. Mason,
aged 42 year* 11 months.
B ooksville, Sept. 7, Capt. James w.
In
Coonros. aged 77 years 6 months.
In Liminng^on, Sept. 10, Mrs. Harriet Gilpatrick,
aged 74 years.
in Acton, Aug. 30, Mrs. John Gorrisli, aged 69
i years.

TltAINM Wit. I, l.kAVR
I'OKILANJ) lor IUINION
at 0.15, 8 45 a. in., 12.56 ami 6.30
-in., arriving at Boston at 10.45,
'a. m,, 1.15 4.45, and 10.00 p. in.
BOSTON FOB PORTLAND at 9.00 a. m.
! 12.80, 3.30, and 7.00 p.m., arriving at Portland
at 12 55, 5.00, 8.15 and 11.00 p. m.
HOH I ON
FOU0HD OKClUAliD REACH at 8.00,
9.< 0a. m., 12.30, 3.30 and 7.00 p. m. <11*11
ORCHARD BEA( H FOIS RONTON at
6.40, 9.13 a. m., 1 23, 3.50 and 6.64 p. m.
POUT* AND
FOR
NCARHOKO
IS HAITI, AND PINK POI NT, at 6.15,8,45,
a.
10.25
6.00 p. m.
12.35,
6.15,
m.,
FOR OLD ORCHARD IS HAITI at 6.15,
8.46, 10.25 a. m., 12.35, 12.55, 5.15, 6.00,
m.
6.30
leave
OH I* OKp.
Returning
CHAUDat 7.59, 9.34, 11.40 a. m., 12.29, 2.45,
433.
7.48
and
10.30
m.
CORTp.
LAND FOR SACO, at 0.15, 8.45,10.25 a. m.
12.35, 12.55, 5.16, 6.00, 6.30 p. in. FOR
ItB DDF FO RI) at 6.16, 8.45,10.2o a.m.,12.35,
12.65, 5.15, and 6.00 p. m. FOR KKNNE HUNK at 6.15, 8 45 a.m., 12.55,5.15,6.00
m.
FOR W HI, I,*i at 6.16, 8.45 a.m.,
p.
and'5.15 p. m. FOR NORTH Hi RUTCK,
GREVrFALLN.ANDOOVEK, at 6.15,
8.45a.m.,12 655.15and 6.30pm.FOB NAMION
FAL LN,at 6.16, 8.45 a. m., 12.56, and 6.16
FOR
p.m.
EXETEK.IIAVERUILL,
LAURENCE, AND LOWELL at 6.15,
8.45 a.m., 12.55, and 6.30 p, m.
FOR NEW
lIARKETt at 6.15, and 8.45 a.m.
FOR
ROCHENTER. FA KMINISTON, N. H
ALTON BAA. AND WOLFROROLRU
at 8.45 a. m., and 12.55 p.m.
FOR CENTRE
HARBOR
at 8.45 a. rn.
FOR
RAN
CHFNTERt .AND CONCORD) N. II., (via
New Market Jet.) at 6 16a. m., (via Lawrence) at
8.45 a.m. NIOKNINU TRAIN LEAVEN
liHNNHHtJNIi FOR PORTLAND at7.25.
tPassengers may also reach these points by taking
the 12.55 p. m. train from Portland and stopping at
Old Orchard Beach until 3.60 p. in.
£^*ihe 12.55 p.m, train from Portland connects with s4ouud Stine Pt learner* for New
Vork and all Rail Lines for the West, and the 6.30
p. m., train with all Rail l*iue» for New Vork
and the South and West.
Parlor Car* on all through
trains.
Seats
secured in
advance at Depot Ticket Office.
__

MEETINGS.

..

DEATHS*.

I.abrador.New
Amsterdam .New
Fulda. ..New
City of Alexandria New
City of Chicago_New

PANSESlil

*

;

ARRAMJEMENT.

On and artrr Monday, June 18, 1883,
tt

H

Aug 3, barque Francis B Fay. Hardwick, Sandy Hook.
Sid fm Cadiz 20th, barque
Protous, Small, for

timated)
Ratio of expense of

In this city. Sept. 25, at the residence of Samuel
Thurston, by Rev. A. H. Wrlgbt, John H.Uerrish
anti Miss Ida L. Thurston, both of Portland.
in Staudish. Louvide P.
ale of Denmark and
Miss Clara
Libby of North Bridgton.
In StaLdish, Sept. 8, Perley S.Shaw and Mrs, Emma J.'Reed
In Wiffcasset Sent. 22, A. W. Jones of Newcastle
and Miss Etta Leavitt of Wisoasset.

FROM

e!

New York.
Sid fui Iloilo

lor Seat* and
Tim.: onic. only.
PAYSON TUCKEK,
General Manager.
LUCIUS TUTTLE
Gen’l Pass'r Agent

Boston & Maine Railroad,
SUMMER

mls.

For Bridgton

Bridgton Junct. Leave

Points Son Hi null

nil

Depot

junlf'dtf__

OD

FORTS
Sid fm Yokohama 29th, barque Furness Abbev.
Marcy, Hong Houg.
At Manila Aug 8, ship Jacob E
Ridgeway, Call,
for

—

European TIarkel*.
(By Telegraph.)
Liverpool, Sept. 26—12.30 P.M—Cotton market
easier;uplands at 5 13-16d; Orleans 6 16-16d; sales
10, (>0 bales: speculation and export 1,000 bales.

Through Tithe is

Weil.

©

for more

eou, New York.
At Port Spain Sept 6, barque
Miguon, Paterson,
from Philadelphia via
Barbadoes, arAug31; brig
H C Sibley, Fowler, from Boston.
Sid fm St Thomas Sept 17, barque
Miranda. Davis,
Humaooaand New Y'ork.
Ar at Cow Bay, CB, 25th, sch Mauna Loa.
Jasper,

Boston at 7.00 p. m., and Port-

U-W. SANBOKN,
Master of Trans.

is up-

uplands 9%c.

Tliroiuflt Pullman Sleeping Cars

3
0

land.

Calhouu, Departure Bay.
Ar at Antigua Sept 4, sch Olive
Crosby, Hutcbin-

run

TRAINS FROM BRIDGTON.
13
Nos. of Trains.
mls. a. m.
a. m.
From Bridgton
0.05
10.20
Bridgton, Leave
2
6.12
10.27
Sandv Creek,
6
t6.80
10.45
Ingall’s Road,
7
t«.S4 11049
Perley’s Mills,
8
t6.H8 tl0.63
Witbam’s,
14
Rankin's Mills,
t6.58 til. 13
7.06
11.20
Bridgton Jnnot. Ar. 10
TRAINS FOR BRIDGTON.
of
Trains.
2
Nos.
4

m*

Pullman Car Ticket*

NEWPORT—Ar 24tb, schs M L Newton, Colwell,
Red Beacn; Laura Bobiuson,
Whitmore, Albany
for Portsm nth; Ada A
Kennedy, Kennedy, l’lnla
delphia for Boston.
ViNKYAKD-HAVEN—Ar 24th, schs Geo L DickHarding. Philadelphia for Boston; Charlie &
Willie. Weed, do for Bockport. B is Eaton, Grierson, Calais for Providence.
EDGARTOWN—Ar 23d, sch War Eagle, fm New
York for Boston; Charlie & Wi.lie,
Philadelphia for
Rockport; David TorreyT New York for Portland
In port, schs Ella Frances, Abby Wasson
Mary
Langdou, War Eagle, Charlie & Willie, David Torrev, and Flyaway.
HYANNIS—Ar 24th, schs Helen Thompson, from
New York for Thomastou.
BOSTON—Ar 25tb, schs A Tirrell, Snow, Hoboken; Montezuma, Rich, Calais.
Ar 26th, barque o W Dresser, Kane. Cadiz.
Cld 26th, sch Louisa Bliss, Strong, Demarara.
'Id 26th, barque Woodside. for Portland.
BANliOR—Ar 25th, sch Emperor, Brewer. Port*

New York.
Ar at Bristol 14th inst,
barque Bertha, Crickett,
New York.
Ar at Valparaiso Aug 21st, ship Peru,
Oakes, for
Huanillos for Channel: 23d, barques olive Thurlow,£orbett, Noumea; Chas Stewart, Atwood,* from
Hrisb ne.
At Callao Aog 31. ship
Pleiades, Frost, disg.
Ar at Honolulu 8th inst, barque C O
Whitmore,

m.

Portland 8.46 a. m., 12.65 and 8.30 p.

°u Trains leaving
land 2.00 a. in.

*25p

St. Louis, Sept. 20.—Flour steady. Wheat lower; No 2 Red,;Fall at 1 < 0%ffil Ui cash 1 01% for
for Uctober; 1 03% cul 03% for November; 1 06(6;
1 06 Vs for December; No 3 at 9 @96%c.
Pork is
•lull at 11 25@1 1 60. Lard nominal.
41
wheat
000
busl v
Receipts—Flour 5,000 bbls,
corn 00,000 bush, oats 00,000 bush,rye 0,000 bust,
bush.
barley 00,000
Shipments—Flour 12,000 bbls, wheat 16,00 1 bu,
corn 00,000 bush, oats 0,000 bush, rye 0,000 bush!
barley 0000 bush.

c.

in. uud

BRISTOL—Ar 23d, •seb Clio Chillcott, Fullerton,

;

ILliv

p

Pullman Parlor Cars
On Trains leaving Boston 9
a.m., 12.30 and 7.00 p.

ttrrth. -ioM at
dune 17, 188.1

Bangor.

Pork tinner at 10 20 for October; 10 26
for November. Lard unchanged.
Receipts—Flour 16 000 bids,wheat 119,000 bush,
corn 618.000 busn, oatsl99,U00 bu, rye 45,000 bu
barley 65.000 bush.
Sbipi jenis—Flour 9,000 bbls,wheat 57,000 bush,
corn 322 0O0 bushjoats 171,000 bu, gye 61,000 bu,
barley 66,000 bush.

up-

p.

and arrive in Portland at 11.00 p.

dlayr

idence.

changed.

Memphis, Sept. 26.—Cotton steady; Middling

a. m., and arrive In Portland at 11.66
a. m. and 12.66
p. m. At 12.30 p. m. and arrive
m Portland 6.00
m
At 7.00
m,

strength

Ar 20th, brig
Sparkling Water, Clifford. Caib arten; steamer Ci y or Alexandria, from Vera Cruz
Cruz.
Cld 25th, barque Kennard, Peters. Bueuos
Ayres;
brigs Maiy E Pennell, Mitchell, Georgetown. DC;
Angelia, Evans, Brunswick; sets Modoc, Perry,
Boston; Juliet, Leach, do.
Sid 25th, barque John F Rothman, for Bristol*
brig Ak»*ar, for Demarara; Rabboni, for Portland.
Passed the Gate 25th, sclis Gen Hall, from New
York for Rockland; L M
Strout, Hoboken for Prov-

October; 97%c for November; 99 >c tor
December; No 2 Chicago Spring 94%c. No 3 at 81
@8bc; No 2 Red Winter at L 03 Corn is lower at
49V2@4 %c for cash and September; 49%fixj49V2C
Uctober; 48%(6*48% c tor November; 47% (6)47%c
all year. Oats steads at 27 %c cash and September;
27%c October; J8%cflfor November; 27%c year.
Barley steady at 64vg.65c.
Rye .-te*dv at o6%c
Pork is quiet at 10 15-g-lo 20 cash and September;
10 17%Ca} 10 20 for October; 10 2o.tt.10 ^2% for
Lard easier
November. 10 00 a. 10 12Va all year.
7 80 for cash and September; 7 75@7 77% for
October; 7;60(g/7 6 % for November; 7 82%(fe7 56
year. Bulk Mentis in fair demand,shoulders at 5 25,
shonrib 5 90; short clear 6 *6.
At the closing call of the Board this afternoon
Wheat was ui changed. .Corn declined. Oats un-

easy; Middling

At 7.30, 9.00

This Powder never varies. Amarvelo purity
and wholesomeness. More economical than
the ordinary kin.’s, aud cannot bo sold in competition with the multitude of low test, short weight
alum or phosphate powders, Sold only in cans.
Royal Baking Powdkb Co., 100 Wall 8t., N. Y.
mcliG

biig Kaluna,

for Bath.
A Iso sailed barque Alice, for Havana; sell Martinique, for Feruandiua.
NEW YuKK-Ar 25th, brig A G
Jowett, Reed,
Cai arien; schs Mary Bradford, from
Barranqullla;
Avail, Hamilton. Calais.
Also ar 25th, brigs Tulu, Ryder, San
Andreas;
Annie Gus, Meyer. CaUis.

95 %c for

United States bonds, 3s. 101%
do
do
do
4%s, reg...! 313%
do
do
do
41/28, coup.113%
do
do
do 4s, reg .119%

S'

Ar

Clark,

Live Stock Market.

Chicago, Sept 26.—Flour quiet. Wheat generally lower; Regular 91%c for September; 96Vs@

call,

Lake

—

Baker, Boston.
Cld 26th, sens Spartan,
Hodgdon. Portsmouth; C
H Eaton,
Swain, Newburyport; Normandy, Percy
Galveston; Sea Bird. Muilin, North Salem.
WILMINGTON DEL—Ar 25tb, sob Ann J Trainer, Oi^ius, Kennebec.
Sid im Delaware Breakwater 26th, brie Slaov
*

steady";

...

Flint £|Pere Marquette preferred.IOIV4
L. K. & Ft Smith. 23
Marquette, Hugh ton\& Out. common
36
Mexican|Central 7s.
G1
NEW YORK STOCKS.

York

DU

c.

‘Trains Leave Boston

Absolutely Pure.

..HALTIM0RE—Ar 25th, sch Cephas Starrett,* Babbidge. Bostoi
Ar 25th, sobs Nellie,
Brunswick, Ga;
Clara U Lovell, Wilson, Drinkwater,
Franklin.
Nelson Bartlett, Watts, Charleston;
n?Jf?6fh„8c.b.8
U L Mitchell, Frost, Boston.
PHI LA DELI* ill A—Ar 24th, sch Calvin F
Baker,

light

FILING D*V» OF MTEt llNHIPs

a.t.&s.f...:rrr:::::

IVew

S ITokerstill-

well,MBaltUuore.6W

Uorau.

to choice extra St. Louis at 3 8537 00: Paten
Minnesota extra good to prime 5 6036 50: choic
to double extra do at 0 80(37 50; including 1,100
bbls City Mill extra a !5 6536 80 3200 bbls No 2
at 2 40.33 50; 6200 bbls Superfine at 3 25 53 85.
29»'0 bblB low extra at 3 85.a 4 2b 3800 bbls Winter Wheat extra at b f6@7 00; 43 O bbls Minne
sota extra 3 8537 50, Southern flou firm; common to fair 4 00@5 20; good to choice 6 2556 76.
Wheat-receipts 279,300 bush; exports 09.647
bu; cash lots trifle lower; options closed weak and
a shade over ins de rates; export demand moderate
and speculative business fairly active; sales 3, 24,000 ush futures, 2..7,1 >00 on spot; No 2 Chic«g > at
L OK; No 2 nominal 1 07Mi@l 08; No 3 Red at 1 06
107*4 and 107M* delivered; No 2 at 113*43
113V2 in elev, 1 138/s3l l4Va delivered: No 1 Red
State at 1 17; White do at 1 18; No 1 White 1 14.
K
firm. 2,0‘M* bush Western 7Va elev. I'oru—
spot lots *43%c lower, options opened heavy, afterwards advanced *4@%, closing weak again at
about inside rates; trade moderate:receipts 66, 50
bush: export* 88.388 bush: sales 1.048.0 >0busb future. 24i,oooon spot No 3 at 59(fem>%c; No 2 at
62%@6.:%c afloat; No 2 White 62 %c delivered;
New York Yellow 64c; No 2 for September 6l%(6>
61% c, closing 62c November 61 ya@6<;c, closing
61 %c; Deceuibe at 60^ 0%c. closing at 60%;
January 8‘'sfffioOc, closing 58%c. Oaut %@%c
lower and less active,closing steadier; receipts 87.300 bush; sales 335,000 bush fuures, 13 ,000 bush
spot: No 3 at 38% c White at 35c No 2 at .4% fa
35 Vfec; White at 35% a3 ‘%c; No 1 at 35c; White
at 43c; Mixed Western 32%@36c; White at 37 fe
44c;White State 44 Sugar steady, renued
KxC7%^7%c White do 7%c; Yellow at 6% a)
6% c; off A 7 13-16;fe8% standard a£8 6-16^88/8c;
powdered 8%@'.lc; granulated at 8 13- 6c, *,onfec
tioners A at 8 7-16c; cut loaf and crushed at 9c;
c.
Molasses is quiet. Petroleum—
Cubes at 8
united 1 16%. Tallow firm; sales 42,0 O lb* at
< % a,7 11 -16c.
Pork is depressed; sales 40 bbls
mess spot 12 00,closing 11
5; t>0 family mess at
15 00. i.nr«l opened 5@6 pc ints, afterwards adweak
vanced 6(68, closing
again and trade more active sales 00 prime steam on spot at 8 25@8 35;
75 city steam 8 Ou; retined for continent quoted at
8 60; S A at 9 25. Butter firm; State at i7@29c;
Western at 10(a28c;Peun. Creamery at 28c. Cheese
stronger; State 9@il%c; Western flat at 8%(fell;
skims 2fe4%c.
Freights to 1Averpool steady; Wheat steam 3%d.

STOCKS.

POWDER

Nellie
Fd’
ineAM^K^iNVliLL^rSid
k°rk; C,ty ofJacksonville,

which afford

How.

Portland quotations

BOSTON

22d’8eb E U »Mbury,Snow,

Crulr

80b8

markets.
(By Telegraph.)
New York, Sept. 26— Flour market—Receipts
21,897 bbls; exports 10,029 bbls; slightly in buyers
favor, prices, however, not quotably changed, with
a moderate enport and fair Jobbing trade demand;
sales 19,400 bbls.
Flour quotations—No 2 at 2 40@3 60; Superiin6
Western and State at'3 25@3 85; common to good
extra Western and State 3 86@4 36; good to choice
do at 4 4<>@7 00; common to choice White Wheat
Western extra at 6 25@7 50; fancy do 7 10@7 26:
common to good extra Ohio at 3 85@6 75; common

Medium... 10 Va oil 3
Light. 7 a 0

Foster, Iloilo.

Darien^A R Cld 25th, soh Messenger, Falker.
Jamama°LK~’C1<1 26tb‘ 8Ch £agie Rock* Cooihbs,

Bant.14

gl< y3 Coraat Jeans. .6 Vi a, b Vi
V2 Sattoena. (jg
i Cambrics. 5'.u/ 5Vi
Denujap.best l;;Mi a;l64> I'Silosias.10Vi a J 8
uncus. »
xl iay3 uottomriannel?, Brown
/ *514%
Fancy 11% @14

Vera

Domestic

9y8

connecting with Kail Lilies for New York
Sundays at 2.00 p.m. Express for Boston and
principal Way Stations, arriving at Boston 6 30
in., connecting with Fall Kiver Lino for New

Babcock. Murphy, Liverpool.
"L,F
Th,,1,,a8 M Reed, for Liverpool;
F
Euterpe, for 8Allp8
Queenstown.

(By Telegraph.)
Chicago. Sept 26—Hogs— Receipts 18 000 head;
shipment* 6000 head; 10c off. packing 4 25@4 65;
packing and shipping 4 70et.6 06; light 4 70®5 15;
skips 3 00@4 40.
Cattle—Receipts 8500 head; shipment* 2,700 lid;
steady; exports at 6 00®6 30; good to choice shipping at 5 20§5 75.
Sheep—Receipts 400 head; shipments 200 head;
25 lower; inferior to fair 2 20®2 76, choice 3 75.

lands

connecting with Sound and Kail Lines for all
Southern and Western pomts
Pb “»• (Express), for Boston and principal
Way Stations, arriving in Boston at Kl.Oo
n m

Si'o ‘.7lb' s*!l,p

lbs.
Price
3400
$160
3100
$145
} PaJr.7
8
2800
$136
}Pa!r.6
1 Pair. 6
9
2800
$140
Sheep and Lambs—Lambs cost landed at the
yards &Mi@6c & ib live weight; SheeD 4 Vs@6He.
j-wine— mmn> Fat Hogs cost, landed at the
slaughter houses, SSViugSo^c ^ ib live weight

Mobile, Sept.
lOVsc.

Berwick, Conway Junction, connecting for all
on Conway Division.
Kittory. Portsmouth,
Nowburyport. Salem, Gloucester, Uockport,
snJ Burton, arriving at 1.16 u. m.
r'«I!.nlr. elaeii
p- “*• (Express,) for Saoo. Blddeford,
ir.
Konnobunk,
| No.
Berwick.
Conway
Junction, Ktttory, Portsmouth, Nowburyport,
Salem, Lynn, and Boston, arriving at 4.65 d m.

stations

touATaeoma^CISCO~Ar

4

lands

Saoo,
Budeford, Konnobunk, Wells, North and South

DOMESTIC PORTS.
17tb' 8bip 8bir!oy’ Swau-

Girth.

26.—Cotton

BiaaeXord, Konnobunk, Conway Juuot., Klttory,
Portsmouth, Newbnryport,
Lyuo ana

Barton, arriving at 8.30a, id,
A
u?;T'T 3- “•for Gap® Elisabeth. Scarboro,

Boothbay 21th,

Wachusett,
v-Lw^i?b.'.p.
LKANS—U d

Train* leave Portland
DMIy iNlgbt Pullman) for Saco,

o».

A

tho0Jf^r,?r<J>df,are8.
Ire Sl
Kockemer8

Brighton (tattle Market.
ending Wednesday, Sept. 26.
Amount of stock at market—Cattle 2122; Sheep
and Lambs 3925; Swiue 17,870; number of WesterniOattle 1827; number of Eastern Cows, Milch
Cows, &c. 295; Veals 65; horses 170.
Prices of Beef Cattle p 100 lb.live weight—Extra qu-lity at 6 6<»@7 00; first quality at 6 00®
6 37Mi; second quality 5 37Vi@6 87 H; third quality at 4 50@5 25: poorest grades of coarse Oxen,
Bulls, etc. at 3 00@4 37Vi.

Chicago

At„. j*| »•

fishe rmuen.
sch Willie living,
8 from Bay
Fundy, with 300 bbls mackerel.
“tbkerel have been taken in
the pa-1 few days. There
im Monhegan
betB‘en Cap° Elizabeth and
Mt Desert

@82

July 23d, I8£3.
Monday,trains
will
follows:
Passenger

vessel.
Sob Wm Douglass, Mclndoe, from New York for
Charleston, went ashore 25th, near Fort Hamilton,
and bad to take the assistance of a tu»
She was
towed back for examination.

_

Houeral Ocean Steamer Ticket Office.
sale of p«88gage tickets by tbo White
Star,
Gunard, Anchor. State, American, Red Star,
North German Lloyd,
Hamburg American, Rotterdam, Amsterdam and Italian Uites, all first class
fast passage steamers, to am] from all
points in
Europe. Cabin, 2<i Cabin and steerage out.ward and
prepaid ticket# from Portland at lowest rates.

FOR

TAKES EFFECT

SI

EXCURSIONS.

_STEAMKRS.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

0

ance on

For the week

Pair.7

BAILROADM.

Eastern Railroad.

age at
to prevent her sinking.
The wreck of barque Palo Alto, ashore near Porto
Bello, was sold as she lay for $1.60.
Sch Mamtou, from Vinalhaven for Baltimore
with paving stones, parted obains and went ashore
morning of the 25th, on Chatham Bar, and is a total
wreck. Part of materials may be saved. No insur-

@28
There has been a very firm
feeliDg for Wool since
the large sales of last week, and the advance noticed in fine fleeces contiuue to be sustained*

1

_RAILROADS.

Comery sprung aleak at her anchorAspiuwall, Sept 16, and was run on the beach

@43
@ 35

ib.
Brighton Hides at 7@7
ib.
Brighton Tallow 6Vic
at
7c
lb.
p
heavy
Country Hides,
Country Hides, light, at 6Vfcc ^ ib.
Country Tallow 4@4Vie ^ ib.
Calf Skins 10®llc p ib.
Sheep S> ins 25@50c each.
Lamb Skins at 50@85c each.
Working Oxen -a few pairs in market with
call for them. We note sales

niSOELUJiKOUS.

memoranda.

unwashed.@17
Ayres.”28
29
Montevideo..... [.27 (£ 32

U
Buenos

______

Dublin Sept 26, barque (’has Loring, Thestrup, New York.
Ar at Adelaide
26th, ship David Brown. Pendleton, Boston.

@20

California.10

Cardi11 Sept 26‘8blp Eufu* E Wood, Swett.

Ar at

@ 3r,
*
3g
a 30
@ 38
® 43
@45

Australian.
Donskoi...

LITERARY MAN WENT WEST.

®

at

Col*

qo
8

INo® antt
1 combing.43
SJFine delaine.
39
Low. and coarse.30
Medium unwashed.„. 25
Low unwashed.20

Cape Good Hope.

A

not

,SoJ.16
Lora
Ding an<l delaine—

@36

KNOW THYSELF.*
H»ou lor 3 very Man !
Young, Middle.
nged nnd Old.
The untold miseries that result from indiscretion
in earl* lite may be alleviated and cured.
Those
who doubt this assertion should purchase and read
the new medical work published by the IVahod
Medical Inmimte. Boston, entitled The Wcicure of Ijife; nr, Nelf-I’n ^n tuiiuii.
It b
not only a complete and perfect treat iseon Manhood,
Exhausted Vitality, Nervous and Physical Debility.
Premature Decline in man, Errors of Youth, etc.,
but it contains one bund red and twenty-five pre
script ions for acute ami chronic diseases, each our
-*

of which i« iuvu?uitb!e,so proved by the author
whose experience for 21 years is such as
probably
never before fell to the lot of auy physician.
It
contains 300 pages, bound in beautiful embossed
covers, full gilt, embellished with the very finest
steel engravings, guaranteed to be a liner work in
every sense—-mechanical, literary, or professionalthan any other work retailed in this
country for
$2.50, or the money will be refunded. Price onlv
aw“r'i«> by the Na
t onal Medical Association to -he officers
of which
the author refers. Illustrated
sent on re
v
sample
ceipt of six cents. Send now.

,V ^ ffjrV,ao,<!M,eda'

INSTITUTE,
T>^wr<w p?uEwSY.tMEDIC4L
No- 4 Bulfinch Street,

Portland to South West Harbor and return,
Five to Ten, each.. .60
Portland to South West Harbor aud return,
Ten or more, each.
.00
Portland to liar Harbor and return, Sing’o
Tickets. 4.60
Portland to Bar Harbor and return, Five or
more,

more,

4.00

or

each. 3.60

A

Npccinl Ticket—Bn Harbor !• Manana it
of Grrrn Mountain aud Return—will
be *old with the Bar Harbor KacarNion
Ticket* for $4.00 each.
The view from the top of Green Mountain
surpasses in
beauty the view from Mt#
Two
round trips per day from Bar Harbor to the Summit
are made during September.
For time table see advertisement in this paper. For any further information aud staterooms, write to
OKO L. DAY, Gen. Ticket Agent.
Portland, Sept. 1, 18 3.
sepSdlm

Washington.

COKE.
Tho price of Coke is reduced until December 1st, to
Eight < rain a Bufthel,
—

AT

THE

—

GAS WORKS,

c»

Boston,

Or Trn

consulted on all disease
requiring skill ami experience.
my3Q«Uwly22
,ul*y ^

each.

Portland to Bar Harbor and return, Ten

sepH

rent. DrlimtJ.

___

THE

Dr. REM’S Drill*' Store of M. 0. Merrill
°

—

AT

—

#

OFFICE,
Closed
Until October 13.
aug 28
dtf

FREEPORT,

MAINE,

is now under the charge of Mr. CHAS. F. BROWN,
who is a practical Drug ist and Registered A pothecary. Physicians’prescriptions will be caretullv

and accurately dispensed.

sep26dlw*0

.

I

F* KBS S

T FIE

THURSDAY MORMKG,

SHAW

SEP. 27.

An Important Suit in

An

Owen, Moore & Co.—S.
City of Portland
For Sale—Farm

who are in po session of the property as agents
of the foregoing parties.
The bill alleges that the firm of F. Shaw &
Bros, obtained from tho complainants, prior to
their failure, a large amount of hides, exceed-

Business.

*pening—Frank Goudy.

1 ant Cloth—Rines Bros.
East an B*os. & Baucroft.
W anted—Woman.
Dominion and Centennial Exhibition.
AUCTION SALES.
A Nice Little Farm.

ing iu value J?28,000, by

Das. Damon 6c Wesley wish to announce
to the public that they wiil l>© obliged to leave
Portland, Friday, Sept. 28tb, but will return
again in three or four weeks, and establish a
branch office in this city.
At 12

today F. O. Bailey will Bell by
order of the executors, at rooms 18 Exchange
street, a large lot of vessel property belonging
te the estate of H. L. Kendall of Providence,
R. I. For names of vessels, tonnage, &c., see
m.

auction column.
Boys’ Clothing’.
Owen, Moore & (Jo. have displayed iu their
window new styles in kilt suits and overcoats
for boy 8. This stock will bo found very complete and consists of the very best qualities and
styles.
__

Gentlemen having cast-off clothing to dispose of will do well to communicate with J.
Levi, P. O. Box 1323. Orders taken till Frinoon.

Highest cash prices paid for Gents’ cast-off
Clothing. Remain till Friday. J. Levi, P.
O. Box

1323._

Enterprising

looal agents wanted iu this
town for an article that is sure to sell; live
druggists and grocers preferred. Address Humiston Food Preservative Co., 72 Kilby Street,
Boston.
jy3G-daw2m
Draw the cork and Hub Punch is ready. It
tops all other drinks, clear, or mixed with ice
water, etc. Sold in bottles only by Grocers
and Druggists all over ib© Union.

sept24_MTb&F&w
Gooi> Advice.—If you want to get well and
to 199 Middle street and buy a
Pine Hygien Mattress; cost only $10.
tf
United States Circuit Court.
BEFORE JUDGE

forenoon,

following

and the

WEBB.

Grand Jury reported this
cases

were

disposed

of:

Joseph Chandler, of Blaine, indicted for smuggling, pleaded guilty and was sentenced to pay a
fine of $26 and imprisonment in Portland jail three
days.
Two boys, Martin M. Henley and Robert E. Curran, were indicted for the larceny of property of
the United States, and were sentenced to one year
In Portland jail.
Michael McDonnell, retail liqdor dealer without
special license. Sentenced to pay a fine of $100
and costs, and imprisonment in Portland jail

30

days.
Municipal Court.
BEFORE JUDGE GOULD.

Wednesday.—Peter A, Sullivan.

Search and

C. F. Libby.
guilty; discharged.
Timothy Warren, Jr. Search and seizure. $100

seizure.

Not

costs.

Michael

Fined $3

Intoxication,

Kelley

and

Fined $3 and costs.

and

Michael

Redly.

Affray.

Paid.

Brief Jottinsre.
Mr. Sawyer of the Consolidated Electric
Light Company made contracts yesterday for
painting all the company’s poies and the outside of the station, which will be a decided improvement. Linemen are busy examining and
repairing the wires so that they will be in first
class condition to meet the increased demand
for lights without trouble.
At the Baptist State convention at South

Berwick

week, the Kev. James McWhiunie of this city, will read a paper on the theme:
"What are the causes of the alarmiug increase
of Sabbath desecration in the3e times, aud is
there any remedy for it within the power oi
Christian people?
General Lynch is improving rapidly but he
is not yet strong enough to sit up.
Kev. C. H. Daniels will preach his first sermon

next

pastor of

as

the

Second Parish church

Sunday.
A gartnet, a large bird the size of a goose,
shot off the Cape by one of the crew of a

was

fishing

vessel and brought to this port Tuesday It is rarely that one is seen here.
The Argup says: Chandler’s band have tendered to Mavor Deering the compliment of a
band concert for an hour, to he given SaturThis will give all
day evening
who desire an opportunity to inspect the im“
provements in the hall.
The meeting of
the creditors of Storer
Brothers & Co. was adjourned yesterday for u
at

City Hall.

week, the committee
being ready to report.
A supplementary list of telephone subscribers
not

will be issued Oct. 1st.
The LewiBlon base ball nine is talking of
giviDg a complimentary ball and banquet to
the Dirigos of Portland in early winter.
The mooring at Echo Point gave way in the
high wind yesterday and eet the yacht Mischief
adrift. She was got under way and with some

difficulty

secured at the Farm Landing.
The
of
Lieutenant
Commander
body
Wheeler, of the United States navy, was removed from the Proteus to the New York
steamer

yesterday afternoon,

be forwarded
residence of the deto

to New York, the late
ceased. Mayor Deering and a proper escort accompanied the remains to the steamer.
Officer Stover arrested James Kiley for the
larceny of a coat and other articles from a
vessel on which he was employed.
Colder yesterday. Mercury 42° at sunrise,
85° at noon, 52° at sunset; wind northwest.
Cadet Midshipman John G. Berry, son of

Stephen Berry, Esq., who has been spending a
thirty days’ furlough at his homo in this city,
returns to Annapolis to-day.
The new Chestnut street school house is a
great improvement on the old structure; it was
in the old building the Transcript remembers
that Jeff Davis once attended an examination
of the school, in the days when the late Phinehas Barnes was

a

member of the School Com-

mittee; that was before Jeff, undertook
break up the Union.

to

Died from Hie Injuries.
was taken off by a locomotive in the Boston and Maine yard Tuesday
night, sank rapidly however after the amputation of the limb, and died yesterday forenoon

Shackley, whose leg

10 o’clock. Coroner Gould consulted with
the county attorney and it was decided inexpedient to hold an inquest. Shackley had
been without rest for several nights past, havat

ing been in attendance upon Mr. Jones who
lately died on Vanghan street. Worn ont with
watching the poor fellow was unable to attend
to his regular duties, and paid the forfeit of
bis drowsiness with his life.
Shackley was 21 years ofage and unmarried.
His father is dead and his mother is absent in

Minnesota. His brother is a resident of this
city. The family came from Faria and it is
thought that the body will be taken there for
burial.
He was formerly a coachman for Dr.
Gordon.
Sad Case.
Mrs. Charles Lewis of this city was at Boothbay last week with a babe and nurse. The child
was taken sick and the mother deemed it beat
Friday to take it home, but missed the boat
A

obliged

to get a team to bring them
to Bath, where she took the 6 p. m. »rain for
Brunswick, there to await the midnight train
for Portland.
Passengers on the train observed the distressed mother with her sick
child, whose agonized cries touched all with
sympathy. At Brunswick the party took a
and

was

of

false and

of other hides and so distributed
them in uumerous vats in their tanneries as to
destroy the means of identifying the hides,
and with intent to prevent the Complainants
from regaining possession of the same; that

a

large

mass

comul.'iuauts immediately on discovery of the
fraud tendered back to said firm, and Wyman
as

the

its

ignee, the acceptances of the firm,

carriage to the Tontine Hotel and a physician
was called, but within two hours the little one
breathed no more. The corpse was placed in a
coffin and the sad mother with the nurse and
dead baby proceeded on the midnight train to

Portland.__
Greenwood Garden.
To-night
This evening will be a gala evening at the
There will be a
rink in Greenwood Garden.
contest of amateur skaters for a silver
at

grand

begincup and a silver headed cane.
There will also
ners will be allowed to enter.
be a contest for a purse of #50 between S. F.
Hatch and George Sawyer. In addition to this
All

new

pair of skates will be given away every eveThe Emita leaves Franklin
ning this week
a

wharf at 7.30 to accommodate all
wish to go.

those

who

Now

secretary of the Maine Historical Society,
wrote to him to obtain a description of Sir Feidinando’s coat of arras. He received a reply
from the brother of the Major, Mr. R. H.
Gorgep, of Kingston, Ireland, who gave the
desired description, and added—“Wo are the
Irish branch of the
family, in direct descent
from Sir Ferdinando.
The Eneiish branch
has no living lepreseutathe.”
He also says—
“An ancestor of mine, Sir Ferdinando Gorges,
was a great promoter of
colonization, and was
indeed, atone time, owner by 'crown grant' of
that province.”
It is

interesting

to

whose labor the State of Maine iB so
greatly indebted for the early settlement of its territory

George A. liay & Co.
This well known firm had a fall
opening ol

and winter over-garments for ladies
their store, corner of
Congress and Brown
streets, yesterday, which will be continued today. 1 here was a large attendance of ladies.

They

injunction has been issued by Judge Sy-

monds to restrain the sale or removal of the
hides pending the suit. This proceeding brings
into sharp relief the alleged fraudulent features of the firm’s failure, and is likely to test
the validity of the assignment in this State
and the rights of Mr. Spring under his mort-

all who

them.

saw

The

exhibition

was

able to the demands f fashion
into some one or oti-er of tho

jackets

also shown in great variety.
Besides the cloak department there are spacious carpet rooms on the second floor, where
one

“Hearts of Oak” was produced before a
large audience at Portland Theatre last.evening, for the first time this season. The denouement is skilfully worked out,
and the treatment is entirely original. The situation of the
cast calls to mind two or three stage figures,—
Enoch Arden, The Man o’ Airlie, and Rip
Van Winkle, but the business of the scenes,
the details and the effects to be produced are
entirely different. The first acts of the play
are a little bit
heavy in matter, but the scenery
is compensating,—a very elaborate sea-coast
and an interior mill scene.
Both are
massive and realistic. In the third act, the
baby cats a pretty figure, and the dinner is a
most animated and charming home
picture.
The meal on the stage means
something besides the usual joking and ahuse of victuals;
but, as usual, it is interrupted by a burprise,—
Ruby’s return; and it ends apparently happy
to all. The fourth act is by the sea^ where
Terry learns the truth. The fifth is the scene
of the church, the churchyard, with the old
mill in tho distance, and little Chrystal’s prattle with the old man. The sixth is Garroway’s
cabin, the message from Terry Dennison, and
the blind man’s rest. The scenery carried by
the company is a feature of the performance.
Mr. James A. Herne makes a strong and
vivid characterization of Terry Dennison from
first to last, bat it improves as it goes. At the
start, it promises little, but it develops into an
incisive character and a strong nature, and it
plays upon the pathetic chorda with a masterhand. The blind scenes with the child are
suggestive of Couldeck’s power of delineation.
Chryatal, the sweetheart, by Mollie Cercorau, is it clever aud effective piece of acting.
In several scenes she exhioits emotional power. The rest of the support is good.
POP.

irariy

"Pop.”

said; "Rice’s Surprise
Party appeared at the Bash Street Theatre
last night in the musical extravaganza of
Pop, aud made a great popular success. Evmoves

along

in

a

interesting maimer.
would be impossible,

bright, lively

and

To tell all that was done
bat it was all good and
entertaining. Miss Kate Castleton’s song,
“For Goodu ess Sake Don’t Say I Told Yon,”
was several times encored.
Her “Sunflower
aud Lily” duet, and the burlesque scene from
Romeo aud Juliet, were all excellent.
Miss

May Stembler has really a good voice, which
she usc-s remarkably well. Miss Irene
Peiry is
very pretty, and recites and sings acceptibly.
Miss

Lillie Grubb and Miss Ida Smith are
good. Mr. John A. Mackay is new to San
Francisco. He is a very quaint
comediaD, full
of fun, aud quickly placet, himself en
rapport
with his stranger audience. He is destined to
become a great favorite here. He abbreviated
his imitations, but what he did was so
good
that more was wished for. D. Gorman is an
excellent German dialect comedian, and won
much applause for his specialties.
George K.
Fortescue
is
gentleman of immense
physique, and very talented as a burlesque
artist. The entertainment is far above the
average. It is refined and
artistic, and is given with a vim.
Its success hero is assured.”
CAD, THE TOM-BOY.
Next Monday evening Carrie Swain will
present her lavorits character of “Cad, the
Tomboy,” at Portland Theatre. The Springfield Republican says: “Miss Carrie
Swain, a

bright little

of the Lotta order, popular
member of the “Tourists,”
appeared
actress

when a
in her new comedy, “Cad, the
Tomboy,” introducing a number of entertaining specialties,
and several pleasing songs.
The comedy is
full of jollity, with, bits of
pathos here aud
there, aud play and player have both been

highly complimented

undoubtedly find something

suit.
line ol

to

On the first floor may bo seen a full
dress goodB, silks, flannels, table linen and

a

well-assorted fancy goods department
Temperance Convention.
The Cumberland Temperance Association

Prayer was offered by Rev. BeDj. Freeman
of Falmouth.
Tho following officers were elected for the
ensuing

year:

President—Rev. Benj. Freeman.
Vice Presidents—H. R. Millett, Gorham; E.
R. Wingate. Wm. Smith, Raymond; E. L.
Poor, Sebago; John E. Warren, Cumberland
Mills; D. O. Moulton, Falmouth; C. A. Tilton,
Cape Elizabeth; Jas. Doughty, Yarmouth; C.
W. Rose, Brunswick; Benj. Kingsbury, Borland; Seth Scamman, Scarborough; N. W. Edwards, So. Windham; Rev. S. vV. Adriauce,
W'oodfords; Rev. E. Bean, Gray; N. S. Stiurlleff, New Gloucester; H. A. Sborey, Bridgtou.
Secretary—Dau’l R. Dresser.
Treasurer— E. H. Starbird.
Executive Committee—A. J. Chase, Sydney
Perham, Neal Dow, L. B. Chapman, Benj.

Kingsbury.

Voted, That the changing over as a District
Alliance be left with the Executive Committee.
The meeting .was very interesting and it
looks as though tho old organization would
again do the same amount of good as before.
The evening meeting was well attended and
presided overby Rev. Mr. Freeman. Thu opening prayer was made by Rev. Mr. Tea'd, and
an excellent addre-s
delivered by Rsv. Dr.

Chickering.
Breaking and Entering.Last Friday night two lads, aged 15 years,
named John Friel and James Gallagher, came
down to Portland by the Boston boat.
Suuday
afternoon
they broke into Fred Aubreyh
baker;., No. 7 Pleasant street,
and side
a
canvas
drawei
bag from the cash

containing money amounting
took
at

octiuruay xvice s ouiprise
at Porlland Theatre in

uuu

will appear
The Alta Californian

erything

can

met at Cumberland Mills in the Warren
church Tuesday afternoon and were called to
order by the president, A. J. Chase:

HEARTS OF OAK.

L-xiudj

were

the

5.30

train

for

to

$40.

They

Boston, stayed

cheap lodging house all night in
that city and left for New York next day. At
Hartford they were delayed by a non-connection of trains, and went into the restaurant at
the railroad station, where they spent money
freely for eatables and drinkables. The police
overheard them speak of “cracking a store in
a

Portland,”

and arrested them.

The

boys con-

fessed their crime, and Marshal Andrews wa9
telegraphed. He sent on Deputy Black, who
brought the boys back yesterday. Gallagher
is a hard boy and admits that he has been in
trouble before. Friel is rather a well appear-

ing lad, who got into a fast gang while a messenger boy for the Western Union in Boston.
Friel’s family formerly lived here.
Exciting Runaway.
Tuesday afternoon a horse and carriage, the
latter containing a gentleman, lady and child,
was jogging along on the Ocean House road,
An

Cape Elizabeth,

wnen

behind, and the

two

another horse came up
started on a race.
third team joined in, and
teams

A little farther ou a
all three kept on, almost neck and ne' k. Near
the blacksmith’s shop, a horse and wagon
came along from the opposite direction.
The
driver of the first named team attempted to
turn out, and a wheel of his carriago went
over into the gutter at the side of tho road,
while the forward wheels on tho other side
struck the wagon. So violent was the concussion that the horse and carriage, with the oc-

cupants, turned a complete somersault. The
horse alighted on his head, and his neck was
broken. The carriage, a phaeton, was smashed,
but the occupants, strange to say, were unharmed. The horse was a valuable one, owued
by Mr. William Moulton of Portland. Mr.
Moulton was not in the carriage.

"

THE 8TOCKBRIDGE COURSE.
There are still good seat3 left for the Stockbridge course. The “Weathercock" is a beautifully costumed opera, full of bright, melodious songs, aud wiil be
given Saturday

matinee,
evening the regular

October 6th.

In the
will open with the favorite opera of
“Fra Diavolo," in which
both James A.
Arnold, Carleton, aud others have been heard
here to such advantage.

course

NOTES.

Miaa Kate Claxton was stopping at the Continental Hotel in Pniladelphia, last week, and
while at breakfast she was
unaccountably relieved of a small hand-bag containing a
pair
of solitaire earrings said to be valued at
$1500, a diamond ring worth $350, and other
valuables. Suspicion pointed to two waiters,
who were seen mysteriously wbiepering in a
corner of the diningroom, aud who had previously waited upon Mies OJaxton and her sister.

Wllliston Church.
The Council called to act upon the resignation of Rev. F. E. Clark, who goes to Massachusetts to accept a cal), met at the church yesterday afternoon. The council was organized
by the choice of Rev. Dr. Carruthers as chairand Rev. Mr. Tead as secretary. The
various churches were represented in the council.
Rev. F. E. Clark’s letter of resignation was
read, and the Council united with the church
and society in grant ng the required dismissal.
A committee, consisting of Rev. Mr. Wright
of St. Lawrence- street, Rev. Mr. Bayley of
State street, and Mr. Ashbel Chaplin of Plymouth church, was appointed to draw up resolutions expressive of the regret of this Council
man,

at

the withdrawal from the city of Mr. Clark.
In the evening the Ladies’ Social Circle had

which Rev. Mr. Clark was prefine steel engraving, and Mrs.
Clark with an elegant gold watch and chain.
a

meeting,

at

Lectures by Miss Willard.
Next Sunday evening Mias Frances Willard
will deliver a temperance address in

sented with

Square church. Miss Willard was made president of the National Woman's Christian temperance Union in 1879, and brought to this
work such signal ability as an orator and an
organizer as is found in but few women. Last
year t&e traveled extensively in the

Gilbert’s Dancing School.
Gilbert will commence his classes in
dancing and deportment at his academy on

Congress

South,
all along the line,

forming temperance unions
and she was received with so much enthusiasm
that the Southern women have joined hands

with those of the North to battle against their
foe.
An eloquent gentleman from
Kentucky said the initial letters W. C. T. U>

common

had come to mean to them “we come to unite.”
This year Miss Wiilard has done equally effective work

Oregon.

iu
The

Texas, Mexico, California
work has

and
thus broadened and

strengthened under

her management as the
enthusiastic had never dared hope that it
would.
Miss Wiilard possesses a rare character and

most

strong intellect, combined with womanly grace i
and sweetness, while her

irresistibly

persona] magnetism,

charms her audiences.

Dominion and Centennial
Exhibition.
The great Dominion and Centennial Exhibition will bo held at St. John, N.
B., from Oct.
The International
1st to the 11th.

Steamship

Company have made arrangements for au excursion to the exhibition, which Bhould be improved by our cilizeus. Steamers will leave
Railroad wharf, Sept. 2Slh, Oct. 1st, 3d, 5th
and 8th, at 0 p. in. precisely.
The fare for the
round trip v ill be S4.50. Farther informat on
can,be obtained at No. 40 Exchange street.
The Maine Central railroad will sell excursion tickets from Sept. 30th to Oct. 6th, good
The rates will be
for return until Oct. 31st.
very low, and within the means of all.

a

Mr.

Congress street, commencing Monday, Oct. 1st,
a class for
young ladies and gentle-

first with

The class for young ladies will meet
Thursday evenings, and misses and masters
Saturday afternoons. Prof. A. L. Ryser will
preside at the piano. Mr. Gilbert, as is well
known, Is one of the best of teachers.
men.

Base Ball.
A sharp game of base ball was played on the
Western Promenade yesterday aflernoon, by
the Third Class Combination, Portland High
School, Capt. Fred B. Smith, and the Fourth
Class Combination, Capt. Bert Fernald.
The

prize, a regulation ball, was won by the Third
Class, by a score of 23 against 18. Sylvester,of
the Emmets, acted as umpire, to the satisfaction of both sides.
Arrival of the New York.
Steamer New York, Capt. Colby, arrived at
9 15 last evening from Digby, N. S. She left

Digby Monday evening at G o’clock, encountered the gale, and went into Machias Bay. She
left Maehias at G a. m. yesterday, and arrived
here at 9.15 p. m. She coaled here and proceeded to Boston at 10.30 p. m.
Pleasant WeddiDg.
Tuesday evening Miss Iaa Thurston and Mr.
John II. Gerrish were united in marriage by
the Rtv. A. H. Wright at the residence of the
A

The
bride’s father, Samuel Thurston, Esq.
friends of the happy pair were present in goodly number, ami the presents left were many
and appropriate, the bride being the recipient
of the present of a fine piano from her father.

FALL OPENING TO-OAY.
I

Plain

BANCROFT

...

am now

Satin

Gimps Cliencle

Beaded

and

Fringes, Faces,

Announce to ilieir customers and the

general public

Grand

..

Special

,

to exhibit my Fall Novelties in

prepared

Ornaments and Brittons.

Call and examine styles and prices; all goods shown with

pleasure.

a

LEAVE.

Sale

FRANK GOUDY, 561 Congress St
Between

Oali. and

aePl“«

Grrcon.

(Jjf

ARRIVE.

Portland.. ..1.50

a.

..8.35
8.40

..

-OF-

Bangor and St. John
m.,.from Augusta

m.,. from

a.
a. m.

from Lewiston
_12.40 p. m., fm Skowhegan & Farmgtn
12.45 p. m., from Bangor and St. John
_5.40 p. m., fm Watervtlle & Lowistou
...

PANT CLOTH.

....

Eastern

Railroad.
▲KKXYK.

LEAVE.

Portland.2.00
.8.45

I Boston.6.30 a.
1.15 p.
5.lo p.
9.30 p.
L.

a. m
a m.

I
m. |

l.OOp.m.

u

was

full circular cloak, having a black silk outBide. It was exceedingly rich and valued at
$100 and marked “sold.”
There are a number of brocade velvets, fur
lined, seal skin dolmans, and other garments
in various fabrics, all showing good taste in
their fashioning as well as in the materials
used, and this was particularly discernible in
the long cloth over garments, some of which
were made to represent a coat effect
in back,
with the jacket style in front.
Short English

NEW ADVEBTISEJIENTS.

BROTHERS <fc

Portland.... 7.00a.m., .for VVaterville
’’
....8.15 a.m.,.for I.ev/lBton
—1.25 p. m.,for Skoivbegau and Farmgtn
.1.30 p. m
.for Bangor and -t. .John
....5.05 p.m.,
.for Leviston
....5.15p.m.,.for Augusta
....11.15 p. m.,. .for Bangor and St. John

not

Confined to any particular stylo of goods, but
nearly every fabric that could be made avail,

gage. As the latest move in this complicated
its effect will be watched with interest.

•

ters by tho Flying Yankee closed mail, loavtug here at G p. m.
Maine Centra!.

delighted to witness the elegance
and richness of
tho_ display made, the garments meeting the most cordial
approval from

case

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

Yankee will bo discontinued on the
Maine Central, it will run over the Eastern, as
slated in yesterday’s issue, all winter,
making
the lime betwoen Portland and Boston in three
and one-half hours.
The train from Boston, over the Eastern; arriving here at 11.55 a. m.. will enable merchants to make up a return mail for the Bo
ton & Maine 3 p m, train, or answer their let-

ADVERTISEMENTS.

EASTMAN

Flying

were

been laid aside on account of its expensiveness, is again comiDg info fashion, and at thU
time appearing to great advantage in a very

The bill was filed iu the Clerk’s office of the
Supreme Court in this city on the 24th mst.,
by C. F. Libby, counsel of complainants, and

The following will he the arrangement for
tho arrival and departure of trains over the
Eastern and Maine Central roadB, to go into effect Oct. 15tb. It will be seen that while the

autumn

at

concealment of the hides and the disposition
mile of the same, and that the respondents
may be ordered to redeliver them to complainants, or, in case that by confusion and mingling
of said hides with others their identity is lost,
that respondents be ordered to deliver to com-

plainants an equal number of hides of similar
quality and value, or pay to them the value
thereof in money; and that, pending the suit,
the respondents be enjoined from disposing of
tlie hides or sending them
ouj of the State.

Fall Arrangements for Both Roade.

to learn of the existenca of

living representative of Sir Ferdinando,

a

fashioned
beautiful garments exhibited, and, as a
consequence the
collection and variety were far ahead of anyFur garments
thing yet seen at this house.
held a prominent position in
the variety
shown. Sable, considered ouo of the richest
of furs, and which for the last ten years has

at

NEW

Living.

the time of the purchase, and demanded back their hides; and on tho refusal
of said firm and Wyman to redeliver the hides,
commenced an action of replevin to obtain
possession of said hides, which they have been
unable to find, tho same having been secreted
and withheld by said firm.
The bill prays a discovery of the place of

given

scene

Paid.

Kelley.

costs.
Michael

meaus

fraudulent statements as to the pecuniary ooudition and resouicag of the firm; that immediately after receiving the hides the said firm
of F. Shaw & Bros, forwarded the hides to
their tanneries at
Vau^eboro’ and Grand Lake
Stream Plantation iu the State of Maine,
where they mingled and confused them with

an

keep well, go

Wednesday.—The

important

suit in equity has just been
commenced in the Supreme Court by the firm
of Richardson & Donnie of Boston, importers
l of hides, against the firm of Fayette Shaw &
I Bros., Ferdinand A. Wyman, their assignee,
Samuel E. Spring, to whom F. Shaw & Bros,
mortgaged their property in Maine subsequently to tho assignment, and certain persons

ENTERTAINMENTS.
Evening—Geeenwoed Garden.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

Sale—Grocery
jo
Fall <

Representative of the Family

A

EASTERN & MAINE CENTRA!*

Seeing recently in an English army list, the
name of “Major Gorges,” Mr. H. W. Bryant,

Judge Symonds.

MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Dr*. Damon and Wesley.
J. Levi-2.
Boy’s Clothing—Owen, Moore & Co.

and

Before the

ADVEB I'IHKJIKKTN TODAY.

NEW

day

Equity

ISIR FERDINANDO GORGES.

Supreme Court—An Injunction Against
the Sale of Certain Hides Granted by

CITY AND VIC NITY.

Gala

BROTHERS.

.G.00 p.

..

DRY AND FANCY GOODS,

m.
m.
m.

CLOAKS,

LEAVE.

Boston. 7.30 a.m. Portland.11.55 a.m.
9.00 a. m.
.l.OOp.m.
.6.00 i>. m.
.12.30p.ra.

7.00p.m.(

Shawls,

land’s closing September Weather,” to be tested by its results. We give the remaining days
our

Friday, 28th—Early, doubtful, improving;
morning, on the whole, fair. Afternoon and
night, colder and threatening; especially after
midnight.
Saturday, 29th—Aspects mixed and conflicting. Morning, afternoon, evening aud night,
may he feebly fair, though showing some

times.
aspects
Sunday, 30th, on the whole, fair. Evening
and night, colder and doubtful; improving
from midnight to morning.
Monday, Oct. 1st—Opens finely in the morning, but is not yet computed
September 15th to the 25th is a rather more
violent earthquake period than those of July
aud August, and may tell iu earthquake localities. Thus far all the periods of this coming
catastrophic era have been predicted.

following

Suits,

Faibfibld, Me., Sept. 26.—Another fire
swept over oar village last night, destroying
about thirty-five thousand dollars’ worth of
The alarm was sounded about
property.
2 o’clock this morning, when the store of
Allen & Totmau was discovered on firo. This

We

onr

h.

street, were two smaller buildings owned and
occupied by S. Dyer and Joseph Blunt. Back
of these at the end of the bridge was the store
auiPdwelling of M. Hayes and the blacksmith
shop of Wm. Simpson. All these were quickly

destroyed.
Meanwhile the fiameswere spreading against
the wind towards the other end of Main
street. The store of E. H. Evans was soon in

flames, and adjoiulng it with only a space between of two feet, was the store and dwelling
of B. H. Dyer. Here our firemen made their
stand and fight to check the fire, and at the
end of two hours were successful. The new
steamer paid for itself many times last night,
while the two hand engines wore kept steadily
at work.
The buildings across the street, the mill of
E. Totmau & Co., the grist mill aud the long
covered bridgo were all on fire many times,
but hard work conquered and saved us from
greater destruction.

Totmau, hardware, §12,000

ance.
Win. Simpson, blacksmith, $1,000.
M. Haves, saloou and household goods,

insured for $300.
E. X. Cook, household goods, $600;

harnesses, $1,000;

no

81,000;

-

5

-

8

“

1
1
1

case
“

40“

“

Also
all ihe

a

50c

“

“

40“

“

“

60c

full and elegant line of Autumn Novelties in
and desirable fabrics and shades.

new

tho north store of Gilbreth
Seth.

TheWeigrht of Great Men.
A carious letter is just brought to light by
tho Bangor Whig and Courier, in which is recorded the weight of certain Revolutionary
officers, who were together at West Point a
hundred years ago. The letter was written by
Joseph May to General David Cobb, of Revolutionary fame, and is as follows;

provide.

Oar friend Hayes has lately visited us.
He
of you repeatedly, as of a man whom he
loved and respected.
together
over
Looking
some papers in General Jackson’s pocket-book,
we found a curious paper, of which I give you
a copy:
Weighed at the scales at West Point, 19 Au
gust, 1788General Washington—209 pounds.
General Lincoln—224 pounds.
General Knox—280 pounds.
General Iluctiugion—132 pounds,
General Greaton—106 pounds.
Colonel Swift—219 pounds.
Colonel M. Jackson, 252 pounds.
Colonel H. Jackson—230 pounds.
Lieutenant Colonel Huutiuntou—232 pounds.
IVeutenant Colonel Cobb—180 pounds.
Lieutenant Colonel Humphries—22'. pounds.
I Bend you a couple of pamphlets which may
amuse you.
Yours affectionately, dear General,
J. May.

spoke

telephone

noticj:~

SUPPLEMENTARY liBt will be printed Oct.
1 st. Parlies desiring to become subscribers to

Exchange must do so at once In order to liavo
their names appear on the list.
I. II. FARNHAM,
scp2Ud3t
Supt.
the

CASCO

Brocade Velvets, in plain and ottoman hack in alt desirable, shades. Black and Colored Velvets and Velveteens.
Black Dress

nununquiof

‘•'’en,

underwear

COMPARE

for

62c ami $1.00 with any in
the market before purchasing.

is not surpassed anywhere in the
United States.

OWEN,
® MOORE & CO.
dir
sep27

OWEN, MOORE & CO.

I

CITY OF PORTLAND.

1

To the Board of Directors of the Portland Railroad Company.
The undersigned, residents of Ward 7 in Portland,
respectfully request your corporation to extend its
Railroad with the consent of the Municipal Officers
of the city, from its present terminus on State
street, through Neal and Bowdo’n streets to Vaughan
street, thence through Vaughan street to connect
with the Congress street line.
Dated this 15th day of August, A. D. 1883.
Signed by B. B. Farnsworth and 20 others.

—

To the Hon. Board of Mayor and Aldermen of
the City of Portland.
The Portland Railroad Company respectfully request the permission of your Honorable Boacti to

EXHIBITION,

ST.

extend and

through the
tion.

JOHN, N. B.,

October 1st to

BLACK GOODS DEPARTMENT.

September 26th,

Company’s Office, No. 40 Exchange street, or at
Agent’s Office, Railroad Wharf, foot of State street.
T. C. HERSEY,
President and Manager.
sep27dlw_

fiFNTl
FMFN I
ULilliLVILfl i

at any pr

Black Cashmere, 40 in. wide, flue and heavy, 50c pr yd
“
“

55c, 62c, 75c, 88c, $1.00,
1.25, 1.50 and 1.75
Black Novelty Goods in full variety.

“

ce

examine

what

,we have to *how.

rVf)I TOIX Angela Vnderwrar, Whin,
DiUlJLlOll
Drawer* and Hosiery to

hOWEN,

rrrr'

will find Underwear
to suit them in our
stock.

Moore & Co.

A

sep27

25c pr yd

Damask, very fine,
50c, 62, 75, 88c, $1.00, 1.25, 1.50 & 2.00

Nice White Bed Spreads,
Bed Spreads, 75c, $1.00,

“

of

Grocery Business For Sale.
an.

num.

hoods

an

men

IhnUIbU
aniF^V
■

and Children,
ever

Heavy

Pant

Cloth,

1.50 and l .75

OffE», MOORE &

pr yd

Fancy Shirfine Flannel, 12 l-’ic, 15e, 20c, 25c, 30c, 35c, 42c, 50c
All wool lied Twill Flannel,
25c
“
Twilled Flannel, all colors, 30c, 35c, 40c, 45c & 50c

“
“

“

*

Hosiery Department.

1 case Gents’ Heavy Scotch Goods,
“
“
1 “
Blue Bibbed Goods,
1 “ Ladies’ Vests and Pants,
“
“
“
“
1 “

Ladies’ Underwear,
1
1
1

case
“
“

Ladies’ Hose,

“

38c

“
“

50c

75c, $1.00, 1.25, 1.50, 1.75 and 2.00

Children’s Underwear, small
Ladies’ all wool Hose,
“

50c each
75c

“

sizes,

fine,
62c, 75c, 88c, $1.00, 1.25,
very

20c
33c
50c
1.50 and 2.00

“
“

pair
“
“

31,

A

1 ease 10-4 Gray Blankets, very heavy,
“
“
“
White
1

$2.00 pair
“

White Blankets,
$3.00, 3.50, 4.00, 5.00, 6.00, 8.00 and 10.00
Colored Blankets,
$2.50, 3.00, 4.00, 5.00, 6.00 and 8.00
Crib Blankets, &c.

“

especial attention to

new invoice of the latest
publications, direct from the im-

consisting of Steel Engravings, Etchings, Photogravures, Artists’ Proofs, P holographs
and Water Colors. My stock
of Mouldings is now complete, and I ain prepared to do framing in.

j

We shall offer two of the
best trades that we have
•
ever offered.
I Lot of 10-4 Blankets
for $3.50 per pair, fully
worth $4.50I
Lot 11-4 at $4.50,
would be cheap at $5.50.
We would call special
attention to our better

all its branches. Fine GOLD'
and BRONZE worn a
specialty.

J. T.
400
scp25

“

No. 451

where will he found

AUTUMN

a

Department,

«rv.

CALL 4 TITTLE,

ST

Bosto

n.

SUITSJ

SPECIALTY.

vicinity

» TKOllliLE Til SHOW GOODS.

our

3 Free SI. Block,

i»OETLAND. (So. 3.)
WILL YOU CALL
f

[

pass in tl*e im
convenience groutly

store, a
out-of-town patrons.

EASTMAN BROS. & BANCROFT.

204 and 20tt Commercial Street,
sep22
POKXlul.tU, ME.
dlw

English and American IXrnble and
Guns, together with a general assortment of
and

Fisliing

Goods.

Holler and Ice Skates.

Ai'ent for DuB’oni’* Pswdrr, Sporting, and
Xih tsting; Atlas Powder, Caps and Fuse. Order*
in the trade tilled at lowest prices.

fro

2S ax Middlo street

—

L. C. CUMMINGS & GO.

Glass.

Single

200 TOSS PUSTERLW HAIR.
ADDRESS

Sole Agent for the new Parker
I’rnp fian.Frank Wesson’s Pocket
11 ai
*** Sv Si
^
Bifle*, and the celebrated
bird,‘’ IBuntMiis *uit« Suits made to measure,
amt samples of cloth furnished. Also, the new composition 1’iirg t
better and
cheaper than

.IIiiiilHig

TO PURCHASE

—

at

Samuel Thurston

a**20_Th AM (',»
WANT

prices

Warerooins of

from all tiie depots
„.®^~^0!’88c8r3
mediate
of our
appreciated by

low

PIANO and ORGAN

Ladies’ Garments

designs.

astonishinwtr

the

WlSHlVtiT„,

DRESS

■■■«

r/\mQ COVERS,
I

453

very choice line of

d3t

dtf

A lutv
.c.aiidi'eiejiam assortment
of

MADE TO ORDER.

“P27

^

dtf

Tailors St Importers

our

NOVELTIES

in the newest

Congress S*

Congress Street.

sep21__

at

Lace and Trimming

STUBBS,

CHAMBERLIN"! HOISTED,

2.50

We call

CO*

porters, some of the finest
ever shown in this
city,

grades._

BLANKET DEPARTMENT.

&

JUST OPENED

CO.

BLANKETS.
On Friday Morning,
SEPT.

Underwear and

Our stock of Underis now ready

wear

OWEN, MOORE

be returned and money refnnded.

50c, 62c, 75c, 88c, $1.00, 1.25,

dlw*

at

TAL r UnUC any of our different grades of
I n L flu In l Underwear and if not perfectly »itii«faetory in every way goods naay

All wool

low

for inspection.

be-

50c each
Owen, Moore & Co’s.
1.25,1.50, 2.00 to 10.00 44

Woolen and Flannel Department

city. Clean etook, good team,
light expense. Address BOX 1974.

88P-7__

*o, Ladics’Gcm,*>*

in larger variety than

fore,

rent and

_dlw

11UnULlln
MflFRWFAR
Lnll

at

over Twenty Thousand Dollars
per
DOING
One ol the best locations and neighborin this

infant at her
charge
own home, or some family to adopt the same.
at
office
of
Overseers
of
Poor.
Apply
WOMAN to take

.match,

Owen, JTloorc & Co’s.

Wanted.

All linen Loom Damask,
“
Bleached table

I

ITIOORE & CO.

Owen,

LINEN DEPARTMENT.

1883.

City Clerk’s Office. I
September 18,1883. J*
Notice is hereby given in accordance with tifre
above order, which is made a part of this notice,
GE9. C. BURGESS,
sep27dtd
City Clerlt.

Be*’oir«y®n *>uy Underwear

-ZTZ

Board of Mayor and Aldermen. {

Upon the foregoing petitions. Ordered, that the
City Clerk give notice that this Board, will on
Wednesday evening, October 3rd, A. D. 1883, at
71/fe o’clock, meet at rheir room. City Building, to
hear all parties interested thereiu and will afterward proceed to adjudge aud determine what the
public convenience and necessities require to hav<^
*
done in the premises.
Attest.
GEO. C. BURGESS,
City Clerk

m.

ik

locate its road over the route and
streets described in the foregoing petiPORTLAND RAILROAD CO.,
by Charles F. Libby, its Attorney.
In

llth, 1883,

75c pr yd
Silk, heavy gros grain,
By Steamers leaving Railroad Wharf September
28, October 1, 3, 5, and 8, at tt p.
88c, $1.00, 1.25, 1.50, 1.75,
“
$2.00, $3.00 and $4.00
FARE ROUND TRIP $4.50
Colored Dress Silks, all shades,
$1.00
pr
yd
For tickets and further information apply at the
“
“
“
“
1.25

SBJSKKJ

50c,

Women and Children, wliicli

“

“

STREETS.
dtf

DOMINION ANDCmUL

Boston, Aug. 11,1820.

Uon. David Cobb, Couldsborour/h:
My dear General; Yonr letter of 28th March,
written when confined to your house by indisposition, made me, for a moment, feel unhappy—’twas painful—but X have too much respect for you to indulge weak toars, when I see
you passing the allotted limet cf human life;
and tho’ you find some “labor and sorrow”; and
tho’ “the flocks and the herds afford less pleasure
than formerly”—yet you rejoice at the vernal
gun—you are cheered by the voice of friendship, and when not exercised by actual pain,
yonr book affords high enmloyment and enjoymentwhich tbe stranger intermeddles not
with. We are marching to a better country,
my dear General, where after a well-spent life,
we may hope again to associate with the
wise
and good whom we have known here—where
and how it is to be I am not anxions to know,
certain of this, it will be the fittest and best
that infinite wisdom and Infiuite goodness can

&

«ep27

—TO

Mik Mil VELVET DEPARTJIE\T.

in a

tc-day moving

COR. CONGRESS

very desirable.

BROS.

EXCURSION

building.
E. H. Evans, who saved his stock of drugs
damaged condition, will occupy tbe new
store on Bridge street, adjoining T. G. Heald.

RINES

are

per lb.

36 in. Colored Cashmere, all shades, 38c pr yd
line,
“
“
“
“
“

“

insur-

Alien & Totman have leased tbe store of
Snell Pratt, near the hotel, and will soon be in
readiness to receive their friends. This firm
will doubtless rebuild, and in a thorough and
substantial manner.
They are both young
men of sterling qualities and an abundance of
pluck. Nearly all the Btoros on the south side
ot Main street were emptied of their contents,
causing loss to each owner.
The Fairfield Journal office was damaged by
water, as also were tbe office and library of
E, W. & F. E. McFadden, in tho same

-.1.00

patent improvements that

new

“

“

insurance.
no

These have

50c
75c

......

p r mi r iw q r d ,,,at wc (arrj' ** s|°*^

ance.

are

12,15, 18,

7 cts. per yard.
“
“
6
“
“
5
“
“
& 20
“
3 “

insurance.

no

$1600.
David Lamere, household goods, $400;

Co.

-

at Laint.

Fitting

75 do*. tnlaiindricd Shirts at
“
“
“
50 “
“
“
*•
<10 “

S16,000;

to

insured for §6,000.
t. h. roans, urugs, $3,500 to $4,000: insured for
$2,800.
David King groceries, $800; no insurance.
S. Osborne, two-story store, $2,600.
St. l.ouis Flour Co., $2,000; insured for $1,000.
S. Dyor, saloou, $700; no insurance.
Joseph Blunt, boots and shoes, $000; no insur-

A

a

We have after years of experimenting, secured a line of Gents’ Shirts
that is satisfactory to everyone.

prices-

Nice White Batting

caused by the regulations of
the Maine Central railroad, the engines from
Waterville did not reach here until the fire
was under control, but their assistance was of
great help to our tired men.
The losses aud insurance, as far as they can
be estimated this morning, are as follows.

their goods into
Block.

then considered

also $100 Per Yar<.

Perfect

offering some of the best bargains ever
this market, and call special attention to some

40 inch Heavy Sheeting
“
“
36 “
“
“
36
Fine
Heavy Cotton Flannel 10,
16 inch Huck Crash
Best Cocheco Prints

Owing to delay,

Flour

were

UNLAUNDERED SHIRTS.

DOMESTIC DEPARTMENT.

sume!..
The large store owued by S. Osborne, and
occupied by the St. Louis Flour Co., came
next, and beyond, to the corner of Bridge

St. Louis

Styles

are now

shown in
of

store, with the one adjoining which this firm
had just purchased, aud which was thoroughly
stocked with hardware, etc., was quickly con-

I. S. McFarland,
O. Burrill, store,

«8 centsoa these, and they

These are strictly all wool and fine assortment ©£ patterns, and
would sell anywhere i'or a higher price,

DRESS GOODS DEPARTMENT.

Narrow Escape of the Village from De
struotion—The Losses and Insurance.

The

Good

BLANKETS, HOSIERY, UNDERWEAR,

THE FAIRFIELD FIRE.

Allen &

was

good bargain.

at

Beal Estate Transfer*.
transfers of real estate in this
county have been recorded at the Registry ef
Deeds:
Portland—Wm. Thayer to Moses Y. Knight,
land and buildings. SllOO.
Elizabeth T. Angier to Charles E. Tiefetben
laud on Peaks Island. S500.
Deering—Edward Newman to Moses
Thornes, land. S1200.
The

price

readers may judge for

Thursday, 27lh—Previous midnight to morning, colder aud threatening; change: a little
ominous. The day shows some saving genial
Cold and rather donbtfnl aspects
aspects.
cover the night.

storm

Former

.11.00p.m.

Weather for Portland.
M. F. Capon, of the Boston Weather Bureau
sends the Trauscript prognostications of “Port-

of the month, that
themselves:

Heavy Goods!, Assorted Patterns, 50r.

m.

Opp. Yn I mouth llo;«'.

i
G.

I

aep3

L.

BAILEY.dtf

^

